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The World's Latest Invention

Darche Utility Household Electric Clock

and Medical Battery
(PATENTED)

ELECTRICITY AND HEALTH

Ready for Use. Operated by Dry Batteries.

To see the time Electric Alarm Clock. Electric Silent Light Alarm. Electric

Call Bell. Electric Bell Alarm. Electric Night Light by pressing the button.

Electric Lamp to examine the throat and mouth. Electric Medical Battery

and all attachments.

ALL IN ONE.

Send for illustrated Booklet showing uses, with full directions. General

Agents wanted everywhere. Address all communications to

DARCHE MFG. CO
Branch: New York

2117 S. Halsted St
CHICAGO

{Established 1882)

Factory: Detroit
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P.S.&W.Pliers
Are Guaranteed

They are also backed by
over ninety years of successful

and progressive tool-making.

They are backed by thous-

ands of satisfied users all over
the world.

They are backed by the

prestige, reputation and re-

sponsibility of

TheMARK of theMAKER
When you see that Trade-mark on a P. S. & W.

Box Joint Plier, you .know that it is made for use

and not just to sell. You know that the jaws meet

accurately and cut evenly, no matter how long used.

You know that we stand back of the tool to

guarantee your satisfaction.

This is true of every item in our four large lines

of Guaranteed Hand Tools.

Write today for our free "Mechanics' Handy List," a i65-page
book, now in its third edition. Over thirty pages of valuable infor-

mation and a catalog of over 200 Guaranteed Hand Tools for

Electricians, Machinists, Carpenters, Tinsmiths, etc.

List of P. S. & W. Guar-
anteed Box-Joint Pliers.

No. 30. Side Cutting-, Black Finish
No. 130. Side Cutting. Nickel-plated

No. .300 Side Cutting:, Insulated
Handles

No. 60. Side Cutting; with Splicing: De-
vice

No. 9. Side Cutting-.Extra-heavy—9-inch
No. 20. Flat Nose, Black Finish
No. 120. Flat Nose, Nickel-plated
No. 25, Round Nose, Black Finish

No. 125. Round Nose, Nickel-plated
No. 27. Diag-'l Cutting-, Black Finish
No. 127. Diag'l Cutting-, Nickel-plated
No. 37. Diag-'l Cutting-, Raised Cutters-

Black
No..l37. Diag-'l Cutting-, Raised Cutters-

Nickel
No. 43. Chain Nose, Black Finish

No. 143. Chain Nose, Nickel-plated
No. 31. Opticians,' Round and Flat Jaws

—Black
No. 131. Opticians.'Round and Flat Jaws

Nickel
No. 33. Opticians,' Concave and Con-

vex Jaws—Black
No. 133. Opticians ' Concave and Con-

vex Jaws—Nickel

Also a full line of Lap Joint

Pliers and Splicing Clamps

ThePeck,Stow&WilcoxCo.
TVT A "\TTTT7*"D C of the Largest Line of Mechanics'
1V1/\1M U 17 rv»5 Hand Tools offered by Any Maker

Address Correspondence to 30 Murray St., New York City

Established 1819 ^,„m
Five Large Factories / j

^^W-
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The Rochester
Telephone Muffler

provides all the privacy of a telephone booth

without leaving your desk.

It not only makes it pos-

sible to carry on a conversa-

tion without being over-

heard by other per-

sons in your office,

but it also excludes

all foreign

sound,
thereby im
proving the

talking
qualities of

your tele

phone.

And it is

thoroughly
sanitary .being made of
glass with a detachaDle
rubber mask.

Ask about

the Rochester

Telephone
Muffler at

your sta-

tioner's or

write to us

for one.

Price, $5.00, C. O. D.

Rochester Telephone Muffler Co.
Wilder Building, Rochester, N. Y.

WIRELESS CLUB
If you own a wireless equipment or have

even made a start at building one send

for full particulars concerning

POPULAR

ELECTRICITY

WIRELESS CLUB

an organization to promote the interests of

amateur wireless experimenters and for

the exchange of ideas among members.

No fees required of members.

Elegant club button free when you are

admitted.

Printed list of members mailed to all.

Address Secretary

Popular Electricity Wireless Club

COMMERCIAL BUILDING CHICAGO, ILL.

YOU READ

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
(NON TECHNICAL)

Because you are interested in electri-

cal matters. If you wish to delve

deeply into the more theoretical and
technical details of electrical ma-
chinery, you should read

THE ELECTRIC JOURNAL
(The Technical Magazine in Plain English)

Its contributors are in close touch with the latest devel-
ments in the electrical field, many of them being men of na-
tional reputation. The articles in the Journal are written
especially for the young electrician, who wants to know how
and why. It contains no complicated mathematics, but
plain straightforward facts that are technically correct.

F.

Every dynamo and motor has an armature. Do you
know how they are built ? Every one who is interested in
electricity should read the series of practical articles which
began in the June issue of The Electric Journal, telling

in plain English, how different kinds of armatures are wound
in an up-to-date shop. These articles are written by prac-
tical shop men and can be understood by the beginner as
well as the expert. This series will run for a year or more
and will cover small and large armatures, direct-current

motors, induction motors, alternators, rotary converters, turbo-
generators, etc. Subscriptions can be dated back to the June
issue if desired.

THE QUESTION BOX

The Electric Journal has a staff of several hun-
dred experts who are at the service of our readers and are

continually helping them to solve many perplexing problcrrs

which are presented to electrical workers. This department
alone has often given information of much more value than

the cost of a year's subscription.

USE THE BLANK

THE ELECTRIC JOURNAL
Pittsburg, Pa. :

Please send The Electric Journal for one year

(or issue) to begin with the number.

Name.

Subscription
Price—

U. S. and
Mexico

Per Tear.. $1.50
Per Issue 15c

Address

.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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^D0CT0R«rPo;
The Recognized Method of Drugless Healing

$3000 to $5000 a Year
WE TEACH YOU BY MAIL
In a few months you can begin practicing Me-

chano-Therapy—an elevating and highly paid pro-
fession for men and women. Simpler and more
comprehensive than Osteopathy. Endorsed by
physicians. A fascinating study, easy to learn.
We teach you by mail or in class and guarantee
success—an ordinary education and our course
of instruction fits you for a professional life.
Authorized diplomas to graduates. Work
absorbingly interesting. Vast opportunities for
social and financial betterment. Special terms
now. Write today for our 84-page illustrated
prospectus— free.

American Collegeof Mechano-Therapy, DepL 290.120-122 Randolph SuChicago

Andrews' Office Furniture
Comprehends all grades

of Desks, Tables and
Chairs. Andrews' own
make of desks are al-

ways HIGH GRADE,
and have individualty

in design and construc-

tion, which puts them
in a class by themselves.

Typewriter Chairs, Steel Rod Frames

THE A. H. ANDREWS COMPANY
174 Wabash Avenue

Just off the Press—1910 Edition

Standard Wiring
for Electric Light and

Power as Adopted by the

Fire
Underwriters

of the

United States
Containing the National
Electric Code, explained
with numerous illustra-
tions, together with the
necessary tables and
formulae for outside and
inside wiring and con-
struction for all systems.
Everything revised right
up-to-date. Handy size
for the pocket. Black
limp leather binding

—

gilt embossed.

Price prepaid

$1.00
Free for 2 paid yearly

Subscriptions

to

Popular
Electricity

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
100 Lake St., CH ICAOO. ILL.

Send for our illustrated Catalog—FREE

I will send as long as they last my 25<

Strong Arms
FOR 10c IN STAMPS OR COIN

Illustrated with 20 full pagre halftone cuts, showing exercises
that will quickly develop, beautify, and gain great
strength in your shoulders, arms, and hands without
any apparatus.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
1621 Barker Bldg., 110 W. 42d St., New York

LEARN WATCHMAKING
ENGRAVING AND JEWELRY REPAIRING

Practical specialists in charge of all instruction. Students trained for the
best paying positions. Earn while learning. Our school is endorsed
and recommended by leading jewelers. A few months will make you
an expert. Positions secured for graduates. Demand for watchmakers
greater than the supply. Write for free catalog.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
Department 30 Bush Temple, CH1CAOO

MUSIC LESSONS FREE
At Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It telAS

how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 15 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago, III.

mmm
for Chauffeurs and Repair Men. Our complete HOME STUDY
course prepares you in six weeks right in your own home. Big
demand for trained men, work is pleasant, pay good. Our school
is directed by Experienced Mechanics and Instructors. Write
today for free illustrated book.

KANSAS CITY AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL
Dept. B. Kansas City, Mo.

A Perfect Memory
""^

The Key To

Success

Prof.

Henry
Dickson,

Principal.

Dickson School

of Memory, the

Largest and Most

Successful School

of Mental Training

in the World.

of logical thinking—
tomemorize studies,
lor examinations,etc.

The Dickson Method has

been highly recommended
by Elbert Hubbard, Prof.

David Swing, Dr. Latson,

and thousands of others.

This Valuable
Book FREE

FillOutandMailCow
pon, orSend Postal to

Dickson Memory School

929 Auditorium Bldg.
CHICAGO

In business, political or

social life. YOU can acquire

a perfect memory. Send today

for my FREE booklet that tells

how my system will enable you
to remember names, faces, facts,

figures, anecdotes— to focus
your mind instantly on the

points of a business deal

—

to overcome bashfulness and
self-consciousness—speak ex-
temporaneously—converse in
a natural, interesting way that
wins friends— to gain the habit

Reme.mbi

y/- f ?£__?_£_
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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j|)
Learn Photography, (X

Photo-Engraving or 3-ColorWork
Engravers and 3 jOlor Operators Earn $20 io$50 PerWeek.
Only College in the world where these paying professions are
taught successfully. Established 11 years. Endorsed by Interna-
tional Association of Photo-Engravers and Photographers' Asso-
ciation of Illinois. Terms easy; living inexpensive. Graduates
assisted In securing good positions. Write for catalog, and
specify course in which you are interested.
Illinois College of Photography or )9S9 Wabash Av.
BissellCollege of Photo-Engraving J Effingham, 111.

L. H. BISSELL. Pres.

STUDY DRAFTING
or Engineering. Big field offering
unlimited opportunities for ambitious
young men. Short courses, low rates
of tuition. Day and Evening Classes.
Connected with best engineering firms.
Students assisted to obtain employ-
ment while attending classes. Write at,

once for full information. Address Desk 1

5

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE
26 East Vs»» Buren S^eet, Chicago. III.

LEARN AUTOMOBILE BUSINESS
Ours is the only Automobile Engineering

School in United States, which acts as prepar-
atory training school for auto factories and em-
ploys its students while studying. We teach by
mail- Part of tuition payable after we place
you in a good position. Course covers eight
different branches of the automobile business.
Write for plan V. It is free.

The Automobile College of Washington, Inc.
Washington, D. C.

References: Fourteenth St. Savings Bank

COPY THIS SKETCH
and let me see what you can do with it. You can
earn $20.00 to $125.00 or more, per week as illus-

trator or cartoonist.

My practical system of personal individual

lessons by mail will develop your talent. Fifteen

years successful work for newspapers and
magazines qualifies me to teach you.
Send me your sketch of President Taft with 6c

in stamps and I will send you a test lesson plate,

also collection of drawings showing possibilities

for you.

THE LANDON SCHOOL SSSSSSi
1451 Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, O.

A MAGAZINE OF THE POCKET-BOOK

Everyone now interested in real estate, or about
to become interested in it, should send at once for

a free copy (or 25 cents postage for yearly subscrip-

tion), for the best magazine in that field.

REALTY PROFITS MAGAZINE
Room 428, 1316 Broadway New York

NewYork Electrical Schoo
Offers to men and boys a theoretical

and practical course in applied elec-

tricity without limit as to time.

Instruction individual, day and night
school, equipment complete and up-
to-date. Student learns by doing,
and by practical application are
fitted to enter all fields of electrical

industry fully qualified. School open
all year. Write for free prospectus.

4C West Seventeenth Street NEW YORK

LEARN TO

Mount Birds
ANIMALS and GAME HEADS

We teach you by mail to prepare and mount
'all kinds of Birds, Animals, Heads, Fish;
Tan Skins and make Rugs, etc. Our school
teaches the latest and bestmethods. Easily,
kquickly learned at home by men,women
and boys. Taxidermy is a necessity for
hunters, trappers and Nature lovers.

Profits ^ou can earn froin $25 to
$50 amonth , in spare time

,

y mounting for others and selling your own specimens, or

f2,000 to $3,000 a year as a profession. Lowrate of tuition,expert instructors.

Success Guaranteed or no cost. Write today for full particulars.

11»m 1 m % We send splendid book on Taxidermy for a short

JH BV 11jJH* time free' also free Taxidermy Magazine and* *• sample Diploma. Don't delay, but write today.
Learn all about our unique school. WRITE TODAY.
Northwestern School of Taxidermy, 1408 Hwogd Building, Omaha, Neb.

^>'WHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
Our graduates are filling High Salaried Positions.

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
In easy, fascinating work. Practical, Individual Home In-

struction, Superior equipment. Expert Instructors.
Eleven years' successful teaching. Financial returns guaranteed.

Write for particulars CDCC ARTIST'S of fine tostrum.nts and

and Handsome Art Book. itlLL OUTFIT supplies to each student.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART (Founded 1899)
i a. 70 Fine Arts Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich, i i

LEARN TO BE A WATCHMAKER
Bradley Polytechnic Institute

Horological Department
Peoria, Illinois

Largest and BestWatch School In America
We teach Watch Work, Jewelry, Engrav-
ing, Clock Work, Optics. Tuition rea-
sonable. Board and rooms near school at
moderate rates- Send for Catalog of
Information.

BRADLEY, H. - Peoria, 111.

^ Learn Telegraphy
MORSE and WIRELESS

At My Practical School. Demand for oper-
|

ators from Railroads and Wireless Co's greater
| than supply. Graduates assisted. We occupy

ir own large modern building. R.R. train wire
'and complete wireless station. Endorsed by
Railroad and Western Union Officials.
Teachers are practical experts Living expenses
earned. Easy payments.Correspondence courses
if desired. Catalogs Free. GEOhGE M DODGE,
Pres. , Dodge's Institute. 21 st Street, Valparaiso,
Indiana. Established 1874.

Do You Like to Draw?
That's all we want to know

Now we will not give you any grand prize

—

or a lot of free stuff if you answer this ad.
Nor do we claim to make you rich in a week.
But if you are anxious to develop your talent
with a successful cartoonist, so you can make
money, send a copy of this picture with 6c.
in stamps for portfolio of cartoons and sample
lesson plate, and let us explain.

THE W. I EVANS SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
325 Kingmoore Bldg., Cleveland, 0.

PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL
EDUCATION

1 We teach by practical work and scientific methods under
practical working conditions. All branches of Electrical
Science and Engineering.

T| Students can enter at any time for the full or special
courses.

t No matter what your education, we start you at the very
point you are competent to begin. By our system of Indi-
vidual Instruction you can complete our course as quick as
your ability warrants.

U We guarantee positions. Many of our students have
started to earning from $i 500 a year and up immediately
upon completion of the course.

If Full particulars, handsome illustrated catalog and terms
free upon request

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
1025 Winnebago Street MILWAUKEE, WIS.

^or our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers*
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SEND NOW
$100 FOR
12 ISSUES »

A Chance to Make $100.00
For $l.GO you will get 12

issues of

STUDENTS ART MAGAZINE
and a chance to work on over $100
worth of cash art assignments. The
magazine publishes and criticises
students' work, gives lessons in
Cartooning, Designing, Illustrat-

ing, Lettering and Chalk-talking.
Especially valuable to correspond-
ence art students It stands for a
clean life, a clean art and a square
deal. If not sat'sfied your money
refunded. Address the editor.

Q. H Lockwood
Dep. 73 Kalamazoo, Michigan

SAY BOYS!
A postal card will bring you our circular

on spark coils, transformers and rectifier parts.

Also ask for our circular on coil trouble.

ELECTRIC TESTING CO. - Peoria, 111.

CALIFORNIA
OIL JOURNAL
FREE TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION ON REQUEST
Send us your name and address and we will have sent to you the
oil] urnal, "California Oil Fields," for three months trial without
charge. Oil is now California's biggest indusirv and pays millions
in monthly dividends. Write SAGAR-LOOMIS CO., 918
Phelan Building, San Francisco, California.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING $10.

iinrimrm mi, ^ SEE THia
•ftVfcCtit tMi-fc ^V>RKn(4 MODEL

EHA1HE

Learn to Drive and

Repair Automobiles

with Dyke's Working

Models and Home

Study Course

PRACTICE WHILE YOU STUDY.

IT IS THE ONLY WAY TO MASTER THE SUBJECT BY MAIL.

Barney Oldfield says: "If a person cannot learn with

this instruction then he cannot learn at all."

Mav we send you photos, testimonials of young men who
are now drawing good salaries driving cars, and Proprietors

of Repair Shops.

May we show you hundreds of testimonial letters?

You can't lose a cent. Two days' trial inspection allowed.

Special price right now of only $10 for the complete
course, including Working Models of Engine, Magneto and
Carburettor; 36 Charts and 24 Instruction Books, all sent to

you at one time. Diploma when you answer the questions.

FILL IN BLANK—MAIL TODAY

Dyke's Correspondence School of Motoring

3947 PE. Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Kindly send me a 24-page Catalogue by mail FREE, in plain wrapper.

Name .

Street

City State

State if you want to be a chauffeur or repairman.
Or if you intend to buy an auto or if you own one.

A. L, Dyk* originated the first Auto Supply Company in America

UNCLE
WANTS

SAM
YOU

Over 15,000 Appointments to be Made During 1911

Railway Mail Clerk Examinations Everywhere Nov. 1 2th.

Customs and Internal Revenue Examinations Everywhere Feb. 4
Common education sufficient—political influence unnecessary

No "layoffs" without pay, because of strikes, financial
flurries or the whims of some petty boss. Excellent ^^r- o
opportunities for quick advancement to Higher ^^r^ T-rfrcGovernment Positions. If you want immediate ^^r^ THIS
appointment, send TODAY for our schedule ^^T COUPOiS
showing locatio-s of Nov. examinations. ^^^^i-^ 1 1«Any delay means the loss of just so ^^T H rOXlKllTlmuch time in preparing you
self fo examination.

We Prepare

Candidates

Free

Institute
Dept. C 124. Rochester, N. Y.

This coupon, filled out as directed,
s the sender to a free copy of our

book, "Government Positions and How to Obtain
The-n," and to cons : leration for Free Coaching for

the examination here checked.

£^°«re
2lerk J86O0 to $1200

' p?, J ft^-P

£

rne
.

r
I
8600 to »' 200JKura .Mail Carrier ($500 to $9001

Bookkeeper [jgno to 11800]

.Customs Positions [$fi00 to $1500
. .Internal Revenue [$700 to $1800'
.Stenographer {$600 to. $1500'
.Clerk in the Depart- [$500 to $1500
ments at Washington

Name • •

Address-
Write Plainly

ere'saJSSfflOB

in
EARN $25 TO $50 WEEKLY
In Automobile Business
Chauffeurs, Automobile Salesmen, Demonstra-
tors and Repairmen are in big demand, every-
where. The field is new, work pleasant, and
anyone can learn. We teach you in 10 weeks of
study during spare time to become thoroughly
e^cient. Our course of instruction by mail is

simple, practical, and very interesting. Free
model of automobile. Besides, we assist you to
secure a good position.

First Lesson Sent Free—Write Now
Don't miss this offer. Send us a postal today.

Empire Auto. Institute, 201 EmpiwBld*.

The Original Automobile School Rochester, N. Y.

Chauffeurs and competent men supplied
owners and garages.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electrical Talks—Flash No. 5

^JJHEN an advertiser uses a class publication that is

JHU sold on the news-stands where the circulation runs

up into the hundreds of thousands, he is purchas-

ing a circulation that is very beneficial for the sale of

his product.

People do not buy a class publication of a general

character unless they are particularly interested in the ex-

ploitation of the field which that magazine covers.

A person might go to a news-stand to buy any one of

the leading magazines. If that particular one isn't there,

he can use another one which satisfies him just as well, it

being along the lines of general reading matter.

But when you go to buy a class publication and you

cannot secure it, there is no other medium which will satisfy

you and give you the information which you desire. This

goes to show that advertising placed in a publication of

our character is received by the reader in a more receptive

mood than if the advertisement was placed in a general

medium which, though his friend, is not his "intimate

friend" as is the publication which gives him the specialized

information he requires.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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^LTERNATIKO
CURRENTS

1

kansmissi0n0f
electricity

ANDPOWEB

The Greatest Electrical

Library in the World
The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International

Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its original prep-
aration. It contains the knowledge given from the life experience
of some of the best electrical engineering experts in the country,
edited in a style that nineteen years of experience in publishing

home-study textbooks has proved easiest to learn, to remember,
and to apply. There is no other reference work in the world that

so completely meets the needs of the electrician as the Electrical

Engineering Library. The volumes are recommended by the
highest authorities and are used in nearly all the leading univer-

sities and colleges. They treat of practical electrical methods,
starting from the simplest problems and comprehensively covering

every branch of the work. Not only can they be used to great

advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an
authoritative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly

understood, even by persons having no knowledge of higher

mathematics, they can be used by all classes of electricians that

are desirous of advancing to higher positions. The Electrical

Library contains 17 volumes durably and handsomely bound in

three-fourths red morocco.
stamped and numbered in

gold. The books are printed

on a high-grade book paper,

and the type is large and
easy to read. Each volume
is 6 by 9 inches in size. If

you wish to know more
about the most practical
electrical library in the

world, send the coupon
NOW.

International Textbook Co.
Box 1102, Scranton,Pa.

Please send, without further obligation to me,
full particulars in regard to your Library of Tech-
nology, with special reference to the Electrical

Library.

City.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Chicago's
Electrical Show
Each year the greatest Electrical show of the season is

held in the Coliseum, which is one of the largest Ex-
hibition Halls in the world. Here thousands of people

come from all parts of the country and have ample
room to inspect the products of numerous manu-
facturers and dealers of electrical devices which could

not be so prominently displayed in any other place or

manner.

The exhibitors who have been present at this

show for the past few years and who are convinced

that it is to their best interests have already made
reservations for the next year's space. Have you?

Address

Electrical Trades Exposition Company
115 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writine to Advertisers,
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NEW INVENTION!
FOR TH E HOM E Wft 5,°o

E
R |

Cleans Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, etc., on the floor by the
Vacuum Process

THE NEW HOME VACUUM CLEANER
POWERFUL MACHINE

Operated by child or weakly woman. Air is drawn through
body and fibre of carpet at terrific speed. Carries all dust, dirt,
grit, germs, etc., into the Cleaner. No dust in room, it all goes
into Cleaner. Supersedes broom, brush, sweeper, dust pan and
dust cloth. Cleans without sweeping. Raises no

dust. Keeps house clean, does away
with house-cleaning. Brightens old
carpets, makes them like new.
Portable, dustless, always ready. Adapt-
ed to every home—rich or poor—city, vil-

lage or country. Does same work as ex-
pensive machines. Costs nothing to op-
erate—costs nothing for repairs. Weighs
9 pounds. Well and durably made

—

should last a life time. Saves time, labor,
carpets, curtains, furniture. Saves drudg-
ery, saves health, saves money.
Saves taking up and beating car-
pets. The New Home Cleaner is truly a
wonder. Astonishes everybody. Custo-
mers ail delighted and praise it.
They wonder how they ever did without it.

Mrs. F. Goo dell, Ind., writes:
'Home Vacuum Cleaner is certainly

wonder. Does away with the
drudgery of sweeping and dusting.

I am so pleased that I can't give
it justice." F. B,. Sears,

Oliio, " Home Vacuum
Cleaner is a little giant.

My next door neighbor
* as one that cost

$25.00. They say
they would rather

have the Home."
Chandler &

. Rich, N.
Ife? Y., "Find

you did not
ov e r e s t i-

mateHome
Va cuum

£ Cleaner.

4: ft ^^^IkSs^?? " -^< : Dul
.

not

il.ljvf ^^s91i8ii§|§^ enough"^^ •W Henry
Rubin,

N. T., "Home Vacuum Cleaner brightens the carpus. It's the

grandest machine ever invented for the home." To try the

Home Vacuum Cleaner means to want it, then to keep it.

Takes every family by storm. Women have watched, wished,

1 n.ged for it. No wonder it's a live wire.

SENT ANYWHERE FOR ONLY !mNOT SOLD IN STORES
Every one tested before shipping—guaranteed as represented

or money refunded. Write today; or better, send order. You won't regret it.

FREE SAMPLE TO ACTIVE AGENTS
$50 to $ 1 80 per week. They're making it and tell you how. W. B.
Morsran, Pa., "Send 60 Cleaners at once. Sold 32 so far this week, mak-
ing 75 in 9 days." C. E, Goff. Mo., "Sold S Vacuum Cleaners last
Saturday—my first attempt." So it goes all along the line. Not an old,

worn-out proposition. New business, Making people rich. Only 2 sales
a day means $51.00 a week prof it. Field untouched -unlimited. Takes
every family by storm. Experience unnecessary. Sells itself. Make
more money in a day than you do now in <» month. Men or women. All or
part time. Show 10 families, sell 9. Enormous demand. Think of millions

of homes wanting—needing Vacuum Cleaner. Start now in a profitable, easy,
important business. Money comes easy. Don't delay. Don't let someone
else beat you to it. Write today for Agents Big Profit Plan.

R. ARMSTRONG MFC. CO.
1210 Alms Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

ELECTRIC
GOODS FOR EVERYBODY.
World's headquarters for

Dynamos, Motors, Fans,

Toys, Railways, Batteries, Belts, Bells, Pocket Lamps,
Telephones, House Lighting Plants, Books. If it's

electric we have it. Undersell all. Fortune for

agents. Big Catalogue 4 cents. OHIO ELECTRIC
WORKS, CLEVELAND, OHIO,

For You
Whether Student or Expert

this Complete Cyclopedia ot

APPLIED
ELECTRICITY

will be found useful as a guide and reference work.

This Cyclopedia comprises s ;x big volumes—bound
in half morocco - contains 2,896 pages, 7x10 inches-
printed on special paper, in large, clear type — 2,000

full-page plates, diagrams, formulas, etc. It is written
by thirty expert Electrical Engineers—the biggest men

in the profession.

THE REFERENCE VALUE IS GUARANTEED by the
fact that the books are compiled from the text-books used
in the correspondence courses of the American School
of Correspondence. These practical lessons are arranged
for quick and ready reference.

WILL YOU EXAMINE THESE BOOKS
FREE OF CHARGE?

If you are interested in Electricity, we know these books are just what
you want. To convince you of this, we will send a complete set to you
by prepaid express: keep them five days; examine them thoroughly and
carefully ; test them ; apply the knowledge they contain to your every-day
work. If you decide to keep them, send us $2.00 after five days and $2.00
a month until you have paid the special price of $18.80. The regular list

price is $36.00. Just fill in the coupon below and mail it to us. The
books will be sent to you at once.

—Important Subjects Treated
Theory, Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators and Motors

—

Electric Wiring—Electric Telegraph—Wireless Telegraphy—Telautograph-

Types of Dynamos and Motors—Elevators—Direct-Current Motors— Di-

rect-Driven Machine Shop Tools— Electric Lighting — Electric Railways

—

Alternating Current Motors—Single Phase Electric Railway— Managemen I

of Dynamos and Motors—Power Stations— Central Station Engineering—

Storage Batteries— Power Transmission— Alternating Current Machinery

—Telephony—Automatic Telephone— Wireless Telephony— Telegraphone, etc.

For a short time we will include, as a monthly supplement, for one
year, the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE. This is a regular $1.50

monthly, full of Twentieth Century Scientific facts, written in popular
form. Also contains the latest discussions on timely topics in invention,

discovery, industry, etc.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

American School of Correspondence:
Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for FREE examination:

also T. W. for 1 year. I will send $2.00 within five days and $2.00 a month
until I have paid $18.80 ; or notify you and hold the books subject to your

order. Title not to pass until fully paid. POP. Elect. 11-10.

Name , ,.,....., »

Address • • •? ..»..»..

Occupation

Employer

For oqp Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Marketing Your Goods
is fully as difficult as making them. May
be more so.

Advertising is modern marketing ma-
chinery.

You can buy this machinery—can you

operate it?

Have you analyzed your selling prob-

lem?

Do you know where a demand exists

for your goods—the geography of distri-

bution ?

Do you know how to reach, at lowest

cost, your possible customers—mediums
of advertising?

Do you know how to prove the fitness

of your goods to supply existing demand,

how to describe them so as to create

demand—effective copy ?

If these questions suggest the need of

outside help, get in touch with us.

WM. D. McJUNKIN
Advertising Agency

167 Dearborn Street, Chicago

Flying Machines
CONSTRUCTION-OPERATION

wmmm
FLYINGMACniNfS
CONSTRUCTIOH&OMffl:

JAMMN-RUSSfLKHMIUTE

BY

W. S. Jackman
Thos. H. Russell
Octave Chanute

A "Show How"
Book

Writen for the novice

in aviation — the man who
seeks practical information as to the theory, con-

struclion and operation of all modern flying mach-

ines. Also contains detailed instructions for the

construction of a Biplane Glider, complete with

working drawings and diagrams.

Pocket size, 250 pages fully illustrated.

Flexible Leather $1.50
Cloth Binding $1.00Price:

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.

100 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL,

A School Within Itself
There are XX chapters in all, XIX carrying you from tht
fundamental principles of electricity on through the various
branches to a point where the careful student comprehends

the complete designing, care and operation of a dynamo or motor, and I chapter on
electric automobiles, outlining their construction, care and operation, and all about
storage batteries and how to handle them. Each subject is carefully written and to

the point. After a student studies a subject, he is questioned on that subject in such
a manner as to bring clearly to his mind the points he needs to know regarding same.
A DICTIONARY in back of book" will enable him to learn the meaning of any elec-

trical word, term or phrase used in this book, as well as hundreds of others in common
use. All required tables necessary in the study are in it.

TABLE OF SUBJECTS:
Chapter

I—Wiring.
II— Electric Batteries, Electro Plating.

Ill—Magnetism.
IV—The Magnetic Circuit.;

V—Magnetic Traction.

VI—Magnetic Leakage.
VII —Energy in Electric Circuit.

VIII—Calculation of Size of Wire for
Magnetizing Coils.

IX—Calculation of EMF's in Electric

Machines.
X—Counter EMF.

-Hysteresis and Eddy Currents.

Chapter
XII—Armature Reaction.
XIII—Sparking.
XIV—Winding of Dynamos and Motors
XV—Proper Method of connecting

Dynamos and Motors—Self
Excitation.

XVI—Diseases of Dynamos and Motors,
their symptoms and how to

Cure Them.
XVII—Arc and Incandescent Lamps.
XVIII—Measuring Instruments.
XIX—Alternating Current.
XX—Automobiles.XI-

A Dictionary of over 1500 Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases, giving a brief meaning of all

which are in common use.

$2.00 PER COPY-FIFTH EDITI0N-24.00O COPIES SOLD
The offer we make of refunding money if book is not satisfactory upon examination is AN UNUSUAL ONE in connection with the sale of a

book. But we have no fear of its return. Your decision will be whatthousands of others have been. Money would not buy it if it could not be
duplicated. We could print testimonials by the hundreds. Itis best to order and be your own judge of its merits.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 4730 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. ^^^^gg^fiS'SSSg**

£ XAletrktodL

3
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W

One Box of Short Circuits That the Richardson Direct
Reading Slide Rule cannot
solve. Any person can
learn how to multiply, di-

vide, extract square, and
cube root, and proportion.
Tells if Recording Watt-
meter is slow or fast and 44_

other problems. Aluminum
Stock $2.00 with instruction
book.

Geo. \A7. Richardson, A-^iA- &<4-tt\ Place, Chicago.
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A COMPLETE

Electrical Workers' Library
By HENRY C. HORSTMANN and VICTOR H. TOUSLEY

Positively up-to-date and written
for the men who do the work

We defy any publisher in the world to produce a more practical

collection of books for the electrical worker than this series.

The immense sale of these populai books since date of publi-
cation has been greater than any electrical books ever sold to
working electricians.

The Reason?
They are practical and do
not confuse the worker.
They also have the high-
est endorsement of the
International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers.

To substantiate this
claim we offer the sum
of One Hundred Dollars
to any publisher who will
produce a sworn state-

ment showing a greater
sale of any similar book or
books treating on
the subject mat-
ter that these do,
for the length of
time they have
been on the mar-
ket.

As to our repu-
tation for keep-
ing business
promises, we will

refer you to any
bank' or. business
house in Chicago.

For the next
ninety days we
are making a
special introduc-
tory offer of the
Complete set of
four volumes,
neatly cased
(regular price
$6.00).

Our special
introductory-
price to elec-
trical workers $5.00,
prepaid to any address upon
receipt of price. To all persons
ordering this set by return mail, we
will present, free of charge, our Handy Electrical Dictionary
for the Vest Pocket, bound in Ted Russia Leather, gold edges,
i ndexed, 224 pages, illustrated. If the books ordered are not
found entirely satisfactory in every way, they may be returned
and your money -will be cheerfully refunded. To electrical

workers already haying any of the below enumerated volumes,
we will supply single copies of anyone or more books at $1.50
each, postpaid to any address in the world.

Electrical Wiring and Construction Tables
f

iS Scrams

Modern Electrical Construction fJ| 5fa
g
fl

e
ra«,

Modern Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions ill 5?a
9
B"m«

Practical Armature and Magnet Winding fitSr
s
ams

Each volume is substantially bound in full Persian Seal Grain
Morocco Leather, stamped on the outside covers in genuine
gold leaf, round corneis, red edges, pocket size, printed on
super-calendered book paper.

Address all Orders to the Publishers

Frederick J. Drake & Company
222•1

A
2
v
5
e»"e

Ch!ga,, CHICAGO, U.S. A.

Send for

des-
criptive
booklet
which
gives
a partial

list of
contents

Become An Expert

Electrician

In Spare Time
Never has there been such a demand for

technically trained electrical men as at pres-

ent. The great expansion of the electrical

field in all its branches is responsible for

this. The trained electrical man is always

sure of a good position at a good salary.

The International Correspondence Schools

have made the mastery of any electrical

course easy. Any ambitious man can learn

in spare time to become an expert elec-

trician. You can.

Courses cover Electrical Engineering,

Lighting and Railways, Interior Wiring,

Dynamo Running. Electric Car Running,
Heavy Electric Traction, Telephone Engi-

neering and Telegraph Engineering.

Everything made clear and simple. Courses

conducted by experts. No hurry or delay.

The I. C. S. stands by you until you are

through.

It costs you nothing and puts you under
no obligation to learn hoiv the I. C. S. can

help you. Simply fill in and mail the

attached coupon to-day. Do it now.

International Correspondence Schools

Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.
Please explain, without further obligation on

my part, how I can qualify for a good position in
the line of electrical work indicated in the
attached coupon:

Position.

Name

Street and No.... ,.„„,,.,,,„,.,,.,.,

City...„......„ „.,„, State,

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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/•This 5-Piece Mission SetSUF2£2
Credit
to

Every-
body

This beautiful
five piece Mis-
sion Set, made
of solid oak
throughout,
early English
finish, uphol-
stered imita-
tion Spanish
leather, only

«fc | A.so
Pay $2.50 Cash
$1.25

plete for only

$14£°
Pay $2. 50 Cash

$1.25

SRWSsx Great Buy-On-Credit Catalogs
Our Great CatalogA—Furniture and Hongefurnlghlngs—Positively saves you money, shows you exact reproductions of

KB KZ K§ JfiH Carpets, Ru?s, Portieres, Oilcloth and Linoleums in their actual colors, also illustrates and describes Furniture, Curtains,
Our Great CatalogA—Furniture and Hongefurnlghlngs—Positively saves you money, shows you exact reproductions of
Carpets, Rugs, Portieres, Oilcloth and Linoleums in their actual colors, also illustrates and describes Furniture, Curtains,
Crockery, Silverware, Baby Carriages, Washing Machines, Sewing Machines, Office Desks
Catalog B—Gives complete descriptions and illustrations of the World's Best Stoves and Ranges*
Catalog C—Llustrates, describes and gives lowest prices on Musical Instruments, including

Pianos and Organs.
Catalog D—Great Wateta and Jewelry guide; illustrates.describes and tellshow to save money.
tiiot.lr.ng for ITon—Ask for S'yle Eook No. 4S—it tells all about the latest styles, prices, etc.

Clothing ffcr Women and Children—Complete book of latest styles and lowest prices;
ask for Mo. 24.

One or all off these elegant money saving books are yours simply for the
asking—say which you want. This great mail order credit institution
is the original concern to ship goods any place in America—and allow the use
off the goods while paying for them. Thousands of satisfied customers, and
a successful record of over 25 years—write now, this very minute, for our catalogs.

i-X 100—This Handsome Rock-
er, American quarter sawed oak fin-

ish, nicely carved, upholstered with
genuine chase leather, spring con-
struction. $1.00 cash, SO Cents
monthly payments. Total
price

1-4833—This elegant Reversible Brus-
sels Rug, extra heavy, no seams, colors

green and tan. Extra big value, latest pat-

tern and colors. Size, 9x12 feet.

J-4833 1=
cash, One Dollar monthly pay-
ments. Total price......$9.50.

STRAUS & SCHRAM, Incm
1092 35th Street CHICAGO. ILL.

)

IYSOTWW

ON CREDIT
ForChristmas Presents—MakeYour Selections Now

filled with beautiful photographic illustrations
of Diamonds, Watches, solid gold Jewelry,

Write For Our Handsome Christmas Catalog
Silverware and Novelties for Christmas presents. Select any article you would like to own or present to a' loved one; it will be'sent

on approval to your home, place of business or express office, without any obligation whatever on your part. If satisfactory in every
way, pay one-fifth down and keep it, balance in eicrht equal monthly amounts. If not satisfactory, return it. We pay all charges and
take all risks. Every honest person's credit is good with us. Diamonds increase in value 15 to 20% each year. A Diamond is the ideal
gift for a loved one; it lasts forever, and every day reminds the wearer of your regard and good judgment. Cur prices are 10 to

fe £! iff^V 15 per cent lower tnan those of the ordinary cash retail jeweler, and our terms are easiest.

HirtSl FULL JEWELED WALTHAM
In Fine 20-Year Gold-filled Case. Guaranteed to keep Accurate Time

SENT ON FREE TRIAL, ALL CHARGES PREPAID.
You do not pay one penny until you have seen and

examined this High-Grade, Full Jeweled Waltham
Watch, with Patent Hairspring, in any style hand-
engraved Case, right in your own hands.

GREATEST BARGAIN of?3»»

$1 a MONTH.
We trust every honest person. No matter how far
away you live, or how small your salary or income we
will trust you for a high-grade adjusted Waltham
Watch, in gold case, warranted for 25 years, and guar-

anteed to pass any Railroad inspection. Our big free Watch
and Diamond Catalog tells all about our Easy Payment Plan
thn i4 T n-ffio CirBfAm"_iiti<1 ttsvm «r£* oan/1 Wolfrtom TrT*. Irrir* QTt/1

No. 102—Men's Round
Belcher Rinsr. Fine bril-
liant white Diamond.

$7.60 Down, $3.80 a Month.

$38

No.1221—Ladies' Lof-
tis "Perfection" Ring
Fine brilliant whit
Diamond

$10 Down, $5 a Month.

$50
Loftia System"—and how we send Waltham, Elgin and

Illinois Watches, 18, 16, 12,.and "O"
THE OLD RELIABLE ORIGINAL DIAMOND

AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE
, 92 to 98 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Branch Stores: Pittsburg, Pa., and St. Louis, Mo.
For ow Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.

' sizes, 19, 21,
and 23 Jewel, anywhere without security or one
cent deposit. Bargains in ladies' and men's solid
gold and gold-filled Watches for Christmas gifts.

We give better values and easier terms than any

somely illustrated booklet,"Historic Diamonds.'
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LEARN A TRADE
AND EARN BIG WAGES

Don't Spend 3 to 5 Years
Learning a Trade

as under the old apprentice system. Our methods and
equipment are far ahead of any other institution in

America. School open every day in the year—Stu-

dents of any age may enter at any time. We have stu-

dents from 1 6 to

60 years.

LearnbyOur Rapid,Prac-

tical Methods
and become a skilled workman in a short time.

Tools instead of books—Practical, individual instruc-

tion under actual working conditions. Graduates

assisted to good positions.

Electrical

Work
Plumbing

Bricklaying

Painting and Decorating and Mechanical Drawing

$5.00 to $8.00 Per Day

School

Painting and
Decorating

School of

Electricity

are some of the trades we teach. Hundreds

of satisfied graduates are now earning from

Many of our graduates are now in business for themselves and making from $1 500 to $7500 a

year. When you learn a good trade you are independent for life. No woman or machine can

take your job from you. We have the largest, best equipped school in the Umted States. Draw-

ing and estimating are included with each trade.

Correspondence Course in Mechanical Drawing if desired. Free—Large illustrated catalog with full par-

ticulars. Write me personally

—

today. Come to Chicago, the busies! city in the world.

L. L. COOKE, Director in Chief

Coyne NATIONAL TRADE SCHOOLS, 64 E. Illinois Street, CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular EWtricity when writing to Advertisers.
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DRAFTSMAN
Will INSTRUCT PERSONALLY a
limited number selected, ambitious men in

Practical Drafting, Detailing, Designing

Draftsmen Drawing $125-$ 150 Monthly

Are NOT MADE in Schoolrooms,
Are NOT MADE by Reading Books,
Are NOT MADE by making Copies,

Are NOT MADE at home drawing pictures

from printed book lesson.

LET ME TELL YOU

:

It requires actual, practical, up-to-date

DRAFTING-ROOM WORK to train YOU to

gain the PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE that your
employer will demand of you.

FREE
This $13.85

DRAWING OUTFIT
and Free Position

As Chief Draftsman of Engineering firm I know
exactly the Quality and Quantity of PRACTICAL training,

knowledge and actual up-to-date experience (not school

knowledge) you must have, in order to obtain a good

position and advance to highest salary.

INSTRUCTIONS UNTIL COMPETENT and

PLACED in POSITION at above Salary

DON'T waste TIME andMONEY trying to learn

from books or printed "STUFF" you can only learn on

PRACTICAL WORK which I furnish you.

Address CHIEF DRAFTSMAN
Div. 10, Eng's Equip't Co. (Inc.), Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Edison Tells of His New Battery

Editorial Note.—The article which follows is based on an interview with Thomas A. Edison secured for Pop-

ular Electricity by Mr. C. V. Tevis In this interview Mr. Edison consented to explain, in the terse but interesting

way in which he always expresses himself, how he came to invent the storage battery which bears his name.

Nine years ago there was begun the work-

ing out of an idea which had been long

incubating in a master mind. Within a

few months its feasibility had been demon-

strated; within two years it was a completed

and successfully working mechanism. But

the master was not satisfied, and back to

the shop it went. Another year and an-

other, until six had passed—and the idea

remained to the public but an idea. Then
one day it re-appeared.

After nine thousand experiments, a thou-

sand to a year, Thomas A. Edison finally said,

"It is finished"; and his storage battery

was given to the world.

"The Wizard's Pet" is what those who
work in the great Edison laboratories in

Orange, N. J., call this latest product of

his brain, and the inventor does not deny

the allegation. Since the production of

the electric lamp, Mr. Edison has done

nothing that has so satisfied him. And the

possibilities of the storage battery which

continued experiments are making plain

to him are such that the result of the nine

long years of labor promises to be the crown-

ing achievement of the great inventor's life

work.

Mr. Edison consented to explain his new
marvel.

"It's a simple thing, isn't it?" he said,

as he took from a rectangular can two slides

each about fourteen inches long and five

wide. One was covered with little corru-

gated pockets and the other looked like a

tray of steel lead pencils. There were five

of one and four of the other, in the can.

"That is all there is to the battery, with

the exception of water and a little caustic

potash. This is one complete cell. I can

run a big truck a mile or an ordinary sized

vehicle four miles with this and nothing

else. And for the next ten or fifteen years

I can use the same cell. Pretty good battery,

don't you think?

"That is what people are finding out, at

any rate. Since I put it on the market less

than a year ago it has been remarkably suc-

cessful. We cannot fill orders fast enough

now. Big mercantile houses in New York,

Chicago and several other of the large cities

are using the batteries on their wagons

altogether. Express companies, railroads,

steamship lines, factories, all sorts and sizes

of industries, have the battery on trucks,

wagons, small cars, etc. It is more than

making good.

"The problem of traffic, a most important

one in this day, is being solved beyond a

doubt This matter first caused me to

start work on better, cheaper, more reliable

locomotion. I took a trip about New York.

From the Battery up to Forty-second Street

we were stalled many times. I got out of
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my automobile and, standing on corners,

counted and timed different kinds of vehicles.

I even followed one truck from the minute

it left a wholesale house on its way to a pier

until it finally returned. The speed of the

truck was one mile in one hour and a half.

From these investigations I found that while

fifteen years ago a truck could make seven

trips for the house, today it can make only

four, and within ten years it will have a

hard time to make two, if conditions are

not bettered.

"I began work at once on my battery.

What I perfected costs very much less than

the old lead battery. It weighs just one-

half as much and gives twice as much speed.

Already there is very evident relief from

traffic congestions, in many places where

the battery has been widely adopted. Give

iT2 a few years more and I'll show the last

of the horse in the cities. I'll show clean

streets and noiseless business districts. I'll

show a doubled amount of business for less

cost than the present volume.

"But that is only one phase of usefulness

of the battery. We are . experimenting with

it in all sorts of small boats, as a system of

car lighting, as a sparking battery, in loco-

motives, in coal mines, on dock trucks, in

every conceivable way. Wr
hy, I even can

work all the farms in the country with it.

"Its use on a rotary plow is now being

worked out. On all farming implements,

however, it will be as practical. All that

is needed is a ten-horse-power windmill to

generate and store the power, then the

agriculturist will not really have to work,

as he calls work now. He may sit at a

switchboard and read his paper a good part

of the time. Give him windmills and stor-

age batteries and he will work, harder cutting

coupons than he will in his corn fields,,

"When he can get a battery for from $200

to $600 which will last him for many years,

there will be a considerable saving to him
in the way of help. The farmers in the

West are always short handed now, and the

men they do get they have to pay big wages.

This eats into their profits to a considerable

extent. Anybody can run one of the bat-

teries; the farmer would not have to employ
skilled workmen.

"The weight of the battery is about all

there is that is holding us back from doing

almost anything with it. The battery that

I say will go 100 miles on one charge weighs

with the wagon, a ton and a quarter. You
could not very well carry one of this size

in an aeroplane, for instance. But it is just

to such ends that we are hard at work. I

have no doubt whatever that before very long

we will have devised and perfected a high

power, durable battery that will weigh no

more than a gasoline engine. The business

of flying will then be a much safer one, be-

cause my electric storage battery is reliable.

"It was, indeed, the fact of the unrelia-

bility of gasoline and gasoline engines that

convinced me early that electric power was
what I must utilize; that a storage battery

instead of a motor was what I must invent.

A street car company could put gasoline

power to its cars for a few hundred thousands,

but it dares not take the chance. It prefers

to spend several millions for an electric

service to being bothered with all the break

downs, stalls and repairs of the complicated

gasoline engine mechanism. In the long

run the gasoline would be as expensive as

the electricity, and exceedingly more trouble-

some.

"In my battery the active materials are

oxides of nickel and of iron, respectively,

in the positive and negative electrodes; the

electrolyte, the liquid in which the electrodes

are immersed, being a solution of caustic

potash in water. The retaining cans are of

sheet metal, electro-plated with nickel,

fused so that they are practically one metal.

The battery is almost unlimited in life. As

only the water in the potash solution evapo-

rates, so only water need be added to keep

the electrolyte in the right condition.

"There are no acid fumes to destroy the

iron work of a truck or wagon and eat it

away, as in the old styled batteries where

sulphuric acid is used. For the same out-

put the battery weighs about half as much
as a lead battery and, in addition to this,

it will save about 50 per cent of its weight

in the construction of the truck itself. It

cannot be injured by overcharging, does not

deteriorate when left discharged, offers ac-

cessibility to each cell, makes it possible
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for any cell to be removed and gives nearly

twice the output of mileage of a lead battery

of the same weight.

"Keep the water in it and it will do the

work, today, next month, in five years from

now. There are no repairs to be made;

as it doesn't get out of repair it always

goes.

"I have just received a number of reports

from firms of wagon, truck and pleasure

vehicles. Here is one: 'Wagon A—weight

with battery one and one-quarter tons;

132.5 miles on one charge; manufacturer's

guarantee, 100 miles.' And another: 'Wagon
C—weight 100 pounds less than A; 146

miles on one charge; manufacturer's guar-

antee, 100.' These figures speak for them-

selves.

"Two months ago one of the big firms in

New York made a test of one of their trucks

which I had equipped with storage batteries.

They found it 50 per cent higher than I had

rated it. This truck has the longest de-

livery route in the city, making 63 miles

every day. At the time of the test it had

just completed 1,500 miles.

"The storage battery street car, which

was put in experimental operation on the

Twenty-eighth Street line in New York this

year, is another striking efficiency proof.

At an expense of about 35 cents a day this

car is kept in continual service. Its bat-

teries are good for many years, too, and there

is never any chance of it getting stalled or

out of repair, so long as a little water is

freely used every day.

"In this last particular the advantage of

this car over the others using electricity

is plainly to be seen; traffic in all the big

cities is going to double in the next few years

and the problem of public transportation

will become very complicated. More lines

will have to be built and all this additional

hauling will necessitate the erection of more

power houses at enormous expense. Even

then the uncertainty of a short circuit, or

some trouble in the plant, of a dozen or more

contingencies, will work against the ser-

vice, just as it does today.

"With my batteries, as I have said, there

is no chance of a delay for any reason.

There would be no stalled cars. And

—

this is the biggest feature—it would not be

necessary to erect any new power plants.

Those that are now busy but one-half of

the time in 24 hours could be utilized on

double time. While the great number ol

the cars were in the shops at night their

batteries could be recharged. This would

last them throughout the next day.

"I feel .sure that we have solved the prob-

lem of cheap, reliable power. There is

really no end to the uses of it.

"The upkeep is very inexpensive; the bat-

teries consume nothing while idle; they have

a longer life than a horse; they provide

more speed ^and need no rest; they do

not balk at any sort of weather.

"I did not get my battery just where I

wanted it without hard pulling, I tell you.

It was like the electric light, only 'never

giving up' got the result. The patience

required to make the experiments and

tests necessary was enormous.

"Two of the best men I had gave it up

in despair and resigned. They were paid

good salaries, but the work got upon their

nerves. They were like the man who was

employed to carry a brick from one spot

to another—it was easy work, but he went

crazy, almost, before he had completed his

task. It was the same with the storage

battery experiments. Night and day, never

stopping, we kept at it for many years.

And we finally won.

"Just imagine the picture. The. rattle

and jar of heavy traffic in the cities all

hushed—towns on rubber tires; little or no

dirt in the streets; no congestion and delay

at the busy corners; speed, safe and reliable,

in the vehicles carrying on the day commerce

;

then the farm lands—windmill tilled—where

after half of his former day's work, the

farmer joins his family, free of care by

.reason of his silent, electrical helper.

"I am sure that all of these pictures are

quite faithful to the future. Cheap power

will paint them. And I have furnished that."



Across the Atlantic by Airship
By F. M. SAMMIS, Chief Engineer of the Marconi Wireless

Telegraph Company of America

As this issue of Popular Electricity goes

to press an interesting and daring experi-

ment is about to be made by a party of men
headed by Walter Wellman, the well known
balloonist. This experiment is nothing less

than an endeavor to pilot a dirigible balloon

of the latest type across three thousand miles

of the Atlantic Ocean. While the object

of this article is primarily a description of

the wireless equipment on this great air-

ship, it may be of interest to turn aside for

a few minutes in order to give some idea

of the expedition in general and the ap-

paratus employed in fitting out the airship.

At Atlantic City, N. J., there has been
erected a large shed or aerodome in which
is housed the great dirigible balloon that

perhaps is destined to mark a new era in

the conquering of the air. The huge bal-

loon is a masterpiece of strength attained

with minimum weight. In order to pro-

vide even the essentials of possible success

for this expedition it was necessary that the

balloon should have immense lifting capacity,

consequently the cigar-shaped envelope was
constructed so as to have a total gas capacity

of 345,000 cubic feet. Hydrogen gas, being

twelve times lighter than air, the lifting force

OPERATOR IRWIN OVERHAULING THE WIRELESS APPARATUS IN THE BALLOON
SHED AT ATLANTIC CITY
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is therefore the difference between the total

weight of the gas and the weight of a similar

quantity of air, or 23,650 pounds. To the

lay mind this would seem ample, but the

grand total weight of machinery necessary

for the driving of this aerial craft at the

speed of 25 miles an hour, together with
the enormous supply of gasoline, provisions,

etc., to say nothing of the life boat and its

emergency outfit, was so great that it was
found necessary to reduce to a minimum all

these parts, in order to keep within the re-

quired limit. The gas for filling the balloon

is generated by combining 80 tons of sul-

phuric acid with some 60 tons of iron turn-

ings. It is expected that once the envelope

is filled the gas will be so perfectly contained

as to last the entire voyage.

Contrary to the natural assumption, the

problem is not so much to maintain suffi-

cient lifting capacity, and therefore keep
the balloon up, as to so regulate the lifting

power as to keep the balloon down. Gaso-
line and supplies will be used up at the

rate of 50 pounds per hour while the lifting

power of the gas bag remains constant. It

will thus be seen that some provision must

SHOWING THE DIRIGIBLE WITH ITS

"DRAG"

be made to equalize these forces. The man
in the street would say, "Why not let out

some of the gas?" But while this seems
logical, it is impracticable for the reason

that any reduction in the amount of gas in

the envelope below its full capacity would
immediately weaken its backbone and de-

stroy its normally rigid cigar shape.

Two devices have been provided to over-

come this verv considerable difficulty, one

of which is called an equilibrator. This
device is a steel cable some 40 feet long,

over which are slipped some 30 gasoline

cans of special design, each having a capacity

of approximately a barrel of gasoline. This
equilibrator, more commonly termed a
drag rope, is suspended from the body of

the car, as shown in the diagram and in the

ST-JIA^^a CaPMH

HOW WIRELESS MESSAGES COULD BE SENT
FROM THE LIFE BOAT

frontispiece, by special insulators, the pur-

pose of the insulators being to allow the

wireless apparatus to be electrically connected

in between the steel frame and the drag

rope. Since the lifting power of the hydrogen
gas is a variable quantity, depending upon
the effect of sunlight or the lack of it, the

balloon rises correspondingly, and the drag

rope therefore is lifted more or less out of

the ocean through which it trails, thus

balancing to a very fair degree the lifting

power of the gas bag.

Still another device is provided in order

to preserve the rigid nature of the balloon

should it become necessary to release some
of the gas or should any considerable amount
be lost by leakage. This device is nothing

more than a sort of pocket or second balloon

contained within the first. This second and
smaller compartment may [be filled with air

and as the section containing the gas becomes
more or less expanded, the second compart-

ment may be more or less filled with air by
means of auxiliary pumps and exhaust valves.

Suspended from the balloon by means of

manila ropes and steel wire is a long tubular

steel frame braced and counter braced with

slender steel rods and turn buckles. The
main body of this steel frame consists of a

tank running its entire length, made of

riveted sheet steel, and' in this the main
supply of gasoline is carried. The tubular
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steel frame above referred to is bolted to

this tank in much the same manner as the

ribs of a vessel are fastened to the keel and
at one end is placed a great rudder built up
of canvas on a tubular steel frame. This

rudder is used in the same manner as a

ship's helm, while two especially designed

propellers, driven by one of the main engines,

are so arranged that their plane may be
tilted so as to cause the craft to rise or

descend. Underneath the tubular steel car

is swung an unsinkable life boat stored

with supplies for 30 days. This little craft

It is expected that if the favorable trade

winds are encountered that are prevalent at

this time of year, the crossing of the Atlantic

will be accomplished in five or six days, and
even though ideal conditions may not exist

after the start is made, it is expected that

the airship will be able to stay aloft for a

much greater period of time than this.

While the prime object of this expedition

is the crossing of the Atlantic Ocean, a not

unimportant essential is the sending of news
of the expedition to several of the newspapers
in New York City, Chicago and London,

MARCONI TELEGRAP H.
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is a marvel of lightness, weighing less than

1,000 pounds.

The motive power of the airship will be

two four-cylinder gaLjline engines developing

8o horse-power apiece, each engine driving

a pair of wooden propellers eight feet in

diameter. A smaller engine is also provided

for auxiliary work.

The crew will consist of six men all told,

including the wireless operator. Canvas
bunks have been arranged along either side

of the steel frame of the car to provide resting

places for the crew during the long voyage.

and the transmission of this news enroute

could, of course, be accomplished only by

a modern equipment of wireless telegraph

apparatus. It was essential that it be

Marconi apparatus, owing to the fact that

the entire North Atlantic is constantly

dotted with ships carrying this type of ap-

paratus. The communication chart here

reproduced will give the reader some idea

of the extent to which this is true. Upon
this chart will also be noted the line designa-

ting the course of the airship America, and
from which the operator will be able to
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learn the vessels with which he is likely to

communicate. It will be readily under-

stood by the reader that the lines slanting

downward from left to right are eastbound
ships and the intersecting lines are west-

bound ships. The section between ver-

tical lines represents 24 hours of time, and
the space between horizontal lines ten de-

grees of longitude, or approximately 600
miles.

By means of these numerous ships the

airship America will be able to have re-

transmitted such news bulletins as may be

THE MARCONI WIRELESS EQUIPMENT TO
BE CARRIED BY THE "AMERICA "

sent to any one of them. Such news items

as are sent, reporting the progress of the

airship, its position, rate of speed, etc., will

be transmitted directly ashore as long as the

balloon remains in touch therewith. But
after direct touch is lost the messages will

be handled by means of ships carrying more
powerful apparatus and within working

range of the dirigible.

The route of the airship is practically

parallel to the east-bound steamer lane, so

that constant communication may be had,

and there is also the quite evident advantage

of being near this track in case of disaster.

In order to show the practicability of the

retransmission of daily news messages from
the America, the reader will note upon the

communication chart all vessels fitted with

Marconi apparatus, their positions being

shown on any given day.

Since the America is designed to travel

at a speed closely approximating that of

a modern ocean passenger vessel, it will be
readily understood that when the airship

starts, she will remain in close company and

constant good wireless communication with
vessels sailing eastward from New York on
the same date, or a day or two previous.

There is no reason, should Navigator Well-
man desire, why his craft should not be
convoyed by any one of the liners sailing on
the same date, having a rate of speed sim-

ilar to that of his own vessel. The com-
munication chart shows the September
sailing dates of eight or ten vessels, from
which he would have been able to select at

least one or two were the start made in

September.

The wireless equipment of this balloon
is unique in several respects. It was espe-

cially designed so that danger from sparking
would be negligible. This was important
owing to the presence of the huge supply of

gasoline, and also of hydrogen gas. Power
is supplied from a 24-volt accumulator bat-

tery which, in addition to furnishing power
for the Marconi equipment, lights the craft

by means of incandescent lamps. The wire-

less instruments have been placed in a for-

ward locker of the life boat. The storage

battery is also carried in this compartment.
Thus, if it becomes necessary to launch

the craft the wireless equipment will be
where it will be most useful. The gen-

eral method of connecting and operating

is the standard one with Marconi equip-

ments.

The Marconi Company asked for a volun-

teer to operate its apparatus on the America,

during the transatlantic voyage, and it was
immediately swamped with offers from
the men of its large staff of operators. Of
the many who volunteered J. R. Irwin was
considered as possessing the necessary quali-

fications, and was therefore placed in charge.

Mr. Irwin, better known as Jack Irwin,

is one of the original C. Q. D. heroes,

having received the famous distress call

from the sinking Republic, while on
duty at the Marconi Station on Nantucket
Island.

In order to be prepared for any emergency,

Operator Irwin is taking with him a supply

of special stranded copper wire and a large

kite. Should it become necessary to take

to the life boat the kite will be raised, the

copper wire being attached in lieu of the

cord. The lower end of this wire will be

connected to the wireless transmitter in the

life boat, as shown in the diagram, and once

more a C. Q. D. will be sent broadcast, with

its appeal for help.



In Palaces of the "Well-to-Doft

When a millionaire or a near millionaire

makes his home in a hotel in these days he

is not following out a whim or a fad. Nor
is he seeking to build up a reputation for

eccentricity. He follows this manner of

living because his money will buy him every

comfort and every luxury that his senses

may crave. His wants are administered to

by a retinue, of servants that is more than

kingly. Almost before a desire is expressed

its fulfillment is accomplished. And he may
say without stretching the facts: "My home
is my palace."

Palace is a term that may well be applied

to the modern hotel in a large city, which
caters to the best class of trade. While
some may seek to obtain the more wealthy of

the tourist class there are others adapted
to meeting the wants of families who desire

to rid themselves of the care of a home and
the annoyance attendant upon the direction

of a staff of servants. And this acme of

perfection in comfort and homelike atmos-

phere is to all appearances attained alone by
the American hotel. Joseph Reichi, mana-
ger ol the Alexandria Hotel of Los Angeles,

THE ST. FRANCIS HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, AT NIGHT
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who has just com-

pleted a tour of in-

spection among the

leading hostelries of

England and the

Continent, says:

"There are just two

hotels in Europe
which compare with

the best of our

American hotels, and
these are patterned

after American ideas.

It is a fact that

many of Europe's

best hotels still use

the old push button

system and refuse to

install telephones."

In considering such

notable hostelries as

the Hotel St. Francis

of San Francisco and
The Blackstone of

Chicago, we are

brought face to face

with the problem of

how these immense
institutions cater to

the wants of their

guests with such
promptness and with-

out hurry or bustle,

for one cannot step

inside either of these

great buildings with-

out noting their rich-

ness and feeling their

restfulness.

Even the casual observer soon appreciates

the fact that electricity is doing every con-

ceivable task that can well be imposed upon
it, from lighting the building to making a

copy of your message at the clerk's desk on
the first floor as you write it on the telauto-

graph on some upper floor.

Located in the heart of the down-town
district, yet affording a beautiful panorama
of the Bay, Hotel St. Francis symbolizes

better than anything else the triumph of

San Francisco over adversity, the opening

night being just nineteen months after the

fire.

There is an old and trite paying that the

civilization of a nation may be measured
by the amount of soap it uses. Replacing

the word "soap" by "electricity," and the

MASTER CLOCK WHICH OPERATES ALL THE
CLOCKS IN THE ST. FRANCIS

proverb applies well

to present day indus-

tries and institu-

tions. The illumi-

nation of the exterior

of Hotel St. Francis

during a festival or

special occasion, the

means for doing

which is a perma-
nent installation,
gives but an inkling

of the varied uses

of current in the in-

terior.

Entering the lob-

by, illuminated by
massive cut glass
electroliers hung
from a ceiling of

gold and walled by
beautiful dark mar-

ble, one feels him-

self in a place of

"magnificent dis-
tances." Yonder is

the cafe with its

ceiling patterned
after the Chateau

Brissac in France,

and over here the

White and Gold
Room with its mas-

sive columns like the

ball room in a king's

palace; then passing

through the ladies'

reception room we
enter the Tapestry

Room, wonderful because the greatest

mural decorators in America placed with-

in its walls designs representing an

outlay of $100,000. One cannot help

noting, also, the beautiful clocks placed

in the various rooms. Each clock is auto-

matically controlled electrically from a

master clock which stands in the lobby.

This masterpiece of mechanism was made
in Saxony acid is said to be the first of its

kind in the West.

Those who remember Hotel St. Francis

before the fire will be glad to find still look-

ing like the same old place, one spot, the

Rathskeller. There are a few changes, of

course, and among them the use of an

electric grill that cooks a steak in five min-

utes, which will tickle the palate of the most
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HYDRO AND ELECTRO-fHERAPEUTIC BATHS, HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

fastidious of epicures. Located also in the

basement is the electric grifiVroom. A dis-

play case fitted with a cold storage appliance

affords the patrons the unique privilege of

choosing the particular article they desire

cooked and its prepa-

ration requires less than
one-half the time which

would be taken if coal

or gas were employed.

Petrified wood was
largely used in finish-

ing this room and the

lighting fixtures of stag's

horns add decidedly

to the attractiveness,

reminding one of the

interior of a hunting

lodge.

The hotel has its

own electric lighting

plant with a capacity

sufficient to supply
30,000 incandescent
lamps. Also its own
cold storage, tailor shop

and laundry. This lat-

ter with a view to light

and cleanliness is located on the four-

teenth floor. It has a capacity of 40,000
pieces daily and from its washing ma-
chines and driers to the ironers is elec-

trically operated.

HOW ELECTRICITY IS USED IN THE LAUNDRY OF THE
HOTEL ST. FRANCIS
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Mention should also be made of the electro-

therapeutic baths, the cabinets of which

are finely finished in enamel and heated

by incandescent lamps on the interior.

An elaborate pneumatic tube plant aids

the management in caring for the 750
rooms and guests with facility. In this

plant are over 30 stations of 2^-inch

pneumatic tubes, giving communication
between the several departments throughout

the building. Lines radiate from a central

desk in the main office to each of the cashiers

in each of the dining rooms, to the chef,

pantry, barber shop, wine room, bar,

baggage room, laundry, linen room, stew-

ard, as well as a line from the chef and chief

operator to each of the floors. This equip-

ment does the work which would otherwise

be done by a small army of messengers.

The plant can do the work of fifty messengers

and do it quickly, noiselessly and efficiently.

All portions of the apparatus are concealed

in the floors or partitions so that nothing is

visible except the ornamental terminals,

where carriers are dispatched or received.

The plant is operated by a small motor and
blower, located in the engine room, and is

entirely automatic :"n its operation, in that

the dispatching of a carrier starts the ma-
chinery and its discharge from the tube
automatically stops the consumption of

power.

The Blackstone Hotel has been referred

to as "Chicago's Diadem," and the Drake
Brothers spared nothing that an expendi-

ture of $3,000,000 would make possible

Located on Michigan Avenue, it affords an
unobstructed view of the boulevard and
Lake Michigan. By daylight the magnifi-

cent outside architectural design piled up
to a height of 20 stories, yet symmetrical

throughout, creates in one an admiration

for the engineering skill which made it

possible, while at night it offers a picture

in exterior electric lighting not soon for-

gotten. On the French mansard roof 30
pillars carry each a 60-watt tungsten lamp
enclosed in an opal glass ball globe. The
white terra cotta facing at the third story

level is illuminated in a similar way with

36 pillars and lamps. Four flaming arc-

lamps enclosed in huge bronze lantern

fixtures light the sidewalk from bracket

suspensions, while the entrance on Hubbard
Court is bordered by 84 25-watt tantalum

lamps and lighted by twelve-lamp clusters.

ELECTRIC GRILL ROOM EST THE HOTEL ST. FRANCIS
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Carried out with greater care and in a

morj elaborate manner if possible is the

arrangement of the interior illumination and

electrical equipment. A total of 9,000

incandescent lamps of which 4,000 are

tungstens, 2,000 are tantalum and 3,000

art. carbon-filament, make up the lighting

installation, the last named being used

in side brackets about the rooms and the

tantalums in port-

ables. On enter-

ing the hotel, in

anticipation of

what is yet to come,

the attendant at

the door presses a

push button and a

small motor over

the doorway re-

volves the door for

yc ur admission. At
your right and up
a few steps is the

main dining room,

impressive because

of its size, the five

massive electroliers

carrying tiny lamps
reflect by hun-

dreds of crystal

glass pendants up-

on them. On each

table is an electric

"candle" and ex-

amination will re-

veal a small stor-

age battery for

these "candles'

mounted under-
neath. The art

electroliers of the

dining room and
the ball
room daz-

zle one so

that a

startling
contrast is

found on entering the Grecian marble
cafe at the left of the lobby. Here not a

light is visible, the indirect system of illu-

mination being employed. This system is

also used in the kitchen, buffet, and barber

shop. This last has been pronounced
the finest and handsomest shop in the world,

the pale blue ceiling and the mirrored walls

lending themselves well to indirect lighting.

The chef as we
passed through the

kitchen remarked,

"We have daylight

here 24 hours in

the day."

Private dining
rooms large and
small and gorge-

ously furnished
afford means of

entertaining friends

and in whatever

style one desires.

Dumbwaiters oper-

ated by push but-

tons assist this ser-

vice and by the aid

of the pneumatic
tube system elimi-

nate to a great

degree the hurry

and scurry of bell

boys and messen-

gers.

Coming down to

the facili-

tiesguests

are affor-

ded for
the direct

use of
electrici-

ty in help

ing them
selves we
note that

on enter -

THE BLACKSTONE HOTEL, CHICAGO
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ENTRANCE TO THE MAIN DINING ROOM IN THE BLACKSTONE

room the lights are turned on by the

operation of unlocking the door. These
lights are controlled by a magnetically

operated switch inside the room. On lock-

ing the door from the outside all lights in

the room are turned out.

Provisions are also made
for connecting curling
irons, and electric fans are

furnished on request. In

the baseboard in each

room outlets are provided

for reading lamps and
fans. Of the 450 rooms
there is not an inside

guest room, all having

outside exposures, and
this is true also of the 350
bathrooms.

The exacting bachelor

or business man will be
pleased with the furnish-

ings of his room and bath,

mahogany predominating.

On arising he may take

his sponge or shower with water at

any desired temperature, and then pro-

ceed to his morning shave aided by two-

adjustable electric lights, one on each

side of the mirror. If he wishes a cigar

ART HALL, BLACKSTONE HOTEL
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THE BEAUTIFUL BANQUET AND BALL ROOM OF THE BLACKSTONE

or paper he reaches for the telephone,

calls a desk clerk, one being located on each

floor, and as the order is given it is written

A HALL AND STAIRWAY IN THE BLACKSTONE

by the clerk on a telautograph which re-

writes the message under the eyes of a bell

boy on the first floor, and almost before

the order is finished his

paper and cigars are on
their way.

If the guest is a broker,

a "ticker" wire may be

drawn in through a spe-

cial conduit run to each

room for this purpose,

and business conducted

in private. A call for a

carriage transmitted to

the clerk's desk is im-

mediately transferred to

a switchboard with keys

on it located in the lobby.

By pushing these keys

numbers are flashed

through a glass sign on
Hubbard court and by
the time the guest has

reached the lobby a car-

riage or automobile is in

waiting.

The private telephone

exchange should also be
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ONE OF THE BATH ROOMS IN THE
BLACKSTONE

mentioned. It consists of

450 instruments, four

operators, 30 outgoing and

30 incoming lines. The
telautograph system is

made up of 28 transmit-

ting and 32 recording in-

struments. Every order

given is stamped with the

time to a second by a

time stamp system.

The fact that in all

there are 72 motors rang-

ing from one-fourth to 40

horse-power and totalling

500 horse-power, tells

somewhat clearly how elec-

tric current is at work in

the Blackstone, and prob-

ably one of the most pecu-

liar uses for one of the small

motors is that of turning

a revolving "spit" for carrying a delicious

steak before a grate of hot coals in the
grill-room kitchen.

Besides doing the work in the laundry
electricity propels the dish-hoist, buffs the
silver, washes the dishes, sifts the flour,

mixes the dough, peels the potatoes, oper-
ates the ice-cream freezers, and by motors
connected to centrifugal pumps circulates

the brine in the refrigerating system. All

the public rooms are arranged so that arti-

ficially cooled air may be supplied to them
and all rooms have an entire change of air

at certain intervals by means of an extensive

ventilating system.

The fire alarm system is of the best.

Each floor and corridor is provided with

boxes. By breaking a glass and turning

in an alarm the location of the trouble is

registered at once in the clerk's office and
also in Chief Engineer Boomhower's office.

At the same time electric lights outside at

the landings of the fire escapes are auto-

matically turned on. This feature for

safety was given special attention, the lights

being alternately taken from two circuits so

that should one circuit fail every other light

is left burning along, the fire escapes from

the top of the building to the sidewalk.

Space forbids a detailed description of the

plant behind this extensive electrical equip-

ment, but it should be said that it is in keep-

ing with the switchboard, which consists

of fourteen panels of pink Tennessee marble

BLACKSTONE BARBER SHOP LIGHTED BY THE INDIRECT

SYSTEM
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two inches thick, provided with the latest

controlling apparatus. In all its complete-

ness in other ways not touched upon The

Blackstone has been proclaimed by managers
and proprietors the finest hotel establish-

ment in America.

The "Inside" of Moving Pictures
By ARNEY H. RITCHIE

IHE mission of this

article is twofold.

Its prime motive is

to explain to the

patron of a moving
picture show why
the exhibition may
suddenly stop in

the middle of a pic-

ture and what has

happened, and what
is going on up in

the operator's booth while the audience is

waiting for things to continue. The other

is to explain a few of the freakish things

which are witnessed in some pictures.

Many there are, who have never been
fortunate enough to examine closely a

machine and its accessories, but who have

experienced some of the exasperating diffi-

culties of the operator, who labors with per-

spiring face while the anxious spectators

crane their necks up at him, stamp their feet

impatiently and wonder what is delaying

the exhibition. It is to these that it is hoped
this article will be of interest.

To describe in detail the operator's booth,

the machine and the film used in producing

the pictures, would require so much time

and space that it wouldn't be interesting

to the average reader. However, a brief

description follows, which will be supple-

mented later on by describing several dif-

ferent parts of the machine whenever it

becomes necessary to do so, that the reader

may understand some of the operator's

perplexities

The operator's booth is a small, hot,

stuffy place. It is generally made of sheet

iron, asbestos lined, and scarcely high enough
to stand up in.

The moving picture machine gets its light

from an electric arc, which is focused by
means of lenses, on a thin celluloid film

or ribbon about ij inches wide, on which

the pictures are developed. This film,

which is usually 1,000 feet long, contains

about fourteen pictures per running foot,

and when run through the moving picture

machine, is pulled down, a picture at a time,

from a reel on which it is wound, so that

the pictures pass upside down through the

focus of the arc light.

Each picture as it passes down into the

focus of' the light, stops there for an instant

and is reproduced right side up on the

screen, or curtain, as it is often called.

Then the light is cut off for a similar interval

by means of a shutter, during which inter-

val the picture just shown is pulled down
and the next picture is pulled into the focus.

The next or second picture is in turn re-

produced as the shutter again opens and
allows the light to shine upon it for an
instant, and so on. If it were not for the

shutter, the spectator would see, instead of

moving pictures, a continuous blur in which

nothing could be distinguished.

The mechanical movement which pulls

down the film and at the same time mani-

pulates the shutter, is operated by turning

a crank by hand. To turn the crank is

one of the duties of the operator—the ma-
chine is not driven by an electric motor, as

many imagine, except in a very few theatres.

These films which are so necessary to

the operation of the moving picture theatre,

are rented from film exchanges. The ex-

changes purchase their films from the film

manufacturers, who make a business of

taking moving pictures, and hire high-

priced actors, acrobats and comedians for

that purpose.

The film which the operator runs through

the moving picture machine is not the

original picture that was taken with the

moving picture camera by the manufactuier.

The cost of taking the first or original film

is so great, ranging from $1,000.00 to

$10,000.00, that the film rental would be

too high for the picture shows to pay.

Furthermore, by the time one-tenth of the

shows, in the country had used it, it would
be worn out. The original or first film is
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therefore used as a negative from which
any number of similar films may be printed.

In this way the price of a film is very much
reduced, averaging $12.5.00 per film. The
film exchanges buy the films from the maker
at this price, and rent them to the theatre

owners at prices ranging from $25.00 to

$150.00 per week for fourteen reels a week

(a change a day). A new film is more

valuable than an old one, not only because

it is clearer, but because it is "first run"

film, and has not been shown by other

competitors.

The average five-cent theatre shows two

reels or approximately 2,000 feet of pictures

during one complete show. The morning
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after the show, the two reels are returned

to the Film Service from which that particular

theatre rents its films, and two more are

secured for the next evening. If the theatre

is located in a country town, it will be

necessary to return the films to the exchange

by the first express. It would not do to get

a week's supply of films at one time in order

to save express, as the value of the rental of

each film for the six days it would be stand-

ing idle, is worth many times more than the

express charges saved by having one express

fee to pay instead of seven.

Now that we have some idea of the ma-
chine and film, let us investigate some of

the difficulties the operator has to contend

with. It often happens that the electric

arc, which is generally the source of light

in a picture machine, gets out of adjustment.

If it does, he has to keep turning the crank

while he adjusts it. Frequently one of the

carbons in the arc light slides past the other,

cutting off the light and making the picture

dim. The operator then has to remedy
this, and do it, if possible, without stopping

the machine and disappointing the audience.

This necessitates his turning a crank while

he fixes the obstinate carbon.

To do this, he first opens the door of the

lamp-house which contains the electric arc

light. This door is kept shut by a strong

spring, and if no catch is provided to hold

it open, he has to hook it to his trousers leg

with a piece of wire, or put a large weight

on it to keep it open. Then he reaches for

his rubber-insulated pliers, which are al-

ways lying near the machine. Meanwhile,
he is turning the crank with his right hand,

and as his left will not quite reach the pliers

the way he is sitting, it is necessary for him
to shift hands, and turn the crank with

the left while he gets the pliers with his

right. After he has secured them, he can't

put them in his other hand, because it is

now engaged in turning the crank of the

machine. If he lets go for the tiniest

instant, the machine will stop or slow down
so much that the highly inflammable cellu-

loid film, instead of moving through the hot

rays from the arc light which are focused

upon it, will come to a standstill and take

fire, causing panic and disaster. There is

no alternative but to put the pliers between
his teeth, in order to change them from one
hand to the other! After having accom-
plished this, he resumes turning the crank

with his right hand and proceeds to pull the

carbon back into place with the pliers

which he has finally succeeded in placing

in his left. All this is the work ot a moment
and must be done while he keeps the crank

turning at a uniform speed, and reaches

into a lamp-house that is hotter than the

hottest bake oven, taking, at the same
time, a chance of burning his wrist on the

hot door, or of getting a good "jar" from
the electric lamp which he is fixing. Many
are the burns an operator receives in this

way, just to keep the thoughtless audience

interested in the picture that is before them,

whereas if he could stop the machine for a

few seconds, he could adjust his troubles

in one-third the time, and do it with no dis-

comfort to himself. But this is only one

of his troubles.

Perhaps the most frequent cause of trouble

is the unsplicing or breaking of a film. It

is very seldom that a complete film of 1,000

feet or even much less, is composed of one

unbroken film, even though it contains but

one subject. When pictures of parades,

and scenic pictures are taken, several thou-

sand feet of film are used. It is then de-

veloped and the clearest and most interesting

and prominent parts are selected, spliced

together in the order in which they belong

and made into a i,ooc-foot reel. This

accounts for some of the occasional changes

of location or viewpoint in such pictures, but

it doesn't account for the jumps in some
other pictures, as we shall see later.

But to return to the operator, however,

he may be running a picture, let us say of the

Knights Templar parade. Everything is

going along nicely and he is watching the

screen through his " peephole" to see that

the picture is clear. Suddenly he sees a

white flash on the screen. He knows some-

thing has happened to the film, and instantly

releases his foot from a cut-off, which he

holds down all the time the machine is in

operation. By so doing, he cuts off the hot

rays of light from the film so it won't catch

fire. An examination of the film shows that

it has parted at one of the places where it

was spliced. The audience is waiting,

meanwhile, and he must hurry. He snatches

up a pair of scissors (which he has on a

shelf in front of him), seizes the upper part

of the broken film and cuts off the old edge

where it was spliced, gauging it so that he

cuts off about a quarter of an inch more
than one of the complete pictures. This

extra quarter inch of film he moistens with
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the tongue and scrapes clean with the

scissors blade, thus removing the portion

of the picture which was on it.

Next the lower end of the film is found and

the old splice cut out in such a manner that

the film is cut exactly on the line of a com-
plete picture. He then applies a little

transparent, quick drying film paste which

he has in front of him in a handy place, and
blows on it to make it congeal more quickly,

then applies a trifle more paste. Now
grasping the lower end of the film which

he has been holding between his knees,

he takes the upper part bearing the paste,

and holds both up to the light to be sure he

is splicing the negative or picture bearing

side of the upper end of the film to the cor-

responding side of the lower, then puts

them together, and holds them firmly for

about ten seconds until the cement has set.

This has to be done in such a manner
that the one-quarter inch of film on the

upper end which was "scraped to make it

transparent, will lap over the lower end
and allow the light to' shine through the

picture over which it is spliced. It requires

but a second to " thread" the film in the

machine and he is off again. The relating

of this in words takes a long time, but if

the operator is an experienced one, he can

mend a broken film in the manner just de-

scribed, in three minutes or even less, if

everything goes well. But everything doesn't

always go well.

On some machines the film is rewound
on a " take-up" reel which is similar to the

upper or " feeding" reel and is located under
the base of the machine. This reel takes

up the film as fast as it runs through the

machine. When this is used, and the film

breaks, it is easy to find both ends.

Other machines are fitted with a sheet

iron box about three feet long, a foot and
a half wide and two feet high, closed at the

top except for a trap door about four inches

square, through which the film enters the

box. When the film breaks, the lower end
falls into the box and if there is much film

in the box, a great deal of time is consumed
in trying to find that end.

One would think that cutting a piece out

of a film when making a splice, would make
a jump in the: picture. So it would if very

much film were cut out.- As many as three

complete pictures may be removed from the

film without making any perceptible differ-

ence in the picture on the screen, although

a good operator removes as little film as

possible when he makes a splice.

It often happens that an inexperienced

operator while adjusting the carbons in his

lamp, will forget to keep turning the crank,

and slow down so much that the film is

scorched for a number of feet. Before he
can make the next run, he will have to cut

out the scorched portion and make a patch,

otherwise the next time he runs the film, the

audience will see a dark, blurry picture as

the scorched place passes through the ma-
chine. This scorched place has to be re-

moved, and so much generally has to be
taken out that it causes a "jump" in the

picture at that juncture.

After a film is run through the machine,
it has to be rewound before it can be shown
again. During this process, it often becomes
unspliced, and very frequently torn, especially

if it is wound from one of the metal boxes

previously mentioned. When the film is

rewound from the box, into which it falls

loosely, it snarls very easily, and comes up
in big bunches clogging the hole. -Before

the operator can check the re-winder,

which he turns at a fair speed, the tender

celluloid ribbon is pulled so tight that it

breaks. That means more patching.

Another bugbear of the operator comes
in the form of worn sprocket holes; In

order that the film may be pulled down
through the rays of light, little oval shaped

sprocket holes are punched in both edges

of the film, into which little teeth on either

side of a small revolving cylinder fit, and
pull down the film. As the film gets old,

these sprocket holes are worn into each

other by the constant friction of the sprocket

teeth on the cylinder, until finally there are

no holes at all in some places, but instead,

a long slit on either side of the film. When
this slit in the film reaches the sprockets

and is about to be passed through the ma-
chine, the film comes to a standstill, as there

are no holes for the sprocket teeth to fit

into. If the operator isn't minding his

business, the film will scorch, and take fire

unless he immediately cuts off the light from

the now motionless film.

Using an electric light as most machines

do, results in another source of trouble for

the man behind the picture. The heat

from the arc light is so intense that it melts

off the wires which are connected to the

lamp arms which hold the carbons, even

though the wires are as large in diameter as
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a lead pencil, and asbestos covered. When
a wire burns off, the show has simply got

to stop until the lamp can be removed from

the lamp house, and the wire again fastened.

The lamp, which of course is almost red

hot, is hard to handle, and for that reason

it takes some time to fasten the wire to it,

especially if it is found that the thumb screw

to which the wire is fastened, has melted

and refuses to turn. Under such circum-

stances the operator has to bend the stiff,

heavy wire around the metal arm which

holds the carbon the best way he can and

ally two or three feet long), until there is

little or no title left. As there are fourteen

pictures per running foot on the film, so

there are fourteen titles per foot. If there

was but one title, it would flash on the

screen but once, and as it would remain
there but a small fraction of a second, the

spectators wouldn't have time to read it.

Rainy films spoil many pictures. The
appearance of rain in a picture is a sure

sign that the picture is an old one. The
effect of rain seen in the picture is the result

of very fine scratches on the film which are

VIEW INSIDE OF A TYPICAL MOVING PICTURE OPERATING ROOM

trust to luck that he will get a good contact

and plenty of light till the show is over.

Among the things which annoy the visitor

at a picture show, is the lack of a title to a

film. The picture starts off without a title

or name, so that one really doesn't get any
idea of what is going on until the picture is

over. This is due to the fact that the many
operators who have run the same film, have

been careless "in rewinding, and have torn

off little pieces from the title (which is usu-

highly magnified when they are projected

on the screen. The film becomes scratched

as it travels down through the machine and
passes over dusty or gritty places. It is

further scratched in rewinding by the

operator, who holds the film between his

fingers to guide it. If his fingers are sweaty

or oily, they will pick up dirt and carbon

ash (the latter from the burning carbons).

This dirt will scratch the film, and give a

rainy appearance to the picture.
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Another thing which puzzles many who
are not familiar with moving picture ap-

paratus, is why a picture runs along nicely,

then suddenly jumps out of place so that the

upper half of the subjects in the pictures are

seen, while there is a black line above their

heads, above which their feet are moving
around. This is because some careless or

inexperienced operator has improperly mend-
ed a film, the result being that the pictures

are thrown out of alignment so that each pict-

ure does not come squarely over the aperture

hole in the machine which is exactly the

size of one picture, and through which the

light must shine. Instead, the last half of

one picture covers part of the aperture hole,

while the first half of the next picture covers

the remainder of the hole. Thus portions

of two consecutive pictures are shown at

the same time.

As soon as the operator sees that the

picture on the screen is "out of frame,"

as it is then said to be, he proceeds to

"frame up" by turning a litile lever which
will so move the aperture hole up and down
that it will exactly cover a complete picture.

Then the picture looks natural as before.

A picture which is nice and bright is

sometimes seen to go dim for an instant;

sometimes for a number of seconds. This
is the result of the operator "freezing" the

carbons in the arc lamp. The arc lamp of a

moving picture machine is not automatically

fed as are those which are seen on the

streets and boulevards, but has to be fed

by the operator who slowly turns a little

knob which brings the carbons together as

they burn apart. He has to learn to gauge
just how much to turn the knob, otherwise

he will turn it so much that the carbons

touch each other, and extinguish the arc.

They are then said to be "frozen." By
turning the knob back a trifle, the carbons

separate, the electric current jumps from
one carbon to the other, and the arc is

again formed.

The show to which the patron's nickel

admits him does not consist entirely of

annoying incidents. Very amusing, and
seemingly impossible things are seen on
the moving-picture screen. Many of them,

which baffle the wisest to explain, are very

simple when understood.

The one most met with is the disappear-

ing of imps and devils who turn hand-

springs and disappear in a cloud of smoke.

These are acrobats dressed as imps. They

wait on some fairy queen, then bow obeisance

to her and turn a handspring or back somer-

sault; all this while the man with the mov-
ing-picture camera takes the picture. Just

as the imp turns the handspring, the opera-

tor of the camera, who we will call the

"camera man," stops his machine and
allows the imp to walk out of range of the

camera. Then through a steam pipe which
is located right where the imp turned the

somersault, a spurt of steam is ejected.

The camera man instantly resumes turning

the crank of his machine, takes the picture

of the steam, and continues with the rest

of the picture from which the imp is ex-

cluded. In place of steam, electrically

ignited smoke pots are sometimes used,

giving practically the same result.

Then there are pictures in which furni-

ture, including bedding and dishes, move
from one house to another, money counts

itself, shoes give themselves a shine, and
so on. These are called stop-work pictures,

and are very tedious to make. Take, for

example, the picture of a shoe being auto-

matically shined. A brush is set on a shoe,

and the man who takes the picture turns

the crank just enough to expose one picture.

Then while the camera is closed, his assistant

moves the shoe brush a little further over on
the shoe. As soon as the assistant has

receded from the range of the camera, the

crank is again turned just enough to make
one more exposure. By moving the brush

a trifle at a time from the shoe to the black-

ing, and alternately taking a single picture

of the brush and shoe in their different posi-

tions, the complete picture is obtained.

When this is reproduced in rapid succession

on the screen, it looks as though the brush

were actually shining the shoe without any

aid. All pictures of this nature are taken

in a similar way, including pictures where

the subjects get to waltzing around fast

enough to make one dizzy.

Visions are made by exposing the film

twice before developing it. For example, a

picture is taken of Johnny going to bed.

The man operating the camera machine so

calculates the picture that he gets a suffi-

ciently long picture of Johnny in a sleeping

posture, to last during the vision which he

intends to make. Then he rewinds the

film back to the place where he would im-

agine Johnny fell asleep. After he has

ascertained this, he takes a picture of a

girl dressed as an angel, on the same film,
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posing her in such a manner that when the

film is developed, she will appear to be

standing in the air above Johnny's bed.

In another class of pictures where a very

serious accident occurs to one or more of

the subjects, dummies are used, as in pic-

tures where someone falls from a window,

or from a scaffold. Let us take the case

of a carpenter going to work on a high

building. We see him ascend a ladder,

reach the scaffolding and begin his work.

He walks out on a narrow place, loses his

balance and falls, and is picked up dead

—

that is, most of the audience think so. As
a matter of fact, the picture is really taken

of the man until he slips. Just as he loses

his foothold, the camera is stopped. The
carpenter either catches on something to

keep from falling, or jumps only a few feet

to a platform below which is out of the

camera's range. All of this is not shown
in the picture because the camera is not

being operated.

At this juncture, a dummy which is an
exact duplicate of the workman, is put in

the same position as that in which the man
was last seen at the time he lost his foot-

hold. The dummy is then dropped and
the camera again operated, showing the

man falling until he strikes the ground,

when the camera is again stopped, and the

dummy carried away. Then the man
who is supposed to have fallen, lies down
in exactly the same place where the dummy
struck, and assumes a lifeless attitude.

He is picked up and carried home to his

family, who grieve terribly over his sham
death.

Everyone who has witnessed the picture

of an automobile or carriage, has seen the

wheels revolve naturally as the machine
starts slowly. But as soon as the machine

gets under way, the wheels go backward.

This is rather difficult to explain in words,

but perhaps the majority of the readers

will catch the idea from the following ex-

planation.

In the first place, let us suppose there

was only one spoke in the wheel, and that

it travelled clockwise and made two revolu-

tions per second, while the shutter of the

camera machine opened and closed five times

per second, taking five separate and distinct

pictures of the spoke in motion. If the

spoke were vertical when the first picture

were taken, the second picture would show
the spoke one-fourth the way round, the

third would show it one-half way round,

the fourth would show it three-fourths the

way round, etc. These pictures when re-

produced successively, would show the

spoke as turning around in the same direc-

tion as it did when its picture was taken.

Now suppose that the spoke goes faster

and faster until the number of revolutions

it makes is greater than the number of pic-

tures the machine takes per second; say

it makes six revolutions per second, while

the camera takes but five pictures in the same
time. Assuming that the first picture

showed the spoke vertical as in the former

case, the second picture would show it at

three-fourths revolution, or one-fourth re-

volution back of the starting point, and as

there have been no intermediate pictures

showing how the spoke got around so fast,

it presents to the eye the appearance of

going backwards as the next picture will

show it just three-fourths of a revolution

from the last place, which would be just

half way round, or one-half revolution back

of the starting point. Thus instead of

appearing to travel clockwise, it appears to

travel the opposite direction, or counter-

clockwise.

One very pleasing sight witnessed in some
picture theatres is that of the dissolving

song slides. By the use of the " dissolving

stereopticon" one picture melts away into

another by which it is gradually replaced.

The " dissolving stereopticon" consists of

two separate stereopticons, one above the

other, each of which has its own individual

arc light, and set of lenses. They are so

arranged that when one is in focus, that is,

capable of producing a clear picture on the

screen, the other is out of focus. As soon as

the operator has shown the full reel of moving
pictures, he turns out the light on the ma-
chine, and either he or an assistant lights

both the arc lamps of the double stereop-

ticons, and inserts the title slide of the song

into the stereopticon which is in focus.

He then inserts the first of the series of

colored song slides into the other stereopti-

con, and proceeds to bring it into focus by
sliding it forward. As he does so, the colored

picture becomes faintly visible, while the

title begins to grow dim—dimmer—then

vanishes completely and is swallowed up
by the clear picture of the colored slide.

When the title slide is drawn out of focus, it

is taken out and the next colored slide in-

serted, then brought into focus, and so on
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till all the slides have been

shown. It might be well to

add that the dissolving ster-

eopticon is too expensive for

the ordinary theatre and that

most theatres use a single

stereopticon which comes with

the machine, and is operated

much after the fashion of the

old magic lanterns which are

so familiar to all.

From some of the fore-

going statements, the reader

is apt to get the impression

that the moving picture show
is a dangerous place to be in,

owing to the inflammability

of the films used in connec-

tion with the exhibition.

This was so in the early

history of moving pictures,

especially two or three years

ago at the time they became
so popular. Now, however,

with the use of special fire pro-

tection devices which are used

m connection with the mach-
ines, it is only occasionally that

a theatre burns, and then the

fires are the result of pure

carelessness or ignorance.

The reel of film which is

being run, fits into a circu-

lar metal, close jointed, fire-

proof box, just large enough

to accommodate it. The film

is fed out to the machine
through two rollers. The
"take up" reel, if one is used,

is also fitted in the same way.
Thus if the film catches fire

from any cause whatever, it

will burn but about two feet

of film, there being about

that much film between the

upper or feeding reel, and the

lower or take up reel. Re-
peated experiment has proved
that

k

the film will not burn
past the rollers because the

fire is smothered at that point.

Where the heavy iron box,

before mentioned, is used in

place of a take-up reel, in case

of fire, the trap door is shut

by a spring. As the door flies

shut it tears the film in two.
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SECTION OF A MOVING

PICTURE FILM

This prevents the film in the

box from taking fire.

But of still more value is the

late discovery of a transparent,

non-combustible composition

to take the place of the inflam-

mable and dangerous celluloid

used in the manufacture of

films. Films of this material

have been in use for more than

a year, and are gradually sup-

planting the celluloid ones and
reducing liability of fire from
that cause. Thus on the

whole, a properly conducted
moving picture show is safe.

Before concluding this arti-

cle, a word about trade marks
will undoubtedly prove inter-

esting, as they are often the

topic of discussion among
moving picture theatre goers.

The one most indelibly impres-

sed on the memory-of .all, is

that of a red rooster. This is

the trademark of Pathe Frer.es

(Pathe Brothers), France.

Another often seen is Selig's

diamond. The Selig Poly-

scope Company makes a spe-

cialty of Western and Indian

pictures, and this trade mark
is generally seen in a conspi-

cuous place on a hunter's cab-

in, a prominent tree or a large

boulder. Other trade marks
are, the Essenay Company's
Indian head, the Edison Com-
pany's E inscribed in a circle,

and the Biograph Company's
monogram AB, while the Vita-

graph Company's eagle and
Lubin & Company's shield

are others often seen.

In conclusion it is hoped

that the next time 'the reader

visits a moving picture theatre,

he will feel that he is in close

touch with what is going on,

both in the operator's booth

and on the screen. It is also

hoped that this article has suf-

ficiently initiated him into the

mysteries of the realm of mov-
ing pictures, to make the show
far more interesting than ever

before.



The Lure of the Tattoo
Carious Fad Which Has Spread From Seamen to Landsmen, and Once

Begun Knows No Bounds

By FELIX J. KOCH

Those of us who have looked with silent

envy at the decorated arm or breast of a sailor

on the liner's deck, or who have wondered
what strange fancy drove the tattooed man
of the circus tent to decorate his hide after

such wise, had best take the advice of one
who knows, and never yield to the lure of the

ELECTRICALLY TATTOOED DESIGN, FOURTEEN
WHICH RESEMBLES AN OIL PAINTING I

DETAIL. REQUIRED THREE SITTINGS

HOURS EACH

first tattoo. If they do so yield, as sure as
time rolls on, they will not pass a tattoer's

stand without dropping in and securing

further decoration.

Tattooing is by no means a passing art

Where the shooting galleries and the five

cent theatres and the carousals thrive, there

look for the tattooer. He
is chatting with one of

the tattoo fiends, for such
they grow to be, just as do
cocaine and morphine and
tobacco fiends, and as they

talk you note a part of

this one's adornment. See
there on the wrist there

has been done a band, as

an imitation of a brace-

let. Above this there is

a rose, with a butterfly

nestling upon it. The rose

branch ends in a leaf with

a caterpillar, and to this

there come, as a crown,
three other leaves and a

bud. Higher up still, re-

mark that dragon-head,

which runs into the bot-

tom. And above it, still,

is a globe, and, finally, a

Japanese design.

Now this is but a sam-
ple of what you will find

about town, and it is by
no means an exceptional

specimen.

When a novitiate comes,

with the usual bare arm
;

he is asked to select a de-

sign from a book of these
3

or from patterns on the

wall. Of these designs

each tattooer has his own,
or again several will ex-

change, passing patterns

inches square, from hand to hand. Each

N color and operator makes designs as

of two we^ and nas these put into

books for sale. The de-
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signs appear in colors.

There are seventeen colors

or shades that can be

made. The only basic

color which can't be used

is white, while green,

black-, red, brown and

blue predominate. Noth-

ing is made in white, it

seems, as there is a top

layer of skin whch grows

over the tattoo, and this

eventually gives a dirty

color to the effect. There

is no white that proves

practicable in the work

against this growth. Bar-

ber, the noted Ohio tat-

tooist, tells us that he has

worked on white several

times, but not yet has pro-

duced results.

In tattooing, the price

varies with the amount
of work done, rather than

with the size of the de-

sign. Jobs will range

from 50 cents up. Noth-

ing under half a dollar is

accepted, and such a job

will occupy ten or twelve

minutes.

Meanwhile, on the wall,

you are searching the de-

signs. Some are indeed

unique. Yonder is the

photograph of August

Pefferman, a drummer on

the road, who has a cru-

cifix upon his back. An-

other photo is of a boiler-

maker, who has an Ameri-

can battleship on the breast, with American

flags about, the flags being at the top; the

new Maine in the center; the American eagle

beneath, making the whole almost like an
oil painting. That was a 35-dollar job and
occupied three sittings of two hours and a

half each to cover it, and it was all done by
electricity.

In contrast to the new electrical method,

the old method was to do the tattooing 'by a

hand operated needle. Seven very fine

needles were set, as a brush, in an ivory

holder. The design was drawn on the skin

with a toothpick by the tramp artist and

then cut in in this wise' The design was

DESIGN IN SEVEN COLORS TATTOOED BY THE ELECTRICAL
PROCESS IN ONE SITTING OF ^A HOURS. LENGTH

OF DESIGN 19 INCHES

first made in outline. It was then gone
over a second time, to fill up the spaces, and
then the design was carefully shaded in.

The most popular color formerly was some
shade of red.

The old method was very painful; the

present one is not. In fact, a man may sit

two and a half hours a day, being tattooed,

and work at his bench next morning. There
is just a burning sensation at the start, much
like that which a hot needle will produce.

In about three minutes,

time the skin is

dead, as it were (unless the subject be a very

nervous one) , and one then pays no attention

to the feeling.
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Stencils—are now .made—of any . design.

They are cut into celluloid, so as to leave a

rough design. Once you have picked out

the design desired, the operator brings out

this celluloid pattern. A powder is rubbed

on this, the celluloid is pressed on the arm
and the outline of the pattern is lelt on the

skin. At once the operator proceeds to

follow this. He always works from the

bottom up, so that the ink will not run.

These inks are of a special sort and guaran-

teed pure colors. In fact, they are hardly

used for any coloring but tattooing.

The outline is first put on in black. This

is all gone over until it is as near perfect as

possible, | Then the operator takes a shading

machine for the blending of the black.

Then he puts in all the black shades, and
leaves all the spots reserved for other colors,

as blanks.

After the black, he puts in green or brown,

filling in these spaces. Then comes the

red, then the yellow. Lastly the blue, which

is one of the hardest colors to put in, due to

the difference in the way the pigment is

ground. If a color be dainty, one can't

tell how much of it has been worked in and
so results are uncertain. Red and yellow

and black, on the other hand, work in

easily.

"Little blood is drawn as the work goes on,

though this depends on the person, just as

in a surgical operation. Different persons

bleed in varying amounts. Bleeding does

not affect the work, the arm being washed
off clean again and again, so that all blood

and all loose color are removed.

'Text an antiseptic solution is wiped over

the whole, and it burns for five or ten min-
utes. The design sweats, and so it is

covered with a cloth for an hour or so.

By and by one finds a gummy substance

formed on the top of the skin, and in a short

time the whole has healed.

One day after it is done, the tattooed

section of the arm appears to. be covered

with water blisters in places. There is

but little swelling. The third day these

blisters dry up, and the skin is tighter and
firmer. On the fourth and fifth day the

skin grows white, and then one finds the

scale hardening, cracking and drying up.

By the eighth day the top-skin scales off,

leaving the bright tattoo design. This is

the design which is on to stay.

As the years go by, gradually a very thin

layer of skin grows over this, but if this top

layer is scalded the tattooing comes out
bright once more. Tattooing can be done
right over scars and vaccination marks so

as to cover these up.

Curious indeed are some of the patterns

put on the skin by Barber. Yonder is a

sketch of "Aurora, Queen of the Dawn,"
in her chariot, with her angels about. He
put that on the back of a man in Columbus,
in two sittings, one of five hours and one of

four, these sittings a week apart. Another
notable pattern is of the Liberty Queen,
seated on an eagle, with ribbons all about
her. Still another is of a cowboy, on a

bucking broncho.' One design reveals the

"Birth of Bacchus," another "Siegfried and
the Dragon."

In the mid-west patriotic designs are most
popular, these often being added after the

initial or the name.
The basis of electrical tattooing is vibra-

tion. The electric current does not, as many
suppose, have any effect upon the skin, the

pigment being simply forced in by electrically

operated needles. The vibration is secured

by the same principle as that of an electric

bell, the needle bar being attached to an
armature bar which crosses the magnet.

This bar causes the needles to vibrate up
and down over a distance of from J to \
of an inch. These vibrations are estimated

to be at the rate of 1,000 a minute. As to

the apparatus, the needle bar goes down
into a tube, shaped much like a lead pencil,

the point being very fine, just allowing a

single needle to protrude \ inch. This

makes the outlining and is attached to the

machine for outlining purpose only. For
shading and coloring work a pencil-shaped

tube, flattened at the end so as to allow eight

to ten needles to come out is employed.

This pencil-like holder is attached to the

electric coils, which in their turn are set in

a frame.

Even as we are chatting with the tattooist

the young fellow who dropped in a moment
before has made his choice, a girl in a red

design; 75 cents it will be. He takes his

seat at the table by the electric light and
says nothing. The artist, the while, picks

out the needed stencil. The stencil is

rubbed in a black powder in order that the

relief design may print. Then the arm is

set on a buck of black oil cloth. It is washed
with a sponge and then shaved with a razor,

to take off any hair, which will grow out

again over tattooed spots. Meanwhile, he
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is taking a solution and making the skin

perfectly free from any grease and the like

which the soap does not wash out. Then

the design is laid on. There is a Japanese

bowl of metal containing antiseptic, and in

this lies one end of the machine. It is

applied and you see the boy wince.

The artist dips the needle into a little

glass vial of black ink and traces the outline.

He is holding the arm in one hand, with the

other he plies this needle. You see the de-

sign grow in the black ink, till gradually you

have the entire outline. Children peer in

at the door, and you hear the reports in the

shooting gallery. The outline done and

the ink washed off with a sponge, you see

the artist going about putting in the little

details. There is a bit of blood which he

brushes away with his finger.

"This ain't the first time," the victim says.

"The more you get on you, the more you

want."

By and by it is done, the mark is on, and

.the victim departs. Next week he'll be

back for another design, and then, ere long,

for another.

Seeing is Believing

Even if "seeing is believing," "things are

not always what they seem." Jones, who
is an electrician and a positive sort of fellow,

a*i1*wrt'^«^^

didn't believe the latter proverb until

recently. With a friend he chanced to

stand in front of a show window gazing at

a revolving flat-bottomed glass dish as

shown in the first picture. In the dish were

steel pens which on reaching the lower side

as the dish turned, immediately slid over

the glass to the upper edge of the dish.

Jones, seeing the lamp and flexible cord,

immediately explained to his friend that a

strong magnet placed beneath the upper

HOW IT APPEARED

HOW IT REALLY WAS

edge of the dish attracted the pens. The next

day Jones took another look and standing

on his tip toes saw on looking down into the

cabinet a revolving dish just like the one

above but with the pens dropping down by

gravity, while closer inspection revealed a

perfect mirror (M), the arrangement being

as shown in the second picture. Jones now

says, "Look twice before you speak."

The device is run by a small electro-magnetic

engine, the lamp being in series with it.
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Recently some copies of some old publica-

tions have fallen into our hands {it matters

not how, except that we came by them hon-

estly). Thinking that some of these ancient

writings may be of interest to the readers of

Popular Electricity we take the liberty of

reproducing some clippings from them. In

producing this diversion for the magazine's

readers, we have been careful to select those

items that bear particularly on electricity and

its manifestation and uses.

For a long time Noah felt that something was

bound to happen. He thought first of earthquakes,

and then of famine and finally became convinced

that there was to be a flood. He told his fears to

but few of his friends. Those to whom he confided

coughed, shook their heads and winked at one

another. Then they met outside and said:

"It's too bad. He's growing old."

The novelty of the view, however, was such that

becoming known, the big dailies sent reporters to

interview Noah, and the Sunday editions were full

of his predictions and plans. For about fifty years

the public had heard occasionally of Noah and his

projected Ark and the voyage he expected to make.

During all* this time he refused, though pressed

to do so by all the sensational sheets, to indicate

a time when the flood was to come. As Noah's

grandfather Methuselah was still alive, and past

his nine hundredth year, and as there were no

indications of a flood, Noah's predictions became

to be regarded as visionary, and emanating from

a member of a family that was inclined to be

freaky.

In building the Ark, it was Noah's first idea to

save all the people in town from a watery grave.

Finding, as time passed, that his ideas were held

lightly, he proclaimed that only his own family,

his sons with their wives and children, should go

aboard the Ark. This is the truth about the matter

and just how it happened.

—

Deluge News.

Some idea of the inner life of those who
made the voyage on that celebrated vessel,

the Ark, may be gleaned from the following
clipping from the Deluge News:
They sat huddled together on the upper deck,

a cheerless group of men and women. The moist

skies continued to weep. They had been weeping

in precisely the same fashion for the last three

weeks. For the fifty-seventh time the eyes of

those present looked at the gloomy skies, wonder-

ing if ever it would quit raining. Suddenly an

"Oh-eee-oou" sounded from below and a small

boy came bounding up

the stairs and fell on

the deck, writhing in

agony.

"What's the'matter?' ,

came in a chorus from

the women.

At that moment Ham
<f

came out of the office.

"I sent that boy down £*Bucket of Rain Water
with a bucket of ram- for the Elephant
water for the elephant,"

he said. "He is usually gone two or three

hours, so I insulated the monkey cage the other

day, and this morning I turned the current onto

the bars."

As the boy gradually recovered and limped

away, Noah remarked to the women:

"Hammy will kill that boy with these new fangled

litnin' fixen's of his," and shaking his head thought-

fully he made his way to the greenhouse to pull

a few stalks of pie plant for dinner.

O
Ham's youngest child cried all night. Occa-

sionally it would get to feeling kind of comfortable.

Then a fresh spasm of pain would grasp it and it

would yell louder than ever. The mother was

asleep, but the other women were sympathetic

and helpful, all but Shem's wife. She was mad.

After breakfast she made her way to Noah's office.

"I want another room," she demanded sharply.

The old man pushed back his glasses and looked

at her in surprise.

"W'y what's the matter, Agnes," he asked

with a trace of concern in his tone,
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"Oh, Ham is always so busy with his electrical

devices he has no time to look after his family.

Now his wife is so careless," she said, wearily,

"she lets those children of hers eat any old thing,

and at night she tells them they oughtn't to have

eaten such stuff. Then she goes to sleep and the

rest of us are kept awake. I wish there were no

children aboard," she said with a shrug of her

aristocratic shoulders.

"But you know," said Noah, elevating his eye-

brows, " this voyage is to preserve worthy remnants

of the race, a kind of an anti-race-suicide project.'
1

With that she bridled up and said:

"Look here, I'm a republican and have the ut-

most respect for Mr. Roosvent's views, but when

it comes to being kept awake half the night by

a couple of brass-lunged youngsters, I say no

squalling brats for me."

Noah gave her another room.

—

Ark Record.

O
Noah sat in the dining room looking over the

Sunday school lesson, by the light of a cotton rag

floating in a saucer of lard. As he grew sleepy

the head of the old patriarch drooped lower.

Finally he blew out the light and shuffled off to

bed. As the light went out a small boy called up

the stairs jubilantly:

"He's gone!"

Ham touched a button and the effect was mar-

velous. The old water-logged craft was trans-

formed to a thing of beauty, and as the electric

piano pealed forth the gay crowd went skimming

over the floor inspired by that famous modern

melody, "Waltz me around again, Willie." Every

night after Noah retired, there was a continual

round of gayety at the Ark.

—

Ark Record.

O
It had been an active day for Ham. While

Noah had been busy in the horticultural depart-

ment, Ham had insulated all the animal cages,

completing the circuit

by placing strips of tin

on the floors. He had

the wires connected to

the one in his bed-

room. So Ham was

tired. He lay in his bed

listening to the rain

patter on the shingles

above his head. Occa-.

sionally he heard a com-

motion among the ani-

mals, far below in the hold. Old Madge the

hippopotamus would give a grunt, which would

be taken up by Bess, the elephant, and the lions

would join in, followed by the lesser fry. To
Ham, young and healthy as he was, the noise was

Hammy, my boy, I

can't sleep"

more pleasing than otherwise, and he was just

falling into a doze when a light tapping at the door

aroused him.

"Come in," he said cheerily, and Noah entered.

"Hammy, my boy, I can't sleep," said the old

man, seating himself on the bed and rubbing his

jaw with his bony hand. "The animals haven't

got used to their quarters yet and that old snag of

a tooth is bothering me again. I should have had

that tooth out 220 years ago.

"Don't let little things like those bother you,"

said Ham, touching a button, whereupon the cries

of the animals instantly ceased. Applying the

battery to Noah's tooth, the pain quickly subsided.

"That 'lectricity is wonderful stuff," said Noah
as he made his way to his bedroom below.

—Ark Record.

O
The very night JNoah put an advertisement into

the daily papers for carpenters, Ham took up the

study of electricity.

—

Deluge News.

O
Those who think Noah had an easy time of it,

and had nothing to contend with, are away off

their base. From the very beginning of the work, a

gang of loafers swarmed

about the site of the ves-

sel, making mean re-

marks. As Noah was

inclined to be mild, and

was much absorbed in

his work, they got to

betting that there would jf(

Told Him it was a
Shame

be no flood. Methuse-

lah, who was always the

center of a crowd, to

whom he would relate past experiences, treated these

remarks in silence. Put when the loafers grew bolder,

and offered to bet, three to one, that it would be

as dry as August all the time, he grew interested.

Once when Noah was at camp meeting, he took

Ham to one side and told him it was a shame for

money to go begging at those odds. Especially

as it was a sure thing. Ham took all the bets that

were offered, Methuselah furnishing the money.

When the time came, and it was seen that the flood

was no spring freshet, there was a rush to see Ham
and square up. The crowd thought that by pay-

ing promptly an invitation aboard might be se-

cured. Ham took all the money offered and then

told the fellows that he had nothing to do with

the transportation department, but that he knew

where they could get some good life preservers.

"You'll have to hurry," he said, "there is to be a

combination and the price will go up next week.*'

This is how our well-known citizen got his

start.

—

Mt. Ararat Daily News.



Where Electricity Stands in the Practice

of Medicine
By NOBLE M. EBERHART, A. M., M. S., M. D.

CHAPTER XI. -ELECTRICAL FAKERS; MEDICAL ETHICS; ETHICAL MANUFAC-

TURERS, ETC.

As I have remarked in previous chapters

one of the greatest drawbacks to the ad-

vancement of medical electricity has been

the disrepute cast upon it through its ex-

tensive use by charlatans and fakers.

The mysteriousness of electricity and the

surprising phenomena produced by it have

lent themselves to this purpose, coupled

with the general ignorance of the subject

on the part of the people at large and their

ready acceptance of any claim made for it,

however extravagant it might be.

Ignorance of the properties and uses of

electricity, especially forms other than gal-

vanism or faradism, was not limited to the

laity, but extended also to the majority of

the medical profession.

This was due primarily to the neglect of

the subject in the medical colleges where
little or no time was devoted to teaching

electricity. It was augmented by the natural

resentment the legitimate practitioner felt

on account of the extravagant claims of

those physicians outside of the fold, who
advertised it as a "cure-all."

The ethical doctors knew it could not do
what these men claimed for it and were
prejudiced to the degree that few cared even

to ascertain just how far this force wras

capable of conquering disease.

Had it not been for the discovery of the

X-ray I think this condition would still

prevail, but so great was the interest aroused

in this branch that in the fifteen years that

have elapsed since that time, more physi-

cians have come through it to know and to

use electricity in their practice than in a

whole century previous.

When carefully and intelligently studied

in its various phases it is found to be the

same as other methods or remedies; suc-

cessful in certain cases; useful in others, and
worthless in many.
That this force is closely akin to the life

principle itself, is an opinion shared by
many of its advocates and thus we hear the

expression "Electricity is Life." Certainly

one of its most prominent therapeutical

properties is its power to stimulate nutrition

and other vital processes.

On account of its successful use in some
conditions not otherwise considered curable,

it is not surprising that even a doctor pos-

sessed of good judgment and common sense

should be carried away by the resultant

enthusiasm to the point where his claims are

almost as extravagant as those of the char-

latan.

Electricity has no firmer friend nor

stauncher adherent than I am, but I wel-

come this opportunity to counsel the medical

readers of Popular Electricity to remember
that whatever the future may hold, at present

it still has its limitations and must not be

exploited as a cure for all ills.

Again there are many conditions curable

by electricity that are equally amenable to

other measures. The conscientious physi-

cian should be careful about advising elec-

trical treatment for some trouble that might

be more easily cured by other means, or

with less delay and less expense to the pa-

tient.

While I have the opportunity of addressing

so large an audience outside of the medical

profession as I am able to reach through the

medium of this magazine, I am going to

devote a little space to the consideration of

a point or two coming under the heading of

"medical ethics," a subject entirely misun-

derstood outside of the profession and upon
many phases of which even insiders are

occasionally inclined to cavil.

The average business man looks upon the

physician who has a successful remedy or

treatment as a fool for not exploiting it by
means of the newspapers and thus reaping

the financial reward which the former knows
comes from judicious advertising. Further-

more the average man does not know that

newspaper advertising is forbidden to the

ethical physician and that those thus ex-

ploiting their services are outside of the

pale of the medical societies and classed
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;

by the remainder of the medical world as

"unethical;" which carries with it an op-

probrium similar to that of a worker who
does not belong to the union composed of

his fellows.

That a doctor is foolish from a financial

standpoint to be bound by a code of ethics

essentially unchanged for decades, undoubt-

edly is true, but there is more than dollars

and cents in the practice of medicine, how-
ever necessary the latter may be. To place

the saving of life and the curing of disease

solely upon a money basis would be an un-

wise procedure, to say the least, and if the

physician were permitted to advertise, how
could general fraud be prevented?

Material products, such as drygoods,

groceries, hardware, etc., can be judged of

by the purchaser, but in the case of profes-

sional services they must be taken on the

claims of the vendor, if advertised.

What an opportunity for the unscrupulous!

I have known even some conscientious

physicians who really believe they had
"sure cures" for certain diseases (cancer or

consumption, for instance), and always

found some apparently good reason for their

failures, which were never the result of the

inadequacy of their treatment! What then

of those who intended to deceive ?

Without further discussing this phase of

existing medical ethics I make the point

which the lay reader should bear in mind,

that the physician who advertises is without

standing in the medical profession.

There is another point which is lost sight

of frequently which is brought out by asking

one question. "Who pays for this adver-

tising?" It must eventually come out of

the patient's pocket.

Furthermore, the doctor who advertises

has not the incentive for the highest grade

of work, because his practice does not de-

pend upon his praises being sounded by
satisfied patients, but upon his shrewdness

as an advertiser.

At the same time, in all fairness, it should

be stated that occasionally capable physi-

cians have been lured from the ethical

field by the financial attractiveness of the

advertising game, or have left because they

rebelled against the restrictions of the code
of ethics; and there are advertising physi-

cians that are undoubtedly as well qualified

and trying as hard to cure their patients as

their ethical brethren, but they are woefully

in the minority.

The ethics of the profession binds not

only the physician but also manufacturers
making apparatus or drugs used by them.
These manufacturers are supposed to limit

their advertisements strictly to the medical

journals and not go into general publica-

tions. They must advertise only to physi-

cians. Technical journals might be con-

sidered an exception; for obvious reasons.

Thus the ethical manufacturer is bound
as closely as the ethical physician, and is

not supposed to sell his goods to the layman
unless authorized to do so by a physician.

One of the most widely advertised methods
of faking the public by means of extravagant

claims where only a slight amount of elec-

tricity existed is in the sale of electric belts.

All of the possible therapeutic properties

of electricity and then some additional ones

have been ascribed to these belts, which are

in reality capable of developing only a

slight amount of galvanic current, far less

than the average home battery.

It is strange how many people have the

idea that rings and other devices are capable

of generating sufficient electricity or mag-
netism to ward off rheumatism.

I have been assured positively that the

wearing of a small metal ring has cured

rheumatism, and not so very long ago a

physician in this city came to me to consult

me concerning his rheumatism, and I found

when he took off his clothing that he was
wearing two or three turns of copper wire

around his waist, under the impression that

he was producing an electric current that

would benefit his case.

Frequently we see magnetic insoles ad-

vertised for rheumatism and other troubles.

Another machine is on the market that is

attached to the ankle or wrist at night,

while the apparatus is placed in a vessel of

water alongside the bed and is supposed

to entirely rejuvenate the individual over

night. None of these things possess enough

electricity or magnetism to be of any real

curative value.

The reason that the manufacturers ob-

tain honest testimonials for these fakes

is that many people suffer from imaginary

ailments, and any application often con-

vinces them they have been cured by it;

furthermore, the large majority of acute

ailments are self-limited and tend toward a

restoration to health whether or not any
form of treatment is employed.

(The End.)



Talks With the Judge
HE SEEKS INFORMATION ON OZONE

The judge yawned rather heavily and
seemed at a loss to collect his thoughts

sufficiently to start one of his long-winded

stories. He had just come out of the pool

room at the club, where he had failed to

clean up at a game
of Kelley. The room
had been close and he

was depressed.

"I guess what I

need is ozone," he

said. "And, by the

way, I have wanted to

ask you about it. The
other day an agent

was up at my house

and wanted to sell me
an electrical ozone

machine. He told me
if I were to put one

in my bedroom I would
have 'mountain air'

all night. I would
never have hay fever;

would sleep like a log,

and feel like a lion all

the time. It sounded
all right, but you
know me. I put a

great many things

over, myself, by con-

versation and I

wouldn't buy any
ozone machine until I

at least knew what
ozone was. What is

it? How do they

make it?"

"Well, Judge," I remarked, " 'Mountain
air', as they call it and hot air are two differ-

ent things. The particular kind you are not

familiar with—the 'mountain air' or ozone

—

is what chemists have sometimes called an
allotropic form of oxygen. Ordinary oxygen

in its free state has its molecules made up
of two atoms of oxygen which cling together

forming a fairly 'stable' gas. By certain

processes, however, the atoms of oxygen

may be made to combine in threes to form a

molecule and the molecule so formed is a

he wanted to sell me an ozone
machine"

molecule of ozone. Ozone is a very unstable

gas and will not last long without combining
with some other substance. That third atom
in the molecule doesn't seem to be wanted
there and it has a little feeler out ready to

grab onto some other

atom. This is what
gives ozone its germi-

cidal properties. Bac-
teria are made up
of carbon principally.

Turn some ozone loose

in a flock of germs
and the molecules of

ozone readily break

down, one of the oxy-

gen atoms combining
with a carbon atom in

a bacterium and oxid-

izing the carbon as

the chemists say

—

literally burning it up.

In this way germ life

is destroyed by ozone.

"Now ozone can be
made in various ways,

but the best way is by
an electrical discharge.

That is the reason

the air is so peculiarly

fresh and invigorating

after a thunder storm

—the lightning flashes

have created ozone in

the atmosphere. The
artificial way of mak-
ing ozone by electricity

is to make miniature

electrical discharges by a small machine.

There are various types of these machines
now on the market, but they all follow the

principle of causing an electrical discharge

between two electrodes or sets of electrodes.

A high voltage is first created sufficient to

make the current jump from one electrode

to the other in the form of a silent or ' brush

'

discharge. The air is drawn through this

discharge area and then blown out in-

to the room, and it is decidedly invigorat-

ing."
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MAN-LIFTING KITES

At the Bos-

ton -Harvard
aero meet a
number of

man-lifting
kites of
the Perkins

type were
utilized.
Some of
these kites
were as high

as fifteen and
eighteen feet,

the latter le-

viathans of

the air being capable of lifting a man to

a height of more than 125 feet. These
man-lifting kites have been of great

value in making scientific tests of the

upper air currents, so that the aviators

may know just how to handle their machines,

the aero-
plane opera-

tor being
able to note

with assur-

ance the di-

rection and
force of the

upper atmos-
pheric cur-

rent.

A wireless

telegraph
equipment
has been de-

vised for war
purposes, to be carried by the kites, so

that a scout may not only be able to

observe the forces of the enemy for

lk many miles about but may also be in^ constant communication with the

military headquarters.

Modernizing the City of Damascus

As a rule, the Orientals have showed
themselves unfavorable to the progress of

our scientific discoveries. This is especially

the case in Turkey—or at least it was so

under the old regime. The telephone and
such things were not to be heard of, and the

introduction of electric appliances was
often resisted by force.

It is, therefore, an irony of fate that in

one of the oldest cities of the Orient, Damas-
cus, electricity has triumphed most decidedly,

and is used not only for street lighting, but
for street railways, the current being taken

from an electric central station plant lying

a few miles above the city on the Barada
River.

When the opening of the electric street

railway was celebrated
/

the governor-gen-

eral of the province and the commanding
general of the Fifth Army Corps were
present, together with the heads of the civil

and military bodies, the principal men of the

city and the consuls of the sovereign powers,

as guests of honor. A special representative

was also present from the Turkish imperial

government. The electrical company in

Damascus is called the Societe Ottomane
des Tramways et d'Eclairage electriques

des Damas," and its lines extend from
Salhyeh to Meidan, uniting these two sub-

urbs, which are at a distance of about five

miles apart.

In the meantime Damascus has intro-

duced electric light also. The city govern-

ment itself has 1,000 electric lamps on
the street, paying therefor about $12,500

a year. But the municipal government is

not the only customer for electric light; many
private individuals—not only Europeans
but also numerous Orientals—have had the

lights installed. Today, even the great

Mosque is lighted electrically.

The stock company that serves Damascus
with electric light and railway is of Belgian

origin. Some of the machinery was brought

from Germany, England, and France; but

all the electric cars, motors and dynamos are

of Belgian manufacture.

"Strong" on Electrics

In the little city of Rockfora, Illinois,

with 50,000 inhabitants, there are 145

electric vehicles in daily use. That means

3.5 electrics to every 100 people, and some
of these cars have been in service for over

ten years. Probably there is no other city

in the country so "strong" on electrics.
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Time Signals Aid Mariners

The thought of checking one's watch at

sea by signals from the wireless station on
the Eiffel Tower even though several thou-

sand miles from the latter, is interesting to

the layman, but also has a decidedly prac-

tical value to the navigator. The reason

for this is that in determining the position

of the vessel by means of a * sextant, the

observer must be sure of the exact time at

which he measures the elevation of the sun

(or of certain stars) above the horizon,

otherwise his deductions will be out of the

way. Thus in latitude 55 an error of one

minute in the chronometer will make a

difference of a quarter of a degree or about

ten miles in the calculated longitude. The
error increases steadily as we approach the

equator and may make an appreciable

difference in the ship's course or even be a

source of danger when nearing islands or

reefs. For this reason the time signals from
the Eiffel Tower are not only sent out exactly

at midnight (for a period of one-tenth of a

second) but are repeated at two-minute

intervals for the benefit of vessels which may
not have caught the midnight signal. To
distinguish the later signals the one sent out

at two minutes past twelve is preceded by
the Morse signs while the one sent

out at 1 2 :o4 is preceded by

American Engineering for Russia

"Only in the United States can I see

these things. In Europe we have short elec-

tric lines, and while they are well equipped
and have very good machinery, they are so

very small that they do not meet Russian
conditions, and so I came to the only country

in which these are approximated."

This compliment to American electrical

engineering was paid by M. de Chatelain,

professor in the Polytechnical Institute of

St. Petersburg, who has been sent to this

country by the Russian government to

gather information as to the best methods
of producing electricity by water power.

Steam-producing coal in St. Petersburg is

about twice as expensive as here; this is

an argument for electricity derived from
water power. The problem which M. de
Chatelain will try to solve after his visit in

this country is that of electrifying the seven

double-track roads within a radius of 60

miles of St. Petersburg.

Feeding the Furnaces

In the August issue of Popular Electricity

was shown a modern boiler room where
not a pound of coa] is ever handled. by the

old laborious methods, but entiiely by
mechanical means. A somewhat different

way of doing the work is illustrated by the

accompanying pictures taken at the plant of

the Peoria (111.) Gas and Electric Company.
As in the previous instance, from the time

the coal arrives at the plant in cars until

it is fed into the grates hardly a turn of hand
labor is required.

The cars arrive at the plant and are run
up beside the cantilever tower. The coal

is what is known as "mine run" and is of

all sizes from fine dust, almost, up to pieces

of large size. When the car is in place a

little motor driven truck runs out on the

CANTILEVER TOWER AND GRAB BUCKET
FOR UNLOADING COAL

cantilever until it is directly over the car

and then drops a ''clam shell" grab bucket
attached to a long steel cable. The bucket
automatically grabs^a mouthlul of the coal

and is drawn up, again by motors, almost
to the cantilever crane. The cantilever

then swings around and the coal is dropped
into a receiving hopper and from there
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SIX-PLY CANVAS CONVEYOR BELT WHICH TRAVELS OVER THE COAL BUNKERS

passes by gravity to a crusher. Before it

drops into the hopper, however, it passes

through a reciprocating spout-like arrange-

ment with perforated bottom, through which
all the small coal and dust tails and is by-

passed around the hopper.

The large pieces pass from the hopper
into a crusher and are broken up into small,

uniformly sized pieces which are delivered

onto a great six-ply canvas belt which is

constantly traveling along over the coal

bunkers.

By an ingenious arrangement of " trip-

pers" the coal may be delivered from the

belt to any one of the bunkers under its

225 feet of travel. These bunkers are above
the boilers of the plant, and coal from them
is easily led down through spouts to the

automatic stokers which feed the furnaces.

It is stated that not more than 1,000 pounds
of coal will remain in the car, the grab buck-
ets handling nearly every particle of the

fuel, a single laborer only being necessary

to clean up each car.

An extremely simple method of handling

the ashes coming from the ten fires has been

adopted, the waste material being dropped
into deep steel barrows which are taken to

the pit and are loaded into the cars by the

grab bucket.

X-Ray Moving Pictures

Just as it took the camera to show us the

true motions of a trotting horse, so it may be
that X-ray pictures showing the motions of

our internal organs will throw new light on
the same and perhaps correct some of our

present assumptions regarding them. With
that in view Drs. Rieder and Rosenthal of

Munich have been testing an outfit which

takes a dozen radiographs in quick suc-

cession, each exposure requiring only a frac-

tion of a second. Reports from Munich
state that they have already succeeded in

thus recording the motions of the human
stomach. As the rays only show the pres-

ence of metallic, or at least very dense

bodies, it is customary in experiments of

this kind to give the subject a " bismuth

meal," as described in Dr. Eberhart's

article in the October issue.
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Old Time Electric Machines

The only means of producing an elec-

trical charge known at the beginning of the

Seventeenth Century was the simple method
of lubbing one substance against another:

FIG. I. VON GUERICKE S MACHINE

a piece of sulphur with the hand; a cake of

resin with fur. The first arrangement that

could really be called an electrical machine

was built by von Guericke as shown in

Fig. i. He filled a large glass bulb with

molten sulphur and after this had cooled

broke off the glass. An iron rod was then

heated and passed through the ball of sul-

phur for use as an axle about which it

could be rotated when suspended as shown.

On pressing the hand or cloth against it

while being rotated, it became charged and
could then be removed as shown at the left.

Many machines were made of rotating

spheres or cylinders of sulphur or glass;

but these were eventually displaced by glass

disks. The friction of the glass plate

fig. 2. THE PHENOMENON OF THE ELEC-

TRIFIED BOY

.r,FIG. 3. THE ARMSTRONG MACHINE

against a leather pad underneath it produced
the charge, which was collected by a ring.

The latter was made of wood covered with

a strip of metal holding metallic points which
faced the glass and conducted the charge

to the insulated sphere. The leather pad
at the bottom was coated with zinc amalgam
which was connected to earth by the chain.

An improved type of this machine was used

by Nollet when he demonstrated the phe-

nomenon of the electrified boy as illustrated

in Fig.. 2. The boy was suspended by silken
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cords and charged with electricity. Sparks

could then be drawn from him by extending

a finger Likewise it was found that pith

balls could be attracted and repelled in a

merry dance.

Probably the most curious oi all electrical

machines was that of Armstrong, built

about the middle of the last century and
illustrated in Fig. 3.

Faraday in his experiments had found

that electrification was produced on the

passage of air or steam through tubes of

various kinds, provided liquid particles

were present; but there was no electrification

on the passage of dry air or steam through

the pipes. In an Armstrong machine this

can be accomplished by condensing some of

the steam in the pipes before it issues. The
steam in the cylinder (be) passes out through

tour pipes which pass through the water

cooler (F). The tubes are made of brass

with an interference at the outer end so

that the condensed steam is not all blown
out. The tips of the brass pipes are made
of hardwood.

The steam upon issuing from the brass

pipes strikes the wire gauze and imparts to

it a positive charge, while the insulated

boiler becomes charged negatively. The
electrification produced in this way in-

creases as the pressure of the steam increases;

under a steam pressure of six atmospheres

considerable quantities can be generated.

A Far Sighted Scientist

Those who imagine college professors

to be impractical theorists who would be

unlikely to see phenomena in their practical

bearings, may do well to scan a little book
issued just 20 years ago by the London
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,
entitled "Spinning Tops." It was written

by Professor John Perry as a popular presen-

tation of a lecture which this well known
English electrician had delivered before

the British Association for the Advancement
of Science while in session at Leeds. Note
what Prof. Perry said, back in September

of 1890:

"If more attention were paid to the intelli-

gent examination of the behavior of tops,

there would be greater advances in mechani-

cal engineering and in a great many in-

dustries."

From that point then he proceeds to show
the principle by which ordinary spinning tops

balance themselves and from that the prin-

ciple of the gyroscope which tends continu-

ally to stay in one plane when once started

rotating at high speed. Had his hint been
heeded, would we have needed to wait nearly

a score of years for Brennan (or his German
rival Scherl) to develop gyroscopic bal-

ancing devices for vehicles and steamers?

Again he says—20 years ago, mind you:

"We now know from the work of Prof.

Hertz in the last two years that Maxwell's
theory is correct and that light is an electro-

magnetic disturbance. And what is more,

we know that this now recognized kind of

radiation may be reflected and refracted

and yet will pass through brick and stone

walls and foggy atmospheres where light

cannot pass; that possibly all military and
marine and lighthouse signalling may be

conducted in the future through the agency
of this new and wonderful kind of radiation.

Why, at this present moment, for all I know,
two citizens of Leeds may be signaling to

each other in this way through half a mile

of houses, including this hall in which we
are present."

That was seven years before Marconi
organized his wireless telegraph company.
Since then the sending of aerograms has

made rapid progress, yet the utilizing of the

spinning tops whose principles were so

clearly set forth by Prof. Perry in 1890, is

still to come.

Another year may bring the top principle

into use and perhaps still another will show
the logic of two questions which the same
British scientist propounded 20 years ago,

pretending then to quote them from school

examination papers of the year 2090: "Can
you account for the crass ignorance of our

forefathers in not being able to see fron
England what their friends were doing in

Australia? Messages are being received

every minute from our friends on the planet

Mars and are now being answered: how
do you account for our ancestors being

utterly ignorant that these messages were

occasionally sent to them?"
With a score of years elapsed since these

questions were asked, ought we not to be

half ashamed at our slowness in living up to

Prof. Perry's veiled predictions, even though

we may be proud that America is contribu-

ting its share towards utilizing such of these

possibilities as have so far been turned

into realities for the good of the human
race.
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An Electric Peacock

Only the color blind could fail to be

iascinated by the gorgeous play of colors

in the tail of the peacock when he spreads

it into a disk and waves it in the sun. This

same effect in a show window may seem even

more fascinating and certainly cannot fail

to attract and hold the attention of those

passing the window. Particularly is this

true when the wheel of feathers is brightly

lighted in the evening and the play of colors

continually shifts from feather to feather, as

it does in the so-called color-mirroring pea-

cock made for show-window purposes by
Ludwig Bracker of Hanan in Germany.

This con sists of a con-

ical reflector ||^ say about
two feet in A ff^W diameter
and one foot |Lj| ^^VJJi deep, stud-

ded on its ^§§fMMMttJ|k mirrored
surface with m wr^* about 25

imitation Wtr^ p e a c c k

feathers ||r slightly rais-

ed on the sur face of the

glass. In front of the reflector, as if walking

out of it, is the body of a peacock

nicely modeled in zinc and colored

true to nature but cut off at the back

ELECTRIC PEACOCK

so as to hide an incandescent lamp and a

color changing screen. The latter is slowly

rotated by an electric motor belted to a small

pulley just outside the tip of the reflector,

and its slow motion produces the shifting

play of colors on the feathers which is so

true to nature and so fascinating to the eye.

Of course the current required for both

lamp and motor would be very small, hence
the cost of operating would be only nominal
although so unusual a window novelty might
well repay a heavy running expense.

A Suspended Figure

The hum of busy machinery was growing
steadily louder as we approached the rows
of factory buildings that stretched along

the tracks and occasionally our words were
drowned out by a loud rumbling and jangling

as of mingled bells and bricks tumbled on
each other. Coming nearer we found the

cause of this noise in an electric traveling

crane that was unloading some cars of

pig iron with an electro-magnet, letting

each ton of bars drop suddenly when the

current was shut off. The November mist

made a haze through which the cars and
crane stood out as vague silhouettes against

the strip of sky between two of the buildings

and as the magnet rose again its load of

bars clinging to each other looked almost

like the figure of a woman.
"Shades of Bulfinch Emmons!" exclaimed

my companion. "How he would leap for

joy if he could see that!"

"Emmons? Who is he?"
"Who was he, rather," answered my

literary friend. "Come up to my room
after supper and I will show you. Why,
he would want to rise from his grave to

see this."

Vivid indeed were my dreams that night,

after an evening spent in poring over the

book by Emmons which my friend delighted

in showing me—one of those works which
thrilled the speculatively minded of fifty

years ago. It was a volume entitled "Popu-
lar Superstitions," full of tales of ghosts,

haunted houses and so-called animal mag-
netism, all told in language that was far

more vivid than scientific. One of these

accounts was of a German peasant girl,

Frederica Hauffe, who was described as so

magnetic that the nails in the wall affected

her nerves, and whose face could be dis-

torted by passing a magnet near it. Among
the tests said to have been made on her

by her physician is one in which he "placed

his fingers against hers and by extending

his hand upwards, he raised her clear from
the ground; thus she was suspended by her

fingertips as a magnet suspends a piece of
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iron; and afterwards his wife did quite

the same thing."

When I came to this passage I understood

why my friend had been thrilled at the foggy

spectacle of a woman raised high in air, a

sight that would have started a whole

series of uncanny reports in the minds of our

credulous ancestors. And knowing that

we both understood the science of what we
had seen I felt grateful that while we may
actually behold far greater wonders than

the people of 1850 imagined they saw, we
live in an age where we do not have to re-

sort to the realms of the uncanny for our

explanations.

Lights for a Penny

The inhabitants of Zargau, Austria, are

not haunted by the colloquialism "afraid to

go home in the dark." The village owns
the electric light plant and at ten o'clock the

street lamps are turned out and connected to

an automatic system. In case a villager on

his way home after this hour desires the street

lighted he deposits a "pfennig" in a box
mounted on an iron post at the street curb.

Immediately the lamps for several blocks

are lighted up and burn for twelve minutes,

long enough for the late comer to reach his

door.

Fifteenth Century Trade Marks

TWENTIETH
CENTURY
BRANDING

IRON

HE DEPOSITS A PFENNIG IN THE BOX

Now that the use of electrically heated

branding irons makes it easier than ever

to stamp a distinctive mark on boxes, bags

or bales, there seems to be an increased

tendency towards returning

to this time-honored form of W
marking. This early form of /
"trademark" dates back at /

jjj

least seven centuries, for in/ Jjl
the Thirteenth Century Euro- \ ^^>
pean merchants began to

mark their shipments with

distinctive signs by which

they could claim them, if lost

or if recovered from highway-

men. As the number of

traders grew the marks be-

came more complex, a fact

readily shown by the adjoin-

ing ten which have come
down in the Fifteenth Century

records of the city library at

Cassel. Even stencils were then unknown,

hence these symbols had to be laboriously

marked with [a brush by hand, a task which

may easily have taken 50 times as long as the

SOME FIFTEENTH CENTURY TRADE MARKS
•

modern electric branding. How the markers

of those days would open their eyes if they

could see the shipper of today simply slap

his branding tool against the case and

push the button for a few seconds, only to

leave a mark far more intricate than any

they thought of using and many times as

compact.
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Magnetic Divining Rods

Few superstitions have had more ardent

supporters through the centuries than those

connected with the divining rod, the simple

fork which was so long supposed to indicate

the hidden location of water, ore or other

treasure. Even Paracelsus who did so

much to improve therapeutics four centuries

ago strongly believed in it and the Cornish

TREASURE HUNTING WITH DIVINING
AGRICOLA'S BOOK OF MINING

miners who still try it occasionally are not

the only remaining ones who marvel at

its alleged effectiveness. For water hunt-

ing it was usually made of a sprig of hazel-

wood, freshly cut, the idea being that some-

how the sap in it had an affinity for the

water underground and would point to the

same if the fork was balanced in the hands
of a kindly minded person.

For ore or treasure hunting, the fork was
often made of iron so as to allow of some
assumed magnetic action. Even Agricola

who founded the sciences of mining and
mineralogy, believed that some supernatural

influence guided this magic wand, so that

it would point to ores, as it undoubtedly did

when used in districts replete with them.

In 1692 it was even used at Lyons in France
for tracing a trio of alleged murderers, one

of whom was executed largely because the

divining rod had pointed in his direction.

Later on, the diviner responsible for this

peculiar detective work was put to various

tests but failed utterly to locate water or

ores when secreted near him; neither could

his magic wand point out thieves whose
whereabouts were known to the police but

not to him. This gave a decided set-

back to the use of the forked wands, from
which they have never

recovered. Even at that

time the wise Father Le-

brun, disregarding the

claims that magnetism
moved the rod, held that

the motion of the twig

was due either to con-

scious knavery or to the

the unconscious thought

of the person holding it;

or as a more recent writer

has expressed it, to "a
strong impression on the

mind acting through the

agency of the nerves and
muscles." This explana-

tion has been so clearly

demonstrated by recent

physiologists, beginning

with Chevreul in 1854,
that a continued belief

in the alleged magnetic

fork must be mere su-

perstition, and yet there

are those even in our

own country who are

still sixty years behind

RODS. FROM

(1550)

the onward march of science.

An Imbedded Lightning Rod

Instead of erecting a separate lightning

rod to protect the 200-foot chimney of a

new cement mill at Obercassel in Germany,
the builders have utilized the steel rods

which run all the way up the concrete of

the chimney to reinforce the same. These
rods were spliced to each other with special

care, connected to a good grounded con-

ductor at the bottom and to exposed iron

terminals at the top.

With the present remarkable growth of

reinforced concrete construction, this method
of using the imbedded steel rods as con-

ductors may easily become a general prac-

tice.
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SUSPENDED ELECTRIC FERRY AT OSTEN, GERMANY

Suspended Electric Ferry

Given a city where the river traffic must
not be cut off by a low bridge and where the

cost of either a high bridge or of one that

would open for vessels is out of reach of the

available funds: what is to be done ? This

was the problem that confronted the little

town of Osten in Germany and the illustra-

tion shows the answer worked out by the

Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nuernberg, it

being a suspended electric ferry which can

carry two teams and 25 foot passengers

across the stream in three minutes. The
girder on which the ferry travels is 80 feet

above the water, easily clearing the highest

masts without shutting off the view as

would be done on each side of the picturesque

stream by the approaches to even a low

bridge. A toll of a cent per foot-passenger

and from ten to fifteen cents for teams helps

to defray the running expenses and the in-

terest on the investment.

Distributing Morning Papers
by Street Car

A mail car is now in use in Chicago to

deliver the morning papers to the South and
West sides. Just before three o'clock any
morning this car may be seen at Clark and
Washington streets ready for the trip. The

interior of the mail car was altered by re-

moving the mail bag racks and pigeon holes

so as to afford plenty of room for piling the

papers.

Are Wave Motors Feasible?

Who that has watched the waves swell and
break on the open sea, or beat wildly against

the shore, has not washed for some way
of utilizing this evidently tremendous power ?

Many indeed are the inventors who have
tried to do so in practice, but so far without

appreciable success. Now an Italian elec-

trical engineer, R. Salvadori, in an address

before the Electrotechnical Society of Italy,

makes the claim that wave motors will not

pay. He reasons that the number of days

on which the waves would swell to a height

of even a yard wrould be less than 180 in a

year and that to utilize them and pay in-

terest on the investment would make the

power cost much higher than that from
fuel. Therefore he thinks it absurd that

men should spend any more time in trying

to devise a practical means of obtaining

power from the waves. Perhaps he is

right; but have not similar predictions been

made in times past (and often by eminent

engineers) to prove the commercial impossi-

bility of the locomotive, the steam engine,

the dirigible balloon and the airship?
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An Odd Looking
Derrick

If some of the early

Dutch settlers of the Hud-
son River districts could

come to life today and
see this electric tower

crane, they probably would

raise a cry of "plagiarism,"

for the body of the struc-

ture certainly looks as if

it had been stolen from

an old Dutch windmill. The
tower rotates, too, as did

the windmills of old, but

the twin trolley arms at

the top show that wind
is not the motive power.

It is electricity, taken from

two wires stretched above

the railway track that

operates the motor on the

raised platform, thereby

lifting and swinging the

arm of the derrick. This has a reach of 30

feet and can lift a two-ton load eighteen feet

high, so that it could readily load and un-

load gondola freight cars even if they were

American eight wheelers instead of the

little German four-wheeled car shown in the

illustration.
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GERMAN TROLLEY CAR DERRICK

supply current enough to keep the 25 four-

candle-power no-volt carbon lamps here

used burning for ten hours.

The Electric Storage Battery Company,
which installed the system, rates the out-

put of this installation as 4.5 amperes for

eight hours.

Emergency Battery for Ships

A storage battery for a rather unusual

purpose has been made a permanent part

of the electric lighting system of the steam-

ship Alabama of the Goodrich line, plying

between Chicago and Muskegon, Michi-

gan.

In case of accident to the dynamo or

of the sinking of the vessel, the battery

is connected to the lights in the corridors

and stairways by throwing switches on the

small switchboard, the back of which is

shown in the battery enclosure in the pic-

ture.

The battery, shown opposite, is located at

a high point of one of the upper decks so

as to remain in service as long as possible

should the worst happen.

The battery is charged during the day
and used for lighting after the generators

are shut down at night. The installation

consists of 56 cells which on one charge will EMERGENCY BATTERY FOR SHIPS
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AUTO SEARCHLIGHTS IN FRANCE

609

THREE OF THE FRENCH AUTO SEARCHLIGHTS READY FOR ACTION

In the September issue of Popular Elec-

tricity was shown an automobile search-

light which is being tried out in the United

States Army. The French are also experi-

menting along the same lines, and the

upper illustration shows three of their

electric searchlight autos ready for the

field. What they are able to do with
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FRENCH AUTO SEARCHLIGHT AT NIGHT
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it in the night may be judged by the

lower picture.

Each of these automobiles is equipped

with a gasoline motor of eighteen horse-

power capacity capable of driving the vehicle

at a speed of eighteen miles per hour, and
is able to climb grades of twelve to fifteen

per cent without difficulty. A separate

gasoline motor on the car drives the dynamo
which furnishes current to the searchlight

arc lamp. These lights are very powerful,

several thousand candle-power in fact.

They are carried on separate trucks and can

be operated at a distance from the main
automobile by means of long insulated

cables which bring the current to them.

Suspended Electric Drill

"If the mountain will not come to Moham-
med, the prophet must go to the mountain."

The same applies to tools in modern prac-

tice where the

methods used

for every oper-

ation must be

judged largely

by their cost.

Thus in mak-
ing trusses
for roofs and
bridges the

steel parts are

SUSPENDED ELECTRIC DRILL

secured to each other by a large num-
ber of rivets for each of which rivets

a hole must be bored through two or

three different pieces. To mark the loca-

tion of the holes in each piece accurately

and drill each separately is a tedious job.

Assembling them first and drilling through

the adjacent steel parts at one operation

would save a good deal of time, but this

usually means too heavy a mass of metal

to move along the drill press from hole to

hole. If the drill could be moved instead

the problem would be solved and indeed is

solved, even to boring through sloping plates,

as shown in the illustration. This pictures

a massive portable drill weighing nearly a

ton and fully as powerful as stationary

machines for this class of work, yet readily

shifted about by the traveling crane from
which it is hung. The heavy soles of the

workman show that this a German shop, and
even among the stolid Germans such labor-

saving electric devices are appreciated and
used to good advantage.

A Jewel-shaped Lamp

The ease with which glass may be blown
into any desired shape makes it possible to

produce lamp
bulbs in a never

ending variety

of fantastic as

well as orna-

mental designs.

One of these,

originating i n
Holland, has a

bulb with facets

imitating those

of a cut jewel.

The metal mir-

ror which slips

over the neck

of the bulb can

be striped to ac-

centuate this
facet effect.

LAMP THAT LOOKS

LIKE A JEWEL

Glass Not Always Insulating

The common use of glass for the petticoat

insulators which are seen on electric light,

telegraph and telephone poles shows that

glass is one of the best of the inexpensive

insulating materials. But those versed in

electrical practice know that only certain

mixtures of ingredients will produce a glass

of high insulating quality. Particularly

must lead be avoided, else the insulation

may be considerably reduced. How much
this can be done has been shown by E. S.

Philipps who finds that by adding both
oxide of lead and antimoniate of soda to

the ordinary ingredients (borax and silicate

of soda) he can produce a glass a thousand
times as poor in insulation as that commonly
used in electrical practice.
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HOW TO MAKEAND OPERATE ELECTP/CAL DEWCES

Testing Electrical Apparatus a Quarter of

a Century Ago
By W. S. ANDREWS

It may be interesting to look back about

25 years and briefly review some of the

facilities which were then available for the

electrical testing of dynamos and incandes-

cent lamps.

The writer was superintendent of the

testing department of the Edison Electric

Light Company in New York from 1881 to

1883, with headquarters at the Edison Ma-
chine Works in Goerck street, and the present

and operated at normal voltage for a speci-

fied time. The 16-candle-power incandes-

cent lamp of that period dissipated about

80 watts.

A ''standard battery" consisting of about

50 cells containing copper-zinc couples was
used to determine the voltage. The copper

strips were immersed in a saturated solution

of chemically pure copper sulphate in dis-

tilled water and contained in porous cells,

TEST BANK OF 50 SOCKETS FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS

paper will refer chiefly to the means and
methods which were in common use there

during that period.

Only low tension direct current bipolar

dynamos were made at that time for incan-

descent lighting service, and their capacity

was indicated by the number of 16 candle-

power i n-

candescent
lamps they

could carry

without un-

due heating.

Thus the
Edison b i-

polar dyna-

m o was
styled a 6o-light machine, the "L" a 120-

light machine, the "R" a 240-lighter, and so

on. In testing these machines, they were

connected to the proper number of lamps,

GROUND DETECTOR

and the zinc strips were amalgamated and
immersed in a saturated solution of chem-

ically pure zinc sulphate in distilled water

placed in the outer containing jars. The
theoretical electro-motive force of this couple

when newly charged and in good condition

was rated at

1.079 volts, so

a battery of 50

couples devel-

oped about 54
volts. This
battery was
connected i n
series with a

"Thompson"
reflecting galvanometer and an adjust-

able high resistance of about 100,000

ohms, the resistance being regulated until

the battery produced a deflection of 54 or

108 degrees, or one volt for one or two de-

LIGHTNING ARRESTER
SWITCH
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grees on the galvanometer scale as the case

might be. The galvanometer, with high

resistance in series with it was then switched

over from the standard battery to the dyna-

mo, the potential of which was read off

directly in volts. There was also a heavy

and roughly made Deprez galvanometer in

the testing room, but it was found necessary

to re-calibrate this instrument frequently

with the standard battery and reflecting

galvanometer, in order to insure correct

readings, so that its use was limited to rough

work.

The candle power of the incandescent

lamps was found by comparing the light

OLD STYLE PLUG SWITCH FOR FEEDERS

of a lamp at normal voltage with that of a

standard candle in a Bunsen "grease-spot"

photometer. The standard candle was rated

theoretically to burn 120 grains of tallow

per hour and the candles were occasionally

weighed to see that they actually consumed
the proper amount of tallow.

In the early 8o's of the last century the

unit of current was termed a "weber," this

name being changed to ampere about

1885-6. Later on the electrical unit of

power became popularized. It was named
the " volt-ampere," and afterwards changed

to the "watt." Edison dynamos were rated

in 16 candle-power lamps, however, as late

as 1890, but in this year it became common
practice to rate them in watts or kilowatts.

At that time (1880-83) we had no instrument

equivalent to the modern ammeter, and the

process for determining the "webers" in-

volved the use of the reflecting galvanometer.

A strip of metal, generally German silver,

of measured resistance, was interpolated in

the circuit, and the drop in volts across its

terminals was read in the usual way on the

scale of the reflecting galvanometer. The
resistance of the shunt and the drop in volts

being thus known, the webers were calcula-

ted. To save time and labor, it was usual

to calibrate the reflecting galvanometer in

connection with the German silver shunt

so that webers could be read directly on
the galvanometer scale without any calcula-

tion. A " shunt-box," containing a dozen
large sheets of German silver, was used for

measuring heavy currents. This box was
about 40 inches long by 15 inches wide and
12 inches deep. The German silver sheets

were stretched from end to end and means
were provided for connecting them singly or

in multiple so as to obtain various resistances

and current carrying capacities.

I am not aware that any particular im-

provememt has been made since these pioneer

times in the measurement of electrical

resistance. We had then, as now, the re-

flecting galvanometer, and the Wheatstone
bridge made by first-class firms, such as

Elliott Brothers, London, and Bergmann
& Co., New York, so that electrical re-

sistance could be readily and accurately

measured. We were, however, as before

stated, woefully lacking in handy and con-

venient devices for indicating current and
potential. In view of this fact inquiry may
very naturally be raised concerning the regu-

lation of voltage and life of lamps in small

isolated plants and central stations at that

time.

Strange as it will appear in the light of all

our modern refinements, the only means of

maintaining normal voltage in many small

isolated plants was ob-

serving the so-called

"pilot-lamp," which was
located on the head-board

of the dynamo. The at-

tendant was primarily in-

structed as to the normal

brightness of this lamp
and told to maintain it

as nearly as possible to

proper incandescence by

regulating the field exci-

tation.

In larger plants, "pres-

sure indicators" were used.

These devices were so con-

structed that the lighting

up of a red or a blue lamp indicated

"high" or "low" volts respectively, volt-

age being normal when neither lamp

LIGHTNING
ARRESTER
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was lighted. I believe that

the voltage in the Pearl

Street Station of the New
York Edison Company
was regulated for some
time by these red and
blue lamp indicators, and
a gentleman now promi-

nent in electrical circles

may possibly remember
carrying the heavy Deprez
galvanometer on his

shoulders from the Goerck
Street testing room to

the Pearl Street Station

once or twice a week, by
which to set the indica-

tors above referred to. It

was not considered safe

to transport the Deprez
galvanometer in a ' vehicle as the slight-

est jar might put it out of adjustment.

In large isolated plants "Edison auto-

matic regulators" were sometimes used, but

these devices often did more harm than

good, as they lifted a certain amount of

responsibility from the shoulders of the

attendant, and thus tended to make him less

watchful. This automatic regulator was
also a very expensive device and in small

plants it sometimes cost as much as the

dynamo.
In 1883 the writer was appointed by Mr.

Edison to superintend the installation of

electric apparatus in the Edison three-wire

central stations, which were then in process

of construction in different parts of the

country, xhe only indicating devices used

in the first of these stations were two-volt

indicators, which had to be frequently

standardized, and an ammeter in the neutral

bus-bars to indicate if the system was out

of balance and to what extent. The above

equipment, with slight variations, was copied

in most of the small stations, about twelve

of which were installed during the year

following July 1st, 1883. Most of these

small stations were furnished with one pair

of dynamos to operate on the three-wire

system. The extension of the lighting busi-

ness, as time went on, naturally led to the

use of more dynamos, which were connected

in multiple with those already in service.

The necessity of individual ammeters for

each dynamo was brought forcibly into notice

by the burning out of armatures from ex-

cessive overload, there being no visible means

EDISON AUTOMATIC REGULATOR

for correctly distributing the total load.

This necessity led to the development of the

so-called "pendulum" ammeter, and the

first six instruments of this class were set

up in the Edison Station in Cumberland,
Maryland, in 1885-6. After this date,

central station indicating devices were im-

proved and multiplied from time to time

as new requirements developed.

Facial Expression Electric Sign

A most ingenious use of lines of lights

for changing the expression of the human
face in an illuminated sign is the invention

of a New Jersey man. The sign as a whole
consists of incan-

descent lights form-

ing a human face

and the lamps are

so arranged that
they can be moved
independently of

each other. In this

way joy, sorrow cr

anger may be ex-

pressed by moving
the eyebrow and
mouth lamps and at

the same time the

position of the lines

of the face as from the nose down may be

altered. This idea developed into commer-
cial use would probably be in demand as

a decidedly effective "Before" and "After

Taking" advertisement for Jag's Whiskey,

or Gump's Gum,

ELECTRIC SIGN
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How a Dynamo is Driven by
Ropes

It may almost be said that the Economy
Light and Power Co. of Joilet, 111., makes
electricity out of the sewage of the City

of Chicago. Surely, if this be so, it is en-

titled to the " Economy" part of its corporate

title. The plant is located on the Illinois

river, into which the Chicago drainage canal

conducts the sewage of the city diluted with

water from Lake Michigan
The Economy plant had its inception

many years ago and has grown to great size

by occasional extensions as power and light-

ing loads have increased. The company
now carries practically the entire lighting

load of Joliet and vicinity, and drives the

machinery in many of the large industries

of that district. Constant growth of business

DYNAMO OPERATED BY ROPE DRIVE AT JOLIET
;
ILL., POWER PLANT
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having increased the total load beyond the

limits of the water power available, the com-
pany has installed an auxiliary steam plant,

Using steam turbine-generators.

In the down-stream end of the long main
building of the water power plant is the equip-

ment for generating direct current. In an
extension at this end of the plant was in-

Stalled some years ago a 375-kiloWatt (500
horse-power) alternating current dynamo
driven by two 200-horse-power water wheels.

This unit was entirely independent of the

equipment in the main building adjoining.

The two water wheels have a combined
horse-power rating of 400, whereas the gen-

erator requires 500 horse-power to develop

fie full rated capacity of 375 kilowatts.

The water wheels, therefore, are insufficient

to drive the generator up to full load, to say

nothing of carrying overloads.

In recent years the direct current load has

decreased and the alternating current load

his increased. Increase of the alternating

current load has made it desirable that this

375-kilowatt generator be operated up to

capacity and be made to assume its share of

overload when required. The decrease of

direct current load fortunately made avail-

able a surplus of power in the main plant.

To utilize the surplus of power from the

main line to assist the two water wheels in

driving the alternator, naturally suggested

itself as a way out of the difficulty.

But this "way out of the difficulty" im-

posed difficulties of its own—difficulties

which to some folks would seem practically

insurmountable.

There appeared to be little in common
between the main line and the generator

line. They seemed to be different in every

possible way. The shafts differed in line

and level; they differed in diameter; they

differed in speed; they differed in direction

of motion.

The problem was however solved by
driving the dynamo with ropes, upon the

Dodge American system. A driving sheave

was fitted to the main line, extended into

the dynamo room. From this driver the

ropes lead upward, over suitably placed

idlers, and thence down directly to the

driven sheave on the dynamo shaft. The
tension equipment is nicely accommodated
on a horizontal track, conveniently placed

along the side of the room, quite out of the

way. Thus sufficient power could be brought

by the rope from the main shaft in the power

plant to the isolated dynamo, which, in

addition to the power already there could
drive the dynamo up to 40 per cent over-

load.

Portable Electric Heater

The electric heater here described by the

builder was found useful in heating the shav-

ing water and keeping dishes hot on the

tea table. The material necessary is as

follows:

Two pieces |-inch asbestos, 6 by 6 inches.

One piece of mica, 6 by 6 inches.

One piece of asbestos board, 6 by 6 by j inches.

Twelve feet No. 20 Climax resistance wire.

One piece of sheet brass, 8 by 8 inches.

Four feet of heater cord.

One attachment plug.

Four hard rubber knobs for base.

On one of the pieces of asbestos draw a
five-inch square, leaving a margin of half

an inch as in the sketch. On two opposite

sides punch fine holes about f inch apart and

PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATER

string Climax wire as shown. At (A) cut

out both pieces of asbestos so that the cord

may be inserted. On the bottom of this

place the other piece of asbestos and below

that the asbestos board, while on top of the

asbestos containing the wire place the six-

inch square of mica. The sheet brass may
then be placed on top and drawn over the

side and tacked to the asbestos board.

At the end (A) cut the brass and insert

a bushing. Through the bushing run the

heater cord and solder its ends to those of

the iron wire, while on the other end place

an attachment plug. On each of the under-

neath corners tack a rubber-headed tack

and the heater is ready for use.

—Theron P. Foote.
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Timing Concrete Electrically

While it is important that the moulds
used in structural concrete work shall

not be disturbed until the concrete has

thoroughly set, it is also important that no
time shall be wasted after the mixture

has thoroughly hardened. To judge this

time safely requires a knowledge of the

time required for each mixture to setr Guess
work might be costly and misleading, and
the actual time can now be recorded photo-

graphically by the simple device shown in

our cut.

This is based on the fact that when con-

crete "sets" there is a sudden rise in its
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APPARATUS FOR TIMING CONCRETE

temperature. If a thermometer is inserted

in the mixture, the mercury will suddenly

jump up when the concrete hardens, hence

an easily timed photographic record of the

temperature will tell us the "speed" of the

concrete. To get this, a sheet of photo-

graphic printing paper is wrapped on a

drum which is very slowly rotated by an
electric motor. Surrounding the drum is

a cylindrical casing having a narrow opening

at one edge through which the light of an
incandescent lamp can shine on the sensi-

tive paper. This slot is so narrow that

the mercury in a thermometer tube will

close it against the light, so that the paper

will record only the light passing through

the glass, tube above the top of the mercury.

In practice, the bulb of the thermometer
is set into a small can of the concrete mix-

ture which is to be tested, the bulb being

first coated with several layers of wax
dissolved in benzine, which allows it to be

removed after the concrete sets. Then the

motor is started and the hourly time marked
through the slot with a pencil. The result

is a record of the hourly time and of a sud-

den temperature variation which tells when
the concrete sets. By placing the lamp in

series with the motor its normal speed is

greatly reduced, thereby adapting it better

to the slow pace needed for this purpose.

Earache Cured by Lamp

In the early days when such a thing as an
electric warming pad or an incandescent

lamp was a curiosity, father's pipe served

often to ease the pain of an earache. A
cloth was placed over the bowl of the pipe

and the stem directed into the ear. By
blowing through the cloth he was able to

force the smoke and hot air into the ear,

often allaying the pain.

The illustration shows how to build a
simple home made device, using an electric

lamp, for the same purpose; that is, to con-

vey warmth to the ear. In the bottom ot a

tin can large enough to hold an electric lamp
and socket, make two holes. about i^ inches

apart and large enough to pass wires through,

ELECTRICAL DEVICE TO CURE EARACHE

having "loom," an insulating material,

upon them. A hole may also be cut out for

the base of the porcelain socket to project

through, or this base may be held against

the bottom of the can by drawing the wires

tight on the outside. A circle of asbestos

as shown may be placed in the lower half

of the can and a wooden handle secured

perpendicularly to the side by a bare No.

14 copper wire. By connecting the device

to a lamp socket with an attachment plug and
holding the open end of the can over the

ear the afflicted member will usually soon

yield to the confined warmth.
Horace A. Weddell.
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Wind Vane Indicator

I submit the following sketch and sugges-

tions for making an electrical wind vane. Re-
ferring to the illustration, (A) is the vane

proper, which should be about six feet long.

(B) is a small shaft or axle which revolves

when the vane turns around, and on the end of

the arm of which is a copper or brass brush

(C). The brush is so arranged that it is al-

ways in contact with (D), which is a circular

strength, on the principle of the solenoid,

moving the pointer up and down the scale.—Dallas Wood.

Utilizing Old Dry Batteries

WIND VANE INDICATOR

piece of wood wound with German silver

wire and supported by hard rubber or

wooden pins. A small pipe (E) which

just fits the shaft (B) is provided with a brass

collar (F) which keeps the shaft in the pro-

per position.

Referring to the indicator, (G) is a tube

of thin brass about J inch in diameter and

four inches long. This is wound with ten

layers of fine copper wire with the terminals

attached to binding posts. A plunger is

made of a piece of soft iron and soldered

to a piece of copper wire having a spring

soldered to its upper end. The spring

is secured to a support as shown. A small

pointer is soldered to the copper wire. The
whole may be put in a neat case in which

there is a slot through which the pointer

extends.

When connected up, the device is cali-

brated by moving the vane to the different

points of the compass and marking on a

scale the places where the pointer comes

to rest each time. The action is as follows:

When the brush moves over the resistance

wire it allows more or less current to flow

by varying the amount of wire in the cir-

cuit, and this current in passing through

the coil pulls the core with more or less

As I am a young student of electricity

and chemistry I know the ever present de-

sire of most experimenters to construct

things just for the fun and experience they

can derive from them. For their benefit I

describe an easy method of

utilizing old dry batteries so

as to obtain more current

from them. These can often

be procured from the tele-

phone man for a few cents

or for the asking.

Remove the outside paper
covering from battery and
with a knife and a small

hammer separate the zinc

where it is soldered. Care-
fully remove the zinc from
the outside paper cover

which contains the carbon
element. Wrap a strong

cord around the carbon and
to prevent spilling. Straighten the

zinc out flat and scrape most of the deposit

off, then curl the zinc up so it will fit the

carbon element just as it did at first, then
set the whole thing in a jar that will contain

about a pint of water after the battery has
been placed therein. After the battery has
been in the water about ten minutes it is

ready for use.

No chemicals are put in the water because
they were in the original battery and from
lack of moisture became inactive. For the

jar I find a wide-mouthed fruit jar to be
the best.

Roy A. Bradt.

case

Dry Battery Paste

To make a dry battery paste use plaster of

paris, one pound; oxide of zinc, one-quarter

pound; saturated solution of chloride of

zinc, sufficient with the above material to

make a thick paste. Provide a carbon
stick (arc lamp carbon) to place in the center

of a zinc box, insulating the carbon from
the bottom by a piece of fiber. Around
the carbon fill in with closely packed
paste. The zinc forms one pole of the cell

and the carbon the other pole.



Fifty Kilowatts of Water Power
By WARREN H. MILLER

It was more years ago than I care to re-

membejf, that the construction and layout

of that little hydro-electric plant, with its

half mile of transmission out of the virgin

forest, was one of the most enjoyable ex-

periences that any budding young electrical

engineer could wish for. My field head-

quarters was a large tree, out in the middle

of the construction line—a blessed relief

from the grime and noise of the works—
and the job itself gave one a virtual holiday

of three or four weeks out in the green woods
and along the brawling banks of the river.

Most industrial companies have an aston-

ishing way of growing. One no sooner gets

enough power provided for them than a

new shop is run up, and the already over-

loaded powerhouse is either called on for

more, and yet more, or else power must be
brought in from somewhere else.

Now our powerhouse was already groan-

ing under its burdens, and had been for

several years, and every boiler was being

pushed to the utmost; yet there would be

at least a hundred more horsepower needed
for heating with the coming of winter. So
that, when the new forge-shop was built

and about 50 horse power of motors installed,

it was the last straw to the camel's back.

It was possible to worry along through the

summer, but with the arrival of cold weather,

something would have to shut down unless

more power was miraculously produced.

It happened that the company owned an
old mill, down along the river about a quar-

ter of a mile in a direct line from the power
house, and, as a last forlorn hope, the writer

was sent as a scout to report on what the

possibilities were of using any part of its

water-power equipment to help out. The
old place was utterly given over to Nature
when I penetrated through the briers and
weeds of its abandoned penstock. Some
former extra-high spring freshet of the river

had swept away the dam, every vestige of

the old overshot water wheel and all the

big timbers and underpinning of the mill.

About all there was left to report on was
nine feet of available head and a volume of

about 6000 cubic feet per minute pouring

through the ruins of the dam. The pen-

stock was also in pretty fair shape, as it had

simply acted as an immense trough during
the flood.

Now 6000 cubic feet a minute is roughly

100 horsepower, falling through nine feet,

a figure not to be sneezed at. Any good
turbine will realize some 85 per cent of this

theoretical horse power, and we had in our
power stock an extra 40-inch wheel,

which would deliver 78.8 horse power on
a nine foot head.

To repair the dam meant simply closing

the upper race gate, putting some new plank-

ing in the breach and teaming in gravel

enough to bring the earth fill back to equal

the original section of the rest of the dam.
From the electrical department of the works
could be had a 50-kilowatt, 500-volt direct

current dynamo at cost price, transferred

on the company's books, so the real expense
of getting the power question solved would
not run into any great figure. The writer

was ordered to get out an estimate and
figure up a little transmission line to deliver

50 kilowatts at the main switchboard at

500 volts. It should be explained right

here that such current could not be put in

on the main bus bars of the power bouse
dynamos, for these were all compound-
wound machines, with the series coils of

the fields connected by equalizers. As the

equalizer must at times carry the full output

in amperes of the machine, this would mean,
not two wires, but three of full size on the

transmission. So a separate lead always

had to be found for the new dynamo, which
was easily done, one double-throw switch

giving us the choice of two shops.

The first care was the repair of the dam
and the building of a turbine-well below
the old penstock. The well was simply a

large wooden box with the turbine at the

bottom of it, sheathing of 4 by 12 inch yellow

pine, and timbers figured to stand the static

pressure of nine feet of water. The turbine

was of the inward-flow type, with a vertical

shaft turning at 91 revolutions per minute.

It discharged out of the bottom of the box
directly into the tail-race, and the admission
was controlled by a sliding gate-ring that

simultaneously closed all the inlet ports to

the turbine vanes, shutting them all off in

about three inches of travel. This gate was
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manipulated by a rack-and-pinion with

vertical valve-rod on one side of the turbine,

and a turbine governor.

With the turbine were two main bevel

gear-wheels of cast iron with hard maple
teeth, the one on the vertical turbine shaft

having 54 teeth and the other ha\ing 40.

This would make the revolutions of the

main jack -shaft 120 revolutions per minute.

Now, as the speed of the dynamo was 625
revolutions per minute, a pretty slow speed

for that size machine, but the slowest ob-

tainable in stock sizes, the problem would
be how to best get from the no revolutions

of the jackshaft to the 625 of the dynamo.
Naturally the best way would be to belt

direct to the dynamo, because the belt in

any event would have to be not much less

than 14 inches wide, and a countershaft-rig

with such large belts could hardly be

located anywhere on the mill timbers with-

out building a special trestle for it. The
main jackshaft would also have to go on
the strong 16 inch timbers which formed the

heavy foundation-work of both mill and
penstock, and these with rigid pillow-blocks

would bring the main shaft about 37 inches

above the surface of the water in the turbine

well. This would permit a 7
2 -inch wheel

on the jackshaft and would therefore call

for a 14 inch pulley on the dynamo. Such

a pulley, going at 625 revolutions, or 35 feet

a second, would have to be fifteen inches wide
since a double leather belt at that speed

will transmit approximately seven horse-

power per inch of width; and therefore a

fourteen inch belt would give 98 horse power.

This would develop the full strength of

the wheel and allow something for over-

loading the dynamo, say 25 per cent.

Following this line in preference to any
countershaft alternative, the dynamo was
located, as shown, on the main floor of

the old mill, the belt passing through the

floor to the 72 inch wheel below, the dis-

tance between centers being fifteen feet.

It is essential to keep the speed of the

dynamo constant, because the steadiness of

the voltage depends in a great measure on
the speed, and it must remain the same
whether the load is light or heavy. Now
the waterwheel tends to race on light loads

and slow down to its normal on heavy ones,

so it must have a governor to close its gates

as the load gets less, and thus hold the

speed steady. The one shown on the next

page is what is known as a compensating

governor. In order to make it delicate

enough, the valve-turning mechanism must
be governed by the small balls which
change their position due to variations of

the speed. It will not do to have the cen-

trifugal ball mechanism act directly on the

valve rod, and as it has |but a very small

travel for the minute changes in load.

Therefore the governor balls simply alter

the vertical position of the two cup-shaped
friction discs (A). Inside of them rotates

a solid disk driven by the large twelve

inch pulley, and there is a scant 32 inch

7uri>ine Well Penstock Piling

POWER PLANT SHOWN IN ELEVATION

clearance between the faces of this disk

and the cups which enclose it. If the

governor ball mechanism raises the lower

cup ever so little, it at once comes in con-

tact with the interior disk, which is always

spinning around, and so it goes around with

it and thus turns the gate-valve rod by the

gears shown on the rod. If, on the other

hand, the governor ball mechanism lowers

the upper cup a very little, it comes in con-

tact with the interior disk and thus actuates

the valve-rod in the opposite direction. So

therefore there is only one position in which

the valve-rod is left alone, and this is at the

normal voltage-speed of the dynamo. The
least variation from this speed calls the disks

into play and the gates are opened or closed

a trifle. With steady loads there is little

for the governor to do, but with constant

variations, such as with certain shop loads,
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the governor is incessantly making slignt

changes in the position of the gates.

With a steady run of five teams building

up the dam, and all orders placed for

governors, dynamo, pulleys and belts, the

next thing to go at was the transmission.

Actual measurement of the distance showed
it to be 1400 feet from the mill to the cen-

tral power-house. At 50 kilowatts the am-
perage would be 90 for 550 volts. To
arrive at the most economical size of wire

to get this 90 amperes over to the central

power house, you must realize that in any
transmission there are two losses—the horse-

power loss, due to line-drop, and the in-

terest on the money invested in the wire.

Obviously the wire in which the sum of

these two losses is the least is the size we
want. For instance let us assume a line

loss of ten percent. As a kilowatt is worth

roughly $20 a year, the power loss would
then be 5 K W,x$2o,or $100. Figuring the

wire for this loss, we use the well-known

wiring formula: Circular mils= 10.8 x 2 dxA
v

where v is the drop in volts, A the amperes,

10.8 the resistance of a mil-foot of copper

wire, and 2d twice the distance in feet.

This gives 101, 000 circular mils, or No. o

wire, weighing 319 pounds per 1000 feet. The
total weight would then be 900 pounds, which
at 20 cts. a pound would amount to $180,

and the interest on this at 12 percent would
be $21. You see, the interest is taken at

what the same capital is worth on manu-
facturing account to the works, not at six

percent, the amount it would command in

a bank. So the total loss per year for this

size wire would be $121. Suppose we halve

the power loss and double the size of wire

to No. 4-0. The yearly power loss would then

be $50 and the interest loss $42, making
the total $92, a saving of $29 a year. But
it would involve heavier poles, heavier brac-

ing, more construction expense and double

the drain on the amount of money the works
cared to spend on the plant, so that the $29
stood in good chance of being wiped out.

As we already had in stock over 1500 feet

of bare No. o which might never otherwise

be used, the whole line was put up in this

size.

The poles were spaced 125 feet and were

all of western cedar, eight inches at. the top

and fifteen inches at the butt. It is essential

to get as few and as straight ones as pos-

sible, for every pole out of line requires guy-

ing. Selecting the poles with this consider-

ation in mind, they were all tarred for seven

feet from the butt, and set six feet in the

ground, the total length being 35 feet.

A gang of six polemen set them all in one
day. One man attended to the butt, guid-

ing it down into the hole with a stout plank

set in the hole, another managed the "jenney"

or mule, a cross-shaped rest on which the

pole could rest as the men stopped to get a

320 R.RMr

270 - ;v& open-2 Turns

To Counter

tueight

P/an

THE GOVERNING ARRANGEMENT

fresh hold on it ; two men had twelve foot pikes

and two eighteen foot. Before raising, the poles

were all gained with two notches f inch deep,

and the two-pin cross-arms bolted on, one
eighteen inches below the other, each having

two 22 inch flat galvanized iron braces. The
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pins were the standard i\ by 9 inch locust

pin for extra heavy cable insulators. They
are stiffer than wrought iron pins, and will

break off short instead of bending over if

too heavy a strain is put on them.

To get No. o solid wire up straight and
smooth, it is first payed out along the ground
beside the poles. It will be found to be

full of dog-tails and kinks, due to so much
handling. Secure one end of it to the butt

of the first pole and stretch about two poles

of it with heavy tackle with all the gang
pulling on it. They will not only straighten it

out but put a set in it. A climber on each

pole then lets down a hand line and hauls

it up and over the saddle of the insulators.

It can then be tautened with a cable-grip

and tied in with about No. 6 ties. The
poles will not stand the strain of attempting

to take out the kinks up on top of the pole,

and if you do the line will look amateurish.

The come-along for use up the poles was
a No. o Buffalo grip, but, without it, simply

braiding the handline over the wire to form
a "slip" will answer. At all corners the

poles must be guyed with f inch galvanized

iron stranded guy-wire. For anchors we
used short billets of wood, buried four feet

in the ground with a f inch rod and eye

coming up out of the earth to take the end
of the guy wire. At both ends of the line

the cross-arms were doubled and the wire

terminated around both insulators, and taps

taken off for the mill and power house.

On crossing into the works, we had first

to go over the Michigan Central tracks, and
then a four-foot water-wheel race 150 feet

wide. To go over the tracks, ' one would
have to "sky" the line six feet over the

telegraph lines on both sides of the tracks,

and the 150 foot stretch over the race was
rather long for comfort, so I avoided them
both by going down the last pole beyond the

tracks with a lead-sheathed twin-cable into

a three-inch drain tile conduit laid in the

railroad ballast. This cable crossed on
the bed of the race, being iron-armoured

while under water, as the ordinary lead

cable will soon get full of pinholes and
grounds under water. The reason we could

not cross on posts driven into the race was
because of the winter ice, which will pull up
any pole. At night the water is low and still,

so it will freeze around the posts and bring

them up next day when the race is full.

The final point to be constructed was the

switchboard at the mill end. This needed

a 600 volt voltmeter, a 150 ampere am-
meter, a 100 ampere double-pole circuit-

breaker, a 150 ampere double-pole knife-

switch and a 300-ohm field rheostat. We
had in stock an old two inch slate panel, 30
by 72 inches and as full of holes as a sieve.

For all that, it was plenty good enough.
We filled all the old holes with neat cement
and gave it a coat of black shellac

—
"satin

finish" the switchboard people call it

—

drilled new holes for our instruments with
an ordinary brace and twist-drill, and soon
had it set up and connected to dynamo and
line. The plant went off very nicely, and
is running yet for all I know. We had to

build a sort of boat under the big pulley

on the jackshaft. It only cleared the water
by an inch, and the foam and vapor from
the turbine well soon began to warp it, be-

ing a built-up wooden pulley. But, with
the sheet iron guard there was no trouble.

-With the arrival of the following spring

we had to protect the line with ironclad,

line lightning arrestors at every fourth pole,

grounding to an iron pipe by a No. 6 ground.

New Device Keeps Trolley On

The exclamation "trolley's off" may be
relegated to the back of the dictionary with

the terms marked "obsolete" if the device

here shown ac-

complishes all

that is claimed

for it. The de-

vice consists of

a sort of right

and left-handed

threaded roller

placed on each

side of the trolley

wheel. In case

the trolley leaves

the wire the lat-

ter is caught in

one of the spiral

grooves and re-

turned tothe trol-

ley wheel, the

current being on
during this time. Many accidents and col-

lisions have occurred with sometimes injury

and loss of life when the trolley leaves the

wire. The Universal trolley retriever is

intended to prevent all such accidents and
is made so that it may be applied to old

trolley wheels on any system.

A TROLLEY WHEEL
WHICH IS EASILY
KEPT ON THE

WIRE

F
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Insulating Materials

CAOUTCHOUC (INDIA RUBBER)

Ordinary india rubber is a very good insu-

lating material, its very large elasticity gives

to india rubber great mechanical advantages

over other insulating materials It can be

easily shaped to the form of the conductor on
which it is employed, when used in the form

of thin ribbons. In the open air it alters at

167 F. and starts fusing at 248 F. At

150 F° it hardens and gets to be fragile.

Owing to its large degree of inflammability

a very careful supervision must be exerted in

the manufacturing of cables insulated with

india rubber, and to avoid scratches on the

insulating covering, only first class and
recently manufactured material must be

used. It is used also for making insulating

tubes.

Vulcanized India rubber is caoutchouc

mixed with two per cent of sulphur. Its

elasticity keeps up to 356 F. when it begins

to fuse. It cannot be applied directly on

copper wire as the sulphur it contains would
combine with the copper. The wire must
be tinned beforehand. It must contain less

than five per cent resin and from 30 to 32

per cent pure Para to give good results.

India rubber which has lost most of its

insulating 'and mechanical properties can be

regenerated by special processes and made
to reacquire, at least in part, its good qualities.

EBONITE

This is nothing more than vulcanized india

rubber in which the sulphur is brought up to

25 per cent or over instead of being kept

down to two per cent. In cooling a dark

mass is obtained. It is rigid and at the same
time slightly flexible. Its dielectric power is

very high unless some defect comes on the

surface of the ebonite sheet—then it breaks

down very easily. The same result obtains

if oil or wax is put on the sheet.

It must not contain more than 30 per cent

of sulphur and from 70 to 72 per cent of pure

Para and its texture must be very homo-
geneous. It may be regenerated in the same
manner as vulcanized rubber.

GUTTA PERCHA

Gutta percha which is the milky juice

exuding from some Chinese trees is the insu-

lator par excellence. A gutta percha sheet

3-1000 inch in thickness breaks down
only under a pressure of 15,000 volts. Its

qualities depend upon the proportion of

resins it contains and its insulating resist-

ance varies with the temperature, the length

of electrification and the pressure to which it

is subjected. Its best property is of being

impervious to the chemical action of water
which makes it the material more adapted for

submarine cable insulation.

SHELLAC

This is a kind of resin given out by
branches of young trees under the secretions

of some insects which are principally found
in India. It is obtained commercially most
generally in the form of rods or large flakes

and is used when dissolved in alcohol. It is

very easily affected by the humidity of the

surrounding atmosphere and to avoid this it

must be covered with paraffine. Practically

all the different kinds of insulating cloths are

made with shellac.

Jar Tests of Tungsten Lamps

If incandescent lamps are to be used

where they will be subject to jarring, they

should have the mechanical strength to

withstand the jars even when the lamps are

cold, otherwise the normal life of the fila-

ments will never be reached. This is par-

ticularly true of tungsten lamps, which at

first were rather frail, but which have been
much improved as to the mechanical strength

of their filaments during the last year or

two. The processes of filament making

APPARATUS FOR JARRING TUNGSTEN
LAMPS

and the methods of fastening the filaments

vary with different manufacturers, making
it difficult for the buyer to judge of the com-
parative qualities. To ascertain these in

a practical way, the telegraph inspection

bureau of the Swiss governmental railways

has developed a testing apparatus which
is at once simple and effective.
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It consists of a trough, graduated to show
its length and inclined at a grade of ten per

cent, with the lamp hung so as to rest

against the lower end, and a rubber ball

about an inch and a half in diameter,

loaded with lead to make its weight a quarter

of a pound. By starting the ball near the

lamp and gradually increasing the distance

through which it gathers momentum before

striking the bulb, it is easy to tell how
strong a blow it requires to snap a given

filament. The first series of such compara-

tive tests as recently made at Bern showed
a wide variation in the mechanical strength

of lamps of different makes.

How Tungsten Filaments are

Squirted

In the making of the filaments for tung-

sten lamps pure metallic tungsten is first

secured by a long process of refining. This

tungsten metal, which is then in a finely

divided form, is mixed with a binding

material to form a plastic mass which may be
squirted in fine thread-like filaments. The
process of making the filaments, as described

by G. S. Merrill before the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, is an interesting

one.

The paste, as it is called, is placed in a

small steel cylinder and forced by a pres-

sure of about 32,000 pounds per square

inch through a small diamond die. .

The die used in squirting tungsten fila-

ments consists of a suitably mounted dia-

mond of from one-half to one carat in weight

through which a very minute hole has been
drilled. In the smaller dies used today

this hole is only about 0.0014 inch in diam-
eter, which is smaller than an ordinary

hair. The hole is drilled in the diamond
with a steel needle, ground down so fine

that it is as flexible as a hair and, as can be
imagined, the drilling requires considerable

time and patience. The stone when drilled

is mounted in a steel casting in order to

hold it against the enormous pressure used

in squirting the filament.

Under such pressure the abrasion of the

die even by the smooth tungsten paste is

very rapid. This abrasion is a serious

matter, as the diameter of the hole, and
consequently that of the filament squirted,

constantly increases. Moreover, the abra-

sion is not uniform, so that the hole en-

larges more rapidly in the direction of one

diameter than of the other, assuming when
worn an elliptical shape. After enough
filament for about 1,500 lamps has been
squirted, it is necessary to have the die

rebored, an operation which costs almost as
much as the original die. A die cannot be
rebored more than twice before it develops
cracks or fissures which cause it to break.
The next hardest material, sapphire, has
been experimented with as a material for

these dies, but it is found that such a die

is very liable to split and that it will hardly
make 100 lamps before it needs re-

drilling.

Belt-tightening Idler

Sometimes the easiest way of adapting an
electric motor to the driving of a given ma-
chine implies the use of a short belt, too

short or too

nearly vertical

to allow the

weight of the

belt itself to

give the needed
pull on the

pulleys. In

such cases the

f
7
"

'^JISsfe^^^H! adhesion of the

belt to the pul-

leys may be in-

creased by
having an idler

press sideways

against the

belt. This idler

may even be carried by a weighted arm
mounted on the shaft of the motor, mak-
ing a compact outfit and one which
adjusts itself to make up for the stretching

of the belt.

BELT TIGHTENING
IDLER

Changing Dry Cells to Wet

The following method I have found useful

in reviving old dry batteries: Take a clean

glass jar and stand in it a worn-out dry

battery. Around the battery place one-

half pound of blue vitriol and then pour
on water enough to come at least half way
up the side of the dry battery. In an hour

the cell will be ready for use again and will

give service for some time.

J. W. Stover.
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Electric Heat in Hat Manufacturing

A hat is about the most
simple thing imaginable

—

speaking now of a man's
hat—yet few realize what
an amount of complicated

machinery and how many
separate operations are re-

quired to make one. In
the production of a finished

hat from the raw materials

power is required to oper-

ate the machinery, heat is

required for sizing, color-

ing and drying, and heat-

ed tools are necessary for

the finishing processes, so

it is reasonable to suppose

that electricity will be found
right at home in a hat

factory, and so it proves.
HAT IRONING MACHINES WITH ELECTRICAELY

HEATED IRONS

For generations back the journeyman
hatter has used what is called " hand
shell" for ironing out the familiar soft felt

hat. These hand shells or irons are of

peculiar shape exactly fitted for the work
in hand. He holds the hat, covered with

a cloth, in his left hand and with a few deft

A FEW DEFT PASSES OF THE HAND SHELL
FLANGE AND CURL THE BRIM ELECTRICALLY HEATED FLANGING BAGS
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manner similar to the ordinary

electric flat iron.

But in some factories even
this method is considered slow

•and electrically operated and
electrically heated machines
have displaced the "human

THE "LURING OFF" PROCESS, SHOWING THE
ELECTRICAL VELOURING STOVE

HAND FLATS USED IN

MAKING STRAW HATS

passes of the iron smoothes it out, flanges it element" in this phase of the work. In one

and curls the brim. In the modern factory of the illustrations a row of hat ironing ma-
this hand shell is heated by electricity in a chines is shown in operation. The heaters

used with them, as well as

with the other devices which

will be described, are of

the Westinghouse pattern.

The hat is thrust onto a re-

volving chuck. Right in

front of the nearest hat you

will see a block-like object

which is the electric heater.

It is arranged so that it can

bepressed against the crown

or brim as the hat is revolved.

Before the hats are finally

shipped they go through a

last finishing process called

"luring off," to make them

smooth and glossy. The
hat is placed on a "poun-

cing block" and the finish-

er uses a heated tool in

each hand for smoothing

out the fibers and makingELECTRICALLY HEATED OVEN
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USING THE SHACKLE IRON TO CURVE THE BRIM

like arrangements con-

taining hot sand, where
the hat goes through an-

other baking process and
the brim at the same
time is heated and press-

ed out flat by an electri-

cal heater in the form of

a flat plate. The sand

also is brought to the high

temperature necessary by
electrical heating elements

buried in it.

Now comes the curling

of the brims, which is

done by a "shackle iron."

These are similar to the

hand shells and are adap-

ted to give a curl of from

J inch to one inch.

In the making of straw

hats electrically heated

tools are also widely em-
ployed. Principal among
these is the "hand flat,"

them lay all in the same
direction and giving the

"whirl" to the crown
fibers. For supplying the

heat necessary in this pro-

cess what is known as an

electrical "velouring
stove" is used. It is

made in the shape of a

truncated pyramid with

a smooth top on which

the tools are heated.

The ordinary stiff hat

or derby in the beginning

does not appear much
different from the soft

felt. In this stage it goes

through a baking pro-

cess in an electrically

heated oven to prepare

it for the hydraulic press

where it is formed. The
baking ovens are of heavy

sheet steel covered with a

heat-insulating material.

After pressing into

shape approximately cor-

rect the hats go from the

hydraulic presses to what
are known as flanging

bags. These are mould- STRAW HATS IN THE PRESSING MACHINES
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a device with two handles like a rolling pin.

In the production of high grade straw hats

absolute cleanliness is necessary in this

process in order to turn out a spotless prod-

uct. This is almost impossible in a room
where the air is charged with fine flecks of

soot from gas-heated irons, so here elec-

trically heated "flats" have a marked ad-

vantage. When not in use the tools are

laid on pedestal-like stands as shown in the

illustration.

In forming the straw hats they are pressed

into shape by dies which operate under great

pressure. These dies must be heated at

the same time and the heating is accom-
plished by imbedding an electrical heating

element in the die itself.

Besides the machines above enumerated

the hat factory of today is also equipped

with electrically heated glue pots, elec-

trically heated irons for cementing the tips

to the light linings and for embossing and
printing hat bands and labels, leather

shapers and various other devices.

however, been supplied and the lamp can
be raised or lowered more easily than a

window shade. Or the cord may be extend-

ed to great length and the lamp carried to

any part of the room to be returned again

to its original length by pushing a button
on the adjuster. That is, to lengthen the

cord you pull upon it and to shorten it you
push the button. The detail picture shows
more plainly than words how the device

operates. The picture in the operating

room of a hospital indicates one application

of the adjuster.

Adjuster for Lamp Cords

Eyesight is too great a blessing to be

trifled with, but the majority of us go on
day after day apparently trying to see just

how much our eyes will stand. A strong

light shining di-

rectly into the

eyes weakens
them. Light
that is too weak
is just as bad.

The ordinary

electric drop light

offers no means
of adjustment ex-

cept perhaps by
a cumbersome
loop arrange-
ment passing
through two
holes in a wooden
ball. You tug

and strain on
your tip toes to

do something
with it and then

give up in dis-

gust. In the new
Hagstrom elec-

tric cord adjuster

a remedy has,

LAMP CORD ADJUSTER

PREPARING FOR A SURGICAL OPERATION ADJUSTER
PLACES THE LAMP WHERE NEEDED
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Electric Traveling Hoists Electrically Heated Hot Water
Radiator

The time is past when manual labor by-

sheer muscle must lift, pile, load or unload

iron, lumber or other heavy stock in a big

industrial plant. Traveling electric hoists

do this work at small cost as compared to

the wages of a laborer and more quickly and
satisfactorily. Every business has its own
special requirements and builders of electric

traveling hoists are ready to go on the ground
and build machines adapted to almost any
purpose. The illustration opposite shows a

Pawling and Harnischfeger traveling hoist

for service about the yard of a manufacturing

plant. The heavy I-beam track from which
the two-motor hoist is suspended allows

heavy loads to be lifted and carried from
one end of the yard to the other.

Magnets Instead of Tongs

The ordinary blacksmith's tongs of our

forefathers' time are still generally used

for tightly gripping steel or iron while the

same is being shaped on an anvil. But when
it comes to taking pieces out of the fire and
dippmg them into oil or water to harden

them, these same
tongs are wasteful

of time, particu-

larly if the pieces

are small orround
in section.

Where such
hardening or tem-

pering is done in

quantities, much
time is saved by
using a long
handled electro-

magnet to which

the piece of steel

will cling even

while hot and by [means of which it can be

plunged into the hardening bath in less time

than it often would take to grip it with tongs.

To release the lifted piece, a push button

on the farther side of the handle shuts off

the current, which is the same as for a six-

candle-power lamp. Of course the device is

both water-proof and fire-proof. For tem-

pering purposes it is usually fitted with a

20-inch stem, thus allowing the operator

to reach well into the furnace without burn-

ing his hands.

A MAGNET USED IN-

STEAD OF TONGS

No serious thinker can use a hot water
bag to warm his feet on a cold winter night

without being impressed with the capacity

of water for holding heat. This unusual
facility for storing heat is due to the fact

that it takes a comparatively large
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ELECTRICALLY HEATED RADIATOR

amount of heat for every degree that the

water is warmed. Pound for pound, water

will require about eight times as much heat

to warm it a given number of degrees as

iron, five times as much as stone and about
thirty times as much as lead, gold or mer-

cury. Therefore, when any quantity of

water has been warmed, it has a large amount
of heat stored up in it which it can radiate

slowly after the supply of heat is removed.
This accounts for the satisfaction given

by hot water radiators, to which the hot

water is generally supplied from a boiler,

or a furnace coil. Owing to the needed
piping, such radiators are necessarily fixed in

position and suitable for use only where

a boiler or furnace is close at hand. If we
omit the piping and heat the water in the

radiator electrically, the radiator can be

placed anywhere and moved at will, as long

as it is connected to the current by flexible

cords. Moreover, each radiator can be con-

trolled entirely independent of all others, which
is hard to do with many hot water systems.

The British type which we picture is one

of five sizes, holding from \\ to io| gal-

lons, of which the smallest takes a maximum
of 8oo and the largest 2,400 watts at the

start. This consumption of current grad-

ually decreases, as the water warms, so that

the maximum after an hour's use is only three

quarters of what it was at first.
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The Electric Utility Clock

The tendency nowadays is to make elec-

tricity our servant in every way possible,

even going so far as to make it our personal

attendant, so to speak. It is a very common
thing to find in homes an electric alarm

clock, electrically lighted clocks, medical

batteries and coils, flashlights, etc. Going

How well they have succeeded will be seen

from the following description of the utility

clock and medical battery outfit.

In the first place there is embodied in the

outfit a reliable and at the same time artistic

timepiece. Right above it is an electric

lamp. A cord and handle, with push button,

ELECTRIC UTILITY CLOCK

one step farther, it has been the aim of the

Darche Manufacturing Company to com-
bine as many of these little aids and con-

veniences as possible into one compact set.

THE LAMP IS LIGHTED AUTOMATICALLY WHEN IT IS

TIME TO GIVE MEDICINE

TO ASCERTAIN THE TIME, SIMPLY PUSH
THE BUTTON

makes it possible to flash the lamp from any
part of a room. Hang the cord and push

button over the head of the

bed and you can very con-

veniently ascertain the time

at night, or if you are one

of the kind that "hear

things at night," you may
very easily satisfy your

curiosity in the same man-
ner.

At the right of the clock

is an electric alarm which

can be set to go off at any
predetermined time. At

the same instant the lamp
lights—all automatically. If

the clock is being used in

a sick room and a " silent"

alarm is desired the bell

circuit may be switched

off and the light, only, ar-

ranged to appear at the

given moment, as, for in-
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EASY TO EXAMINE A CHILD S THROAT

stance, to notify the nurse when medicine
is to be given. The batteries which ac-

complish all this are concealed in the cases

on each side the clock case.

The medical attachment is operated by
simply placing the controlling switch on
a special contact point which immediately
directs the current from the batteries into

the medical induction coil seen at the

left of the clock. From this coil the

ordinary faradic current is

obtained through cords and
hand electrodes. The
strength of this current may
be regulated by raising or

lowering a hollow metal
core within the coil.

Another useful feature is

the surgical and dental at-

tachment. You feel per-

haps that there is some-

thing the matter with one

of your teeth, but you wish

to examine it yourself be-

fore going to the dentist.

In that case it is customary

to take a small pocket mir-

ror, put it in your mouth,

stand up before a large

mirror and crane your neck

trying to look inside your

own head. With this out-

fit, however, goes a little

attachment which makes the operation a

simple matter. It consists of a tiny in-

candescent lamp such as dentists use,

mounted in the end of a thin tube which

may be readily placed in the mouth or

throat. With it goes an instrument for

holding down the tongue, also a little dental

mirror. With ' these instruments it is pos-

sible to examine your own teeth or throat,

or examine a child's throat and even the in-

YOU BECOME YOUR OWN DENTAL
EXAMINER

A STIMULATING CURRENT FROM THE
MEDICAL INDUCTION COIL
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side of the nose and ear. The apparatus
complete is ready for use at any time with-

out making special connections, and ordin-

ary dry batteries are used which are readily

replaced at any time.

Midget Separable Connectors

Here is a connector that will appeal to

every automobile user who lights with elec-

tricity. The connector is made of hard
rubber so that the user is protected from
shock and when in service has no exposed

MIDGET SEPARABLE CONNECTOR

metal parts. The cord is attached within
the connector as shown. The device is very
handy for connecting battery lamps to the
circuit and in other places where a quick
connector is desired.

Telephone Attachment for Noisy
Places

Your office is located perhaps at a noisy
street corner so that to make the listener to

AS GOOD AS A TELEPHONE BOOTH

whom you are talking understand you must
talk very loud. There are times also when
you desire to talk on private matters within

the hearing of others without embarrassment.

You may prevent these annoyances by the
use of the Rochester telephone muffler, much
less expensive than a booth and always
within reach on your desk.

The device is made of glass with a de-
tachable rubber mask as illustrated and can
be readily attached to any telephone.

Rectifier for Obtaining Direct

Current

When direct current is not available some
rectifying means is necessary to change the
ordinary alternating lighting current in

order to charge storage batteries. The
Economy rectifier

presents one way of

doing the trick.

The set consists of

a small transformer

to reduce the vol-

tage of the alter-

nating current
somewhat; an elec-

trolytic rectifier,

sometimes known
as an "electric check
valve," into which
the transformer
feeds the current

and from which the

current comes out

as direct current,

that is, flowing con-

tinuously in the
same direction; and
finally a little switch-

board with the ne-

cessary switches
and an ammeter for measuring the current.

The electric rectifier is the most distinc-

tively new element in the whole set. It

consists of a large agate-ware pail, with

three electrodes, one of lead and two of

aluminum, immersed in an electrolyte solu-

tion, and mounted upon a strip of slate with

binding posts attached.

The current supplied from the transformer

flows through the solution from the lead

plate alternately to either aluminum. Owing
to a remarkable electrochemical property of

aluminum, it cannot flbw in the opposite

direction. Hence the alternating current is

changed to a one-direction pulsating cur-

rent, perfectly adapted for charging storage

batteries.

ALTERNATING CUR-
RENT RECTIFIER
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Serving a Quick Lunch Quicker

In some of the quick lunch establishments

of the larger cities the number of patrons

served between the hours of 12 and 2 o'clock

may pass the thousand mark. Each bill

is small, and so it is only by providing for

a very large number that the establishment

LUNCH COUNTER WITH BUTTON
PLATES

is able to pay the enormous rent of a good
location in the down-town district and make
a profit besides. Therefore every little re-

finement in operation is employed to save

SERVING ROOM ANNUNCIATORS

a minute or a few seconds, even, in serving

a patron.

The latest aid to such restaurants is the

Holtzer-Cabot electric restaurant call system

which furnishes a means of instant and

silent communication between lunch coun-
ter and serving room, by means of which
the waitress at the counter can communicate
the most frequent and simple orders to the

serving room.
At the counter are arranged a number

of panels oi push buttons placed as shown
in one of the pictures. Suppose the order

is "coffee and sinkers." The waitress

pushes the proper button and instantly an
annunciator drop on a panel in the serving

room falls and exposes a number which
means to the chef at the serving table

"coffee and sinkers." He then fills the

order and everything is ready for the waitress

as soon as she arrives at the serving room.

Pressing Iron of New Design

The tailor's electric iron here shown is

somewhat unusual in design in having the

flexible cord attached to the stand rather

than to the iron. The general construction

is similar to that of irons with the cord

attached except that the terminals of the

ELECTRIC TAILOR S IRON WITH AUTOMATIC
STAND

heating element within the iron are brought

out at the toe, so that by operating the lever

at the top, the iron, when placed on the stand,

may be connected to the flexible cord cir-

cuit or not as desired. By the use of this

type of stand and iron the Westinghouse

company seeks to obtain a better use of the

flexible cord and provide for greater con-

venience.



HCTRICITY IN THE
HOU§EHOLD

How Electricity is Turned to Heat

Heat—where you want it, when you want
it and at any degree you wan"- it; without

waste, without smoke and soot and without

consumption of oxygen. These are the

overwhelming advantages that have made
electricity the factor which it is today in

domestic science and which in a few

short years will make it the essential

-

agent, not an adjunct, in the conduct
of every well regulated household.

From month to month there

have been described in this depart-

ment a great many types and makes
of electrically heated utensils to

lighten the tasks of housekeeping

—it seemed that we had described

them all. But an entirely new set of

brains has been at work on the prob-

lems of electric heat and an entirely

new set of electrical household

utensils has been developed as a con-
|

sequence. They were all designed,

built, experimented with and tested

in every conceivable way before

being placed before the public.

Up in Milwaukee, Wis., there is a
firm by the name of Cutler-Hammer.
The name is known to every electri-

cal engineer, but for a product which
is so removed from household affairs

that it is very seldom heard in the

home. But this firm has seen the

great possibilities in the new field of

electric heating and cooking and
has set out quietly to see what
it can do in the way of making a
name in this line. The devices

here described bear the name of Cutler-

Hammer and employ electric heat for pur-

poses outside of cooking. A complete line

of electric cooking utensils is to be exploited

later, and will be [described in this depart-

ment in a future issue.

First, of course, comes the electric iron

and for the sake of those who have often

EXIitE TWO
3UCT0« CORD

PLUG ATTACHMENT

SHOWING THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN
ELECTRIC FLATIRON

wished to know what is inside of such an
iron, a picture is shown of one of them taken
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apart. The most important feature of all,

in any type of iron, is the heating element

shown in the middle of the picture. The
electric current comes in at one of the up-

right contact posts, flows around the flat coil

of wire and out at the other post. In its

passage through the fine wire the latter is

heated, which heat is conveyed to the bottom
plate and also to the storage plate. In this

iron the arrangement of the heating element

is such that all parts of the face of the iron

—

point, heel and edges—are equally heated,

while the storage plate "soaks" up the

excess heat like a sponge, to be given to the

iron after current has been shut off.

A rest is provided which consists of a back
stand—a T-shaped bar attached to the heel

of the iron. When not in use the iron is

turned up on end, the back stand or T-bar
holding it clear of the ironing board. This

renders unnecessary the use of a metal

stand, which tends to draw the heat out of an
iron. The back stand may also be adjusted

to support the iron face upwards, and in this

position the iron may be used as an electric

stove for heating water, milk, etc.

The "ring and spring" connection is

another feature to merit attention. All

users of electric irons know that the wear on
the cord is greatest at the point where the

cord is attached to the iron. Kinking and

charing at this point soon wears out the

stoutest cord. The ring and spring connec-

UJ
FOR IE ;eve<

ELECTRIC LAVATORY HEATER

tion prevents this, forming a flexible (instead

of a rigid) connection, thus allowing the iron

to be turned in any direction without wear
on the cord.

The iron which is shown complete in the

illustration above is for ironing sleeves. It

has a long narrow body and weighs only

four pounds. The handle is detachable,

making it convenient for traveling.

Probably the most novel feature of this

new line of heating apparatus is embodied
in the water heaters. You will be surprised,

when you see absolutely cold water turned to

hot and from that to steam in a minute's

time, to find out that the water itself forms

the resistance to the electric current and
develops within itself the heat which per-

forms the seeming miracle. In ordinary

electric water heaters there are coils of resist-

ance wires which are heated by the passage

of the current exactly in the same manner as

in the electric flatiron. In these new heaters,

however, what are known as carbon elec-

trodes are used.

There are two sets of these electrodes in

each heater, placed at a little distance apart.
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One set of electrodes is connected

to one terminal jof the electric cir-

cuit and the other set to the other

—

this being accomplished by the or-

dinary cord and plug. Now you

might turn on the switch and no
harm would be done to the heater

because no current is flowing

through it. Suppose, however, you

let water into the heater—cold

water right out of the piping sys-

tem. The water surrounds the

two sets of electrodes and water

being a slight conductor of elec-

tricity, current begins to flow

through the water from one elec-

trode to the other. The resistance

is so great however, that heat is

generated, which warms the water.

By letting the water run quite

fast through the heater you get a

continuous supply of hot water

—

even boiling. Shut off the water

so only a little goes through and
you get steam for sterilizing pur-

poses, etc. Now shut off the

TANK HEATER FOR SUPPLYING THE
WHOLE HOUSE

BATH HEATER

water altogether and go away and forget

to shut off the current. The little water

that remains will be turned into steam

and escape. Then the heater is dead
because current cannot flow through it when
it contains no water. There can be no
explosion through forgetfulness, because

there is always an outlet for the steam to

escape. There can be no burned out heater

because there is nothing to burn out and
besides, the current is automatically shut off

when the water is gone.

In houses possessing no hot water system,

the lavatory heater will furnish a copious

supply of hot water at any hour of the day or

night. In houses in which furnace heat is

used to supply hot water this heater will be

found a great convenience in the summer
months when there is no furnace fire and
consequently no hot water supply.

The lavatory heater is provided with a

regulating device which enables the tempera-

ture of the water to be varied from luke warm
to scalding hot.

The bath heater is similar to the lavatory

heater, but is of much larger size. It is

furnished mounted on a marble panel

measuring thirteen and one-half by eighteen

inches, this panel carrying a main line knife

switch to turn on the current and a little

"pilot" lamp to show at a glance when the
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current is on and the heater in operation.

A regulating device, similar to that of the

lavatory heater, is provided whereby the

heat of the water flowing from the bath neater

can be varied through a wide range of

temperatures.

The tank heater is an electrical device for

heating the contents of hot water tanks. It

consists of a metal cylinder somewhat more

PORTABLE WATER HEATER

than two feet in length by three inches in

diameter. It is easily installed, is of suffi-

cient capacity to furnish a plentiful supply of

hot water for household use and is free from

'

the objectionable odors and dangerous

eminations sometimes generated by gas

heaters.

The three types just described are all of

the carbon type. There is besides a portable

heater built upon a somewhat different

principle; that is, the heating element is

composed of wire and is contained in the

base of the heater. The arrangement is

such that the cold water must pass down
through a tube, which is surrounded by the

heating coil and then upward again into the

glass jar, from which it is drawn through a

faucet. The instantaneous heater for house-

hold use will hold three quarts. Starting

cold, the first glassful of steaming hot water

can be drawn in 45 seconds after the current

is turned on. A second glassful can be drawn
fifteen seconds later and so on until the globe

is emptied.

Then, too, there are some electrically

heated toilet devices. For instance, the

curling iron heater, consisting of a metal
casting mounted on a marble or slate base,

may be used either on the dressing table or

may be fastened by two screws to the wall,

holes being drilled in the base for this pur-

pose.

The metal casting is nickel plated and has

a top plate provided with four openings, the

two outer ones being designed to hold the

curling iron when not in use. The two inner

openings (both of which may be used should

it be necessary to heat two irons at one time)

lead to the heating chamber in which is an
automatic switch which admits current to

the heating element as soon as the iron is

thrust into either of the openings. On with-

drawing the iron this switch automatically

cuts off the current until the curling iron is

again inserted in the heater.

When used on a dressing table note that

the thrust of the iron is downward, not

sidewise, this making it unnecessary to hold

the heater with one hand while the iron is

inserted or removed with the other.

The electric shaving mug stands five

inches high and is nickel plated inside and

CURLING IRON HEATER AND SHAVING
MUG
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out. The heating element is contained in

the bottom of the mug. Above this is a

water chamber holding about one-half pint,

and inserted in the top of the mug is a re-

movable soap tray.

During the chilly days of late fall or early

spring, before the furnace fire is started, or

after it has been permitted to go out, the

portable electric radiator will prove a real

comfort.

Nearly every household has at least one

room that is "hard to heat" and is therefore

COMFORT BY THE ELECTRIC RADIATOR

often unoccupied even when the furnace is in

operation. The electric radiator makes such

rooms habitable.

The radiator illustrated, which is made in

three sizes, has three switches, in the case

of the largest size and gives three degrees of

heat. These radiators may be used in any

room in the house by providing suitable con-

nections to the electric mains. There are

no odors, no open flame, no muss, as in the

case of oil and gas heaters,—nothing but

" clean heat" and plenty of it.

One Electric Stove Cooks for

Eighteen

Is it possible to provide economically for

a large family by making use of an electric

cook stove alone? Some scout the idea,

but the following test which was made
recen+V in the Electric Shop, Chicago, is

convincing.

A party of guests, eighteen in number,
was to be served with a full dinner prepared

on a single electric stove, and the Hughes
type of stove was selected upon which to do
the cooking.

The dinner served consisted of consomme,
roast beef, lima beans, potatoes, a salad,

peach shortcake and coffee. The meal
was cooked in two hours' time at a current

consumption of 2074 watt hours, which
shows a current consumption per person
of 115 watts. Figuring this on a basis of

ten cents per kilowatt hour shows that the

current cost of feeding each person was
one and fifteen-hundredth s cents. The
current consumption in cooking the con-

somme was 176 watt hours; the roast,

1,318 watt hours; lima beans, 219 watt

hours; shortcake, 146 watt hours, and the

coffee 255 watt hours.

In the preparation the consomme, of which
there was two quarts, the 880 watt burner
was brought into use and was run at full

heat for five minutes, after which time

the current was turned off, and the storage

heat in the burner finished it. The roast

was cooked in the oven, which has a total

capacity of 1,760 watts. The oven was
turned on for ten minutes before the roast

was put in; after the roast was in ten minutes

the current was turned down to the next to

low heat, or medium heat, which consumes

440 watts; this was left on for one hour and
forty minutes, at the end of which time the

roast was taken out.

Immediately upon removing the roast

from the oven, the pastry of the short-

cake was put in, the oven being turned to

high heat for five minutes, after which the

oven was turned off and the cake left in for

three minutes, in which time it was cooked

perfectly.

The potatoes, of which there were half a

peck, were put on the 880-watt burner, and
run for fifteen minutes, after which it was
turned to the 220 and run for 30 minutes,

giving a current consumption of 293 watt

hours. The coffee was the only thing not

made on the stove. It was made in indi-

vidual electric coffee percolators of 500 watts

each, which were run for ten minutes,

showing a total current consumption of

250 watt hours.

The range was primarily designed for

taking caie of the requirements of a family

of not to exceed eight people, but the above

shows what can be done when it becomes
necessary to use the range for a more elabor-

ate dinner.



A Little Motor for the Home

A small electric motor which may be put

to several uses with very little bother is an

exceedingly welcome addition to the house-

hold equipment. It is hard to appreciate,

except by actual experience, how much a

little electric current rightly applied can do

to help out with the work.

The Westinghouse general utility motor

here' illustrated is provided with a number of

e;\sily changeable attachments adapting it to

various purposes about the house. A handle

is arranged on top for convenience in lifting

the device about. The motor can be at-

tached to the sewing machine by detaching

the base and setting on the machine in a

base containing a pedal attachment for

starting and stopping.

A small blower attachment for supplying

air to the kitchen, reviving the furnace fire,

or ventilating a sick room is provided. It is

surprising how quickly a blower of this type

will change the air in a room when properly

UTTLTTY UOTOR FOR GRINDING CUTLERY AND POLISHING TABLE WARE
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UTILITY MOTOR ATTACHED TO SEWING MACHINE

placed so as to blow the impure air out of a

window or door.

Two other attachments for the motor
which are of great assistance in the kitchen

UTILITY MOTOR WITH EXHAUST FAN
ATTACHMENT

are a buffer and grinder which

attached to the shaft in a moment.
may be

Flatirons as Sterilizers

In Bohemia it has recently been demon-
strated that ironing has a sterilizing effect.

The proof came about in this way: Being

eager to avoid carrying any infection from
homes in which his graduates were treating

contagious diseases, Prof. K. Svehla of

the Czech University at Prague insisted

that the doctors should wear special linen

cloaks These were to be left at the house of

the patient to be sterilized. But Prof. Svehla

found that the average Prague household did

not offer proper facilities for this sterilizing.

He therefore experimented as to the simplest

method of accomplishing this and found that

the ordinary process of ironing a moistened
material serves to -sterilize it. With thin

fabrics like handkerchiefs, which had been
purposely loaded with micro-organisms, a

single ironing proved sufficient.



A happy young couple in Nome
From cafe to cafe did roam
When she told him he oughter

A toast stove he bought 'er

And now they have breakfast at home.

And there was sweet Kitty LaPearl

Whose hair wouldn't stay in a curl

But after some thought

A curler she bought

And now she is a contented young girl.

Mrs. Murphy up north in Racine

On wash day was a sight to be seen

When her back nearly broke

She made a bold stroke

And bought an electric machine.

Last summer Miss Maggie Odell

In her white dress appeared very swell

An electric iron was the reason

She made the hit ol the season

While her friends worked around hot as

blazes.



JUNIOR SECTION

An Electrical Laboratory for Twenty-Five
Dollars

By DAVID P. MORRISON

PART XI. CONSTRUCTION OF A SMALL MOTOR

The following description is of a motor

that has been constructed and found to give

very good results. The field and armature

of this machine are made from sheets of soft

iron cut to certain dimensions and then

assembled, instead of making them from
cast iron. Cut from some sheet iron such

as is used in making stove pipe, or you can

use old tin cans, as they are nothing more
than sheet iron with a thin coat of tin over

FIG. 102

it, a number of pieces whose dimensions

correspond to those given in Fig. 102.

You should have enough of these pieces to

make a pile two inches high when they are

placed on top of each other and firmly

clamped. Drill six 1 -8-inch holes in each of

these pieces as shown at (Hi), (H2), (H3),

(H4), (H 5 ), and (H6). These holes are

to be used in clamping the various pieces

of iron together as follows: Cut from some
heavy sheet iron two pieces whose dimen-

sions are identical to those given in Fig. 102

with the exception that they are f inch longer

than the other iron pieces as shown by the

dotted lines. These pieces should each have

holes drilled in them to correspond to those

drilled in the thinner pieces, and in addition

two f-inch holes (H7) and (H8) to be used

in mounting the motor. Now bend the

lower ends (Ei) and (E2) over at right

angles and you are ready to assemble the

frame. Obtain six J-inch bolts, four 2\

inches long and two 2\ inches long. Put
the four shorter bolts through the holes (H3),

(H4), (H5), and (H6), in one of the thick

pieces of iron with the heads on the same
side as the projections (Ei) and (E2).

Lay this piece on a board with the heads on
the underside and place the thin sheets of

iron over the bolts, one at a time. Examine
each of these pieces to see that its dimen-

sions correspond to the one just below it.

You will find the work in cutting these pieces

out greatly simplified if you first cut out one

of the heavy pieces and use it as a pattern in

cutting the remaining ones. This sugges-

tion should be used in drilling the holes,

if not in cutting out the pieces, as these holes

must all be in line when the pieces are in a

pile. When all of the thin sheets are in

place the remaining heavy one can be put
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on and the bolts drawn up. You may have

to use a vice or clamp of some kind in forcing

the last few pieces down on the bolts, due

to their spring, unless they are perfectly flat.

The armature of the motor is to be built

up in the same say. Cut from some thin

iron the same number of pieces you cut for

the field, whose dimensions correspond to

those given in Fig. 103. Drill a |-inch hole

in the center of

each of these

pieces and
three 3-64-inch

holes (Hi),

(H 2),and(H3 ),

one in each
projecting arm.

Cut two pieces

from heavy
iron to the

same dimen-
sions and file a

small groove

in one side of

the hole in the center of them as shown by
the dotted lines. These pieces should now
all be fastened together by means of

three rivets passing through the holes in

the projecting arms.

The shaft that is to support this armature
should be made from some J-inch iron rod,

or brass will do, but it is not so good as the

iron. Take a piece 4J inches long and

K 6N
\ oH2/v oh/
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turn down each end to a diameter of J inch,

as shown in Fig. 104. Now thread the ends

of the larger part of the shaft, to take a small

J-inch nut, to a distance of ij inches on one
end and f inch on the other end. Slip the

armature core on the shaft and mark the

shaft where the grooves in the end pieces of

the core come and then drill two J-inch

holes about half way through the shaft.

Place a small pin in one of these holes, then

put the core in place and the second pin

can then be put in its hole. The nuts on
the end of the shaft should now be drawn up
and the core will be held rigidly to the shaft.

The core should be if inches from one end
of the shaft and } inch from the other end.

The bearings for this shaft and armature
are shown in Fig. 105. Cut from some
J-inch sheet brass two pieces about six inches

long and bend them into the forms shown at

(A) and (B). Drill six J-inch holes in these

pieces as shown at (Hi), (H2), (H3), (H4),

(H5), and (H6). The two holes (H3) and
(H4) are to carry the armature shaft, while

the remaining ones are to be used in mount-

fig. 105

ing the pieces on the frame of the machine
shown in Fig. 102. The two long J-incb

brass bolts can be used in holding these

pieces in place with the bolts through the

holes (Hi) and (H2).

Before the last support is put in place put

the armature in position and then fasten

the supports rigidly. The armature should

revolve clear of the frame provided the con-

struction of the various parts has been

properly taken care of.

Assuming the armature and field work as

they should you can now take up the con-

struction of the brushes and commutator.

Turn from a piece of J-inch hardwood a

piece one inch in diameter. Now cut from

some 1- 1 6-inch brass a piece whose dimen-

sions correspond to those given in Fig. 106.

This piece can now be bent around the edge

of the wooden disk and the projecting arms
(Ai), (A2), etc., bent down along the side

and fastened to the disk with small screws

or brads through the holes in them. The
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arms (Ci), (C2). and (C3) should not be

bent down, as they are to be used in con-

necting the armature winding to the com-
mutator. After the brass has been fastened

in place saw it into three equal pieces. The
space separating the pieces should be about
1- 1 6 inch. Drill a -4-inch hole in the center

of the disk and slip it in place on the shaft

as shown in Fig. 104, fastening it with two
lock nuts.

The brushes should be mounted on a

wooden block f inch square and ij inches

long. This block should be fastened in the

corner of the support (P), Fig. 104, with

two brass screws that pass through the sup-

port and into the block. Cut from some
1- 1 6-inch spring brass two pieces whose
dimensions correspond to those given at

(A), Fig. 107, and b^id them into the form
shown at (B). These two pieces should now
be mounted on the opposite ends of the

wooden block with binding posts that have

a small wooden screw in them.

The motor is now complete with the ex-

ception of the winding. Wind on each leg

of the armature in regular order about 80

turns of No. 20 double cotton covered

copper wire. These legs

should all be wound in the

!
„ same direction and the inside

""l"£ *\ end of one winding connected

to the outside end of the

next. This connection can

be made at the commutator
segments. Insulate the core

well with some paper before

you attempt to wind it. The field should be
wound with about J pound of No. 18 B. and
S. gauge, double cotton-covered, copper

wire. Insulate the core well before wind-

ing and cover the completed winding with

tape. One end of this winding should be
connected to the lower brush and the other

end to a binding post mounted on the wooden
base for your motor. A second binding

post on the base should be connected to the

upper brush.

B

7=r4
FIG. 107

A small metal or wooden pulley can be
made and fastened to the projecting end of

the shaft.

A few cells of battery will be ample to

run this motor at a good speed and its

operation will be found to be very satis-

factory.

(To be concluded)

A Step Down Transformer

Those who wish to use a heavy low-

voltage alternating current can accomplish

this by constructing a step down transformer.

FIG. I. MANNER OF BUILDING UP THE
CORES

It is made from material readily procured
without much expense.

Cut from the softest sheet iron, as thin as

possible, strips

Secondary inOolts
FIG. 2. HOW THE COILS ARE WOUND
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make a mass three inches thick, and also

more strips 1^x5 inches and sufficient to

make a mass three inches thick.

Of the five-inch strips build two cores in

the manner shown in Fig. 1.

When assembled clamp tightly in a vise

and wrap with at least three layers of good

friction tape.

Wrap each core -very evenly with three

layers or 2\ pounds of No. 12 double cotton

covered copper wire, 25 turns to the layer.

At the end of each layer make a tap to

the binding posts as follows: The wire at

the start is connected to the post not marked
in Fig. 2, the end of the first layer to post

marked (3) and the next layer to post

marked (6), and so on consecutively.

The wire should be in one continuous

piece, tappings being made to the binding

posts.

-*%'—
*\

-< ti"—>

Coifs Cuound

On this Leg
Coils (wound

On this Leg

1'

Mo*
<0

FIG. 3. METHOD OF ASSEMBLING THE
CORE

Observe the direction of the winding so

that it will be correct (Fig. 2).

Now over the heavy wire on each core

wind six layers or i\ pounds of No. 22

single cotton covered copper wire, 67 turns

to each layer, a good bond paper being

used between each layer and also between
them and the heavy wire. The last layer

should then be shellaced with orange
shellac.

The core as seen in Fig. 1 is built up in

groups of three sheets, although it is not

essential, but more convenient and quicker.

Place the 3 J inch strips in the spaces left

on the two core pieces forming the rectangle

shown in Fig. 3.

Across the ends of the rectangle place

binding boards six inches long and \\ inches

wide by £ inch thick. Four of these are

used, two on each end. Bolts are used to

clamp them together.

Miniature Car and Controller

The accompanying picture is from a

photograph of a miniature car and con-

troller built by J. M. Ravenna of Houston,

Tex. The car is built for a track of cwo-

inch gauge, and the current which operates

it is delivered at a pressure of ten to twelve

MINIATURE ELECTRIC CAR AND CON-
TROLLER

volts. The axles are insulated in the wheels

and the motor takes its current from three

brushes on the wheels. By the use of the

rheostat and transformer shown at the right

it is possible to get current from the lighting

circuit at anywhere from two to 60 volts.

Solder for Aluminum

This formula for soldering aluminum has

been found to be a very good one: Take an
alloy composed of 6 parts of aluminum, 2

parts of zinc and 4 parts of phosphor tin.

stearic acid is used as a flux, and the slug-

gish solder is pushed along the seams by
means of an iron wire.



Membership in Popular Electricity Wireless Club is niade up of readers
of this magazine who have constructed or are operating wireless apparatus
or systems. Membership blanks will be sent upon request. This depart-
ment of the magazine will be devoted to the interests of the Club, and
members are invited to assist in making it as valuable and interesting
as possible, by sending in descriptions and photographs of their equipments.

A High-Power Wireless Equipment
By ALFRED P. MORGAN

CHAPTER VII.—HOT-WIRE AMMETER

Some means must be employed to deter-

mine when the current flowing out through

the aerial is at a maximum. Advantage is

taken of an instrument called a hot-wire

ammeter which depends for its operation

upon the expansion of a conductor when
heated by a passing current of electricity.

FIG. yy. HOT-WIRE AM*METER

Fig. 77 is from a photograph of a hot-wire

ammeter for measuring high frequency cur-

rents. A short length of platinum iridium

wire or an alloy known as platinoid is

stretched tightly between two posts so

arranged that practically all the current

surging through the aerial passes through

the wire and generates heat in proportion

to the amount of current flowing. The heat

expands the wire and causes it to become
slack. The wire is connected to a silk

thread which passes around a spindle bearing

a pointer at its upper end. A spring is

placed on the spindle to draw the silk thread

-taut. When the tension of the silk thread

is relaxed through the expansion of the wire,

the tension of the spring turns the spindle

and moves the pointer across the scale.

Figures 78, 79 and 80 are detailed draw-

ings of the case of the instrument. The base

is a circular brass casting five inches in

diameter and 1-16 of an inch thick. A ring,

four inches in diameter and \ inch thick, is

cast on the base to furnish support for the

side. The two small raised portions (RR)
are about \ inch high and are for the purpose

I

CXOSS SECT/ON

FIG. 78. CAST BASE

of raising the working parts of the instrument

clear from the base. The holes in the centre

are threaded with an 8-32 tap. The holes

(SS) serve to fasten the dial supports to

the base. The meter may be mounted on
a switchboard if three holes (HHH) are

bored equidistantly around the rim. The
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small holes (J J J) DOred in the ring imme-
diately opposite (HHH) are threaded with

a 4-36 tap to receive the screws which hold

the case together.

The sides of the case are formed by a

circular piece of brass tubing four inches in

diameter and i| inches high.

The cover is a casting somewhat similar

to the base in that it has a similar ring of

&!•***

Under 6ide of Cover
j c

CROSS SECT/ON

FIG. 79. DETAILS OF COVER

the same diameter. A long curved opening

J inch wide is cut out in the position indi-

cated in Fig. 79 so that the graduations on
the scale may be seen. A circular opening

J inch in diameter immediately above the

hairspring adds considerably to the appear-

ance of the instrument but is of no real

^ a value. Three small

holes (OOO) are

bored in the ring

and threaded with a

4-36 tap immedi-
ately opposite those

in the side of the

case near the up-

per edge so that the

cover can be fas-

tened firmly in posi-

tion by means of

three small screws.

A triangular
shaped piece of glass

is fastened to the under side of the cover be-

low the openings so as to exclude dust and
prevent injury to the working parts. It is

held in place by three strips of copper

soldered to the under side of the cover and
then bent down against the glass. A few

dabs of sealing wax or jeweler's cement

Q Q

FIG. 80. CASE

judiciously placed will prevent the glass

from rattling.

A top view of the working parts of the

instrument is shown in Fig. 81. The body
is made up of two brass castings (E) and

Adjusting
Screw

FIG. 8l. TOP VIEW OF WORKING PARTS

(F). It is not necessary, however, that

these parts shall be castings, and if desirable

they may be cut out of sheet brass and bent.

The details and dimensions of (F) are

clearly understood from Fig. 82. Two

FIG. 82. DETAILS OF CASTING

slots are cut with a hacksaw into the arms
of the casting to permit the insertion of a

piece of flat steel clock spring. The two

holes (GG) provide for the support of the

pillars (RR) to which the "hot wire" is

fastened. The other two holes (LL) per-

mit two screws to pass through and clamp
the casting to the base.

The hot wire is a piece of No.' 28 B. & S.

gauge platinum iridium wire or platinoid

about 3i inches long. It is stretched tightly

between the two pillars (RR) and soldered.

The pillars (Figs. 81 and 83) are two 8-32
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round headed brass machine screws f inch

long under the head. The threads are cut

off for a distance of 5-16 inch on each.

Some mica washers J inch in diameter are

placed over each of the pillars which are

P///ar

fry M/ca-

FIG. 83. ARRANGEMENT OF HOT WIRE

then slipped into the holes (GG) in the

casting (F). The holes (GG) are lined with

mica bushings which insulate the pillars.

More mica washers are placed around the

pillars between the casting and the threaded

washer (W) which may then be screwed

down tight.

A piece of fine platinum wire (No. 36
B. & S. gauge) is fastened to the centre of

the wire and
connected to a

silk thread.

In case it is

desirable to

make the range

of the instru-

ment greater
and increase the

reading do not

use wire larger

than No. 28 B.

& S. gauge or

the resistance

offered to high

frequency cur-

rents will be greater than the resistance of

the same wire to continuous currents and it

will be difficult accurately to calibrate the

scale. Instead of a single wire of large

diameter use a number of fine wires in

parallel.

The brass casting (E) (Figs. 81 and 84)

is 3 1 inches long and 2\ inches wide at the

widest point. The holes (YY) are bored

and threaded to receive two small bearing

screws having a conical depression bored

in the end of each to receive the tapered

ends of the shaft or spindle.

The hole (X) is threaded to receive a

thumb screw (T). A piece of flat steel

spring is fitted into the slots in the ends of

the casting (F). The thumb screw presses

against the centre of the spring which in

DETAILS OF

turn varies the distance between the ends
of the casting where the hot wire is sup-

ported by the pillars. When the thumb-
screw is turned so as to increase the tension

of the spring the ends of the latter press on
the casting and force them apart. Vice

versa, when the tension is relaxed the ends
of the casting are brought closer together.

Thus the tension of the hot wire may be
varied at will and any expansion or con-

^ **—

^

-Poi'ntet-

1

Top \//'ew £nd of Pomter

FIG. 85. DETAILS OF HAIRSPRING. ETC.

traction due to atmospheric temperature

changes provided for.

The details of the moving parts are shown
in Fig. 85. The hairspring is J inch in

diameter and must be powerful enough to

keep the thread and wire perfectly tight.

The spring is mounted on the upper end of

a spindle one inch long. The ends of the

spindle are pointed so as to reduce friction

as much as possible. The pointer is a

piece of No. 22 B. & S. gauge aluminum wire

having one end flattened and shaped like

an arrow head. The top side of the pointer

near the end is blackened so that it will

contrast with the white paper scale and may
be easily seen. The pointer is held in posi-

tion by riveting to a small brass strap carried

on the spindle. The outside end of the

hairspring is soldered to a small pin on the

casting at the point (Z). The strap to

which the aluminum pointer is riveted is

carried by a brass collar fitting around the

spindle and held in position by a small set

screw. The pointer may thereby be moved
and set at any position on the scale to one
side of centre where it may be desirable

to have zero. The silk thread connecting

with the hot wire is wrapped once or twice

around the scale and fastened to the set

screw. The parts should move easily and
without friction.

The dial is formed by a piece of linen

paper pasted on a piece of No. 22 B. & S.
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gauge sheet brass cut to the dimensions and

shape indicated in Fig. 86. The dial is

supported on two brass pillars (P) (Fig. 86)

\ inch in diameter and i J inches long. The
ends are bored out and threaded with a

4-36 tap. The lower ends are fastened to

the base by means of two screws passing

i
:

. Tap 4-44

8-32,

~*-<#

")

FIG. 87. DIAL

FIG. 86. DETAILS OF PARTS

through the holes (SS), Fig. 78. The scale

is fastened to the pillars by two 4-36 round-

headed brass machine screws passing through

the holes (M) and (N), Fig. 87.

The binding posts are illustrated in Fig.

86. The screws pass through the holes

(KK) in the side

of the case (see

Fig. 80). The posts

must be very care-

fully and thor-

oughly insulated
from the case of

the instrument by
means of mica
washers and bush-

ings. A flexible stranded wire is soldered

to each of the binding post screws and then

led to the ends of the hot wire, where it is

soldered to the washer (W).

Before putting on the

cover and fastening it in

position it is necessary to

graduate or calibrate the

scale. This is accom-

plished by connecting the

meter in series with a
rheostat and another in-

strument which is a stand-

ard or has previously been

calibrated. By sending a
current through the meters

the value can be deter-

mined by reading the standard and marking
the divisions on the other with a pen and ink.

The scale may be given almost any de-

sired range by placing shunts in parallel

with the hot wire. For instance, the meter
without any shunt has a range of only one

ampere. That is, a current of one ampere
passed through the meter will move the

needle all the way across the scale. The
meter should, however, have a range of at

least five amperes since it is to be used in

tuning the station under description. This

is accomplished by coiling up some No. 20
y- Pointer

'Ac/jus-r/ny <Screw

FIG. 89. SIDE VIEW OF MOVEMENT

B. & S. gauge enameled wire around a pen-

cil to form a sort of spring. This is placed

in parallel with the hot wire by connecting

to the washers (W). The amount of wire

is regulated until it takes about five am-
peres to move the needle all the way across

the scale. Then solder the wire to the

washers so as to make the connections per-

manent. Fig. 88, which is from a photo-

graph of the parts of the instrument, shows
the shunt very plainly. Fig. 89 shows a

side view of the movement.
The case of the instrument may be fin-

ished by polishing and lacquering or by
oxidizing.

Fig. 90 shows the position of the hot wire

ammeter in the circuit. To adjust the

circuits, set both of the movable helix clips

(A) and (B) on a turn of wire near the

centre of the helix. Press the key and watch
the needle on the meter. It will probably

move very slightly. Then move both con-

FIG. 88. HOT-WIRE AMMETER DISSECTED

tacts together to a new spot, press the key
and watch the meter. After trying the

various turns of wire fasten the contact (A)

at the spot which gives the highest reading

on the meter and move the contact (B)

alone until the reading is still higher and the
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maximum amount of current is shown to

be passing out through the aerial. The cir-

cuits are now in tune with the exception of

the spark gap which may need some adjust-

ment. The proper gap length will readily

be shown on the meter.

Unless the shunt on a hot-wire ammeter
is fairly heavy it is not advisable to leave

it continuously in circuit. Such is the case

in this instance.

After once adjusting the circuits do not

alter the amount of condenser capacity or

To Aer/at

High Tension Variable Condenser
By A. B. COLE
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the length of the leads, etc., without re-

turning.

[Note: My attention has been called to an
apparent error in Part III, describing the

construction of the induction coil secondary.

In the text it is stated that "about fifteen

pounds of No. 28 B. & S. gauge silk covered

wire is required to wind the 50 sections."

By calculating the space to be occupied by
the wire it would appear that very much more
than fifteen pounds of the wire would go in

the space. But I have taken the coil, which
was used as the basis of my figures, apart

and find that the secondary, with the separat-

ors and wax weighs 26J pounds. It is very

probable that the separators and wax weigh

nj pounds, so that the actual weight of the

wire is about 15 pounds, as my notes show;

although it was about three years ago that I

wound this particular coil. I find also that

in making the coil I placed a blotting paper

separator next to each flange, which cut the

apparent space in half. Also the wire,

being passed through an impregnating bath,

is heavily coated with wax, so that in actual

practice much less wire could be wound in

a given space than theoretically would go
in.

—

Author.]

(To be continued.)

It is well known that the proper capacity

is essential in obtaining the highest efficiency

from a given transmitting outfit, and it is

practically impossible to vary capacity

gradually with the ordinary types of con-

densers. The writer has therefore designed

a variable high tension condenser suitable

for sets from the smallest up to those using a

two-inch spark coil. This form of con-

denser may be employed in stations of higher

ratings by increasing the thickness of the

insulating material, and increasing the

length and cross section of the tubing.

The base of the condenser is made of

wood, fibre or hard rubber, and is composed
of two pieces (C) and (D), each 13 by 2J by

f inches. A square brass tube (A), 6 by

1 J inches (outside measurement) by 1-16

inch thick, which can be supplied by large

hardware houses, is fastened to (D) by two
8-32 screws (K), which pass through

threaded holes in (A). The ends of (K)
projecting into (A) should be filed o.T

HIGH TENSION VARIABLE CONDENSER

flush as shown in the figure. The screws

of ordinary dry battery binding posts may
be used for this purpose. The lower base

(C) may then be nailed or screwed to upper
base (D). A double base of this kind is

employed so that there will be no oppor-

tunity for the high tension currents to pass

from (K) to any material upon which the

condenser may rest.

Another dry battery binding post (B) is

soldered to (A) as shown in the figure.

(T) is a square brass tube 6 by i\ inches

(outside) by 1-16 inch thick. Eight layers

of Empire cloth, sometijnes called "oiled

muslin," are wound tightly around this

tube, and the ends are pushed into the ends of

the tube. The Empire cloth should be
procured in one piece 1-64 inch thick, seven

inches wide, and 42 inches long. (E) is a
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wood, fibre, or hard rubber block, ij

inches square, with a square projection §

inch square and f inch long, which fits into

(T) over the Empire cloth which has been

bent in. (S) is a block similar to (E). A
round brass rod (F) passes through a hole

in the center of (E) and of (S). This rod

is threaded at each end, 8-32. At (E) a

nut from a dry battery binding post is

screwed on (F). One end of a short wire

Empire cloth. Since, however, the gap
should always be shorter than this in small

stations, the above is not a disadvantage.

A WIRELESS SQUAD AT WORK DURING THE CHICKAMAUGA
MANEUVRES

(W) is soldered inside (T), the other end

being soldered to (F). This wire connects

electrically (T) and (F). A binding post

(P), screwed on (F), clamps blocks (E) and
(S) so that the Empire cloth cannot move
along (T), and also serves as a binding post

to which a wire may be connected, so that

a circuit may be made from the transmitting

apparatus to (F), and from (F) to (T)

through wire (W). A wood strip (M) pre-

vents (T) from being entirely withdrawn
from (A).

When (T) is entirely within tube (A) the

condenser has a maximum capacity, and
when withdrawn entirely from (A) the

capacity is zero. At any
intermediate point the ca-

pacity is directly propor-

tional to the distance (T)

has moved from the zero

position. The spark gap
should never be more than

one inch long when this

condenser is connected,

as the high voltage of a

longer gap might break

down the resistance of the

Wireless Messages at Chickamauga

Times have changed at Chattanooga since

the days of Grant, Sherman, and Fighting

Joe Hooker. Where forty-seven years ago
messengers picked their way carefully from

hill to hill at the very

peril of their lives, today

wireless messages are

flashed over historic val-

leys while war maneuvres
are at their height. The
July encampment of sol-

diers from several south

-

%|^sJ : ern states who gathered

at Chickamauga, was
marked by many brilliant

movements, the combined
success of which depended
in no small degree on the

efficiency of the wireless

apparatus. The illustra-

tion shows a wireless

squad of today at work on
the historic battlefield.

The receiving instruments

are contained in a compact case and the

aerial is a portable one.

Anchor Gaps and Sending

Many wireless amateurs use the looped

aerial with good results in receiving, but

find it not satisfactory in the matter of

sending on account of the anchor gap. I

use the following connections to eliminate

this gap and still keep the looped aerial.

A three-pole double-throw switch is at-

tached to the aerial as shown.

—B. Francis Dashiell.

CONNECTIONS OF RECEIVING INSTRUMENTS



Wireless in Modern Journalism
By C. B. EDWARDS

The Boston Herald was the first news-

paper in New England to install wireless

telegraph apparatus for use in connection

with its news gathering service. This in-

novation in modern journalism was first

adopted by the Herald in May, 1909, and
quickly developed into one of the most use-

ful features of the publication. Recently,

in order to widen the range of the service,

the instruments were removed from the

rear or mechanical building of the Herald's

plant into the front or business building,

the height of the tower increased to 97
feet and the transmitting apparatus given

two kilowatt strength, resulting in a marked
extension of the range of the plant's activi-

ties.

With the new apparatus it is possible

for the Herald operator to send and receive

messages over distances as great as two
thousand miles under the most favorable

conditions. The Isthmus of Panama is

within the sweep of the powerful waves of

ether, and all shipping within 1,000 miles

of the station, if equipped with the apparatus

for sending wireless waves, can communicate
with the Herald's operator. Cold winter

nights present the best conditions for ex-

treme distance work, and as a general rule

the results in the night time are better than

in the day time. In conjunction with the

more than 500 existing wireless stations the

Herald's plant has direct or indirect con-

nection with the whole world. In straight

lines or zigzags, from Cape Cod to Poldu,

in Cornwall, England; from Scandinavia to

Zanzibar; from India to China and Aus-

tralia, and thence to Japan, Hawaii and
California, the wireless waves can encircle

BOST
BOSTON HERALD S WIRELESS ANTENNA

BOSTON HERALD OPERATOR AT STATION

the planet. About 120 transatlantic ships

carry the wireless equipment and fully 350
ships of the mercantile marine are similarly

equipped.

In the Herald apparatus, the highest

possible degree of electrical output and
receptivity is accomplished by means of
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T-shaped antennae 220 feet long erected

on the top of the Herald building. When
these antennae are charged with high voltage

current the impulses strike the ether into

vibratory waves which, varying from 100

yards to about six miles in length, which rush

out, expanding as they go, at the rate of

186,000 miles a second—the speed of light

itself. The tremors produced are practically

simultaneous everywhere as hemispheric

waves. If enough energy could be used a

wireless impulse from the Herald would
reach Newfoundland, and Bermuda about

the same instant, i-27oth of a second after

it was emitted. Cuba and the coast of Green-

land would be reached about 2-27oths of a

second from the time the operator dis-

charged the current. England, Alaska,

the Pacific Coast, Norway, France, Spain,

Morocco and the coast of Brazil would re-

ceive the impulse 4-27oths of a second after

it was given, and in double that period

it would be received in Japan, Thibet,

Persia, Egypt, the Gold Coast, Argentina

and Peru. In i~3oth of a second the energy

would travel from Boston to the Equator.

The receiving apparatus has been im-

proved upon greatly in the recent changes

made in the Herald's plant, especially in

connection with the detector. In the most
sensitive receiver known, advantage has

been taken of the fact that the arriving ether

waves can be made to break down the polari-

zation in a tiny electrolytic cell as they pass

through it, and thus increase its conductivity,

which falls to normal when there is an inter-

mission in the wireless pulses. The receiver

includes a cell, shaped like a diminutive glass

tumbler, half-filled with dilute acid. Two
exceedingly fine, glass-coated platinum wires,

in contact with the solution at their extremi-

ties, dip into the cell. The fluid between
them forms part of a local circuit in which

a telephone is included. A feeble battery

current is kept moving through the circuit,

but as the current is steady, the telephone

gives no sound. When a wireless wave
strikes the antennae, its oscillating current

passes through the receiver and breaks down
the polarization between the ends of the

platinum wire, increasing the conductivity,

allowing the flow of an increased amount of

current through the local circuit and repro-

ducing the sound in the telephone.

The Herald operators use both the Ameri-

can and Continental Morse codes. The
American code is shorter in sending English

by about five per cent, but the difference in

speed does not seem to some operators a

perceptible factor. American coastwise

steamers use the American code; trans-

atlantic ships use the Continental code. It

is impossible for operators acquainted with

only one of the codes to receive messages
in the other.

There are three operators in the Herald's

wireless room. The first reports for duty

at six a. m. and remains at his table until

two p. m. The second man then takes

charge of the instruments and remains until

midnight. After that one of the Herald's

regular telegraphers handles the wireless

instruments until four a. m., after which the

room is closed until six a. m. The first

duty of the operator is to put on his tele-

phones, open his switch and listen for calls.

Maybe he will hear a fruit steamer calling

for Manhattan Beach, or a transatlantic

liner striving to get into communication with

Sandy Hook, or a battleship coding a mes-
sage to Charlestown Navy yard. Or maybe
the first interruption to the silence will be
from some Back Bay amateur. By and by,

when the call for "B. H." comes, the opera-

tor is all attention, as that is the wireless code

address of the Boston Herald. About the

middle of the afternoon ships begin to re-

port, and with these the operator is busily

engaged a large part of his time.

When the baseball season is well under
way, every steamer within hailing distance

of the Herald office wants the baseball

scores. On board the battleships, espe-

cially, is there great interest in this feature

of the daily news and eager queries from the

jackies are received by the Herald's operator

within a quarter of an hour after the games
are concluded.

Some idea of the wide range covered by
the Herald's wireless service may be ob-

tained by a half hour's stay in the room with

the operator. One moment the operator

is carrying on a conversation with a Hamburg
American steamer bound south from New
York to Kingston; later a string of messages

may come from a Savannah Line steamer;

then may follow communications from boats

of the Eastern steamship line or from the

oil steamers or the boats of the American
Mail Company. A short time ago the

Herald operator got into communication
with the Scandinavian American line steamer

Heligolav, 800 miles at sea. Early afternoon

reports are received from steamers leaving

\k
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Boston Harbor and constant communica-
tion is maintained with the steamers be-

tween New York and Portland. In the

summer season the steamers Harvard and
Yale between New York and Boston have

had continual wireless communication with

the Herald.

Between Boston, Providence and New
York the number of wireless messages is

constantly increasing. The great advantage

of wireless communication between Boston

and New York was picturesquely shown
during the great blizzards of Christmas and
mid-January. With miles of wires down
in every direction and the utmost difficulty

being experienced in handling telegraphic

business by the old methods, the Herald

operators quadrupled their daily quantity

of messages and experienced no trouble in

maintaining uninterrupted communication
between the two cities.

In so far as possible the operator works
directly with points for which he has mes-

sages. If, for instance, he receives a mes-

sage addressed to a steamer off Cape Hat-

teras, he arranges the selectivity of his

apparatus and then sends off into the air a

60,000 volt call. If he has a fairly good idea

of the location of the desired steamer, he

generally has little difficulty in reaching her

within a few minutes. His apparatus is so

delicately adjusted that he can practically

make certain of his direction without re-

sorting to many preliminaries. As soon as

he receives the steamer's acknowledgement
he proceeds to send the message. A system

of relays is used for points beyond the prac-

tical and usual range of the Herald's plant.

Messages for Kingston, Jamaica, for in-

stance, are sent to the United Wireless sta-

tion at Cape Hatteras, thence relayed to

Tampa and from that point to Kingston.

Notice of the arrival of such a message at

its destination is usually received within

fifteen minutes from the time it is sent.

The greatest long distance record made
by the Herald's wireless apparatus is de-

scribed in the February "log." About three

a. m., on the 14th of February, Operator

Brown, after arranging the "selectivity"

with especial regard for long distance, was
'

amazed to find himself listening to the dot

and dash call of the station at San Juan,

Porto Rico. For a quarter of an hour or

more he had no difficulty in deciphering the

words. With the approach of dawn the

sounds became faint and finally ceased.

An Independent Interrupter

It is often desirable to have the coil of a
wireless outfit at some distance from the

key which controls it, and as the interrup-

ter should be readily accessible for adjust-

ment at all times, an independent inter-

rupter, which takes up little space, and can

therefore be placed near the key, is a very

useful part of a wireless equipment. Small

spark coils, as furnished by the manufac-
turers, have the distinctive interrupters of

the makers, and all these have one fixed

speed of vibration, and adjustment for high

INDEPENDENT INTERRUPTER

or low notes is almost impossible. The inter-

rupter described in the present article

may be adjusted for all speeds within wide

ranges, and so will prove very satisfactory

to owners of coils who wish to experiment

with various frequencies.

The base (V) may be made of wood, hard

rubber, slate or marble. Slate answers the

purpose well, and is easily worked with

the tools at the disposal of the average ex-

perimenter. (V) is four inches long by 2?

inches wide by \ inch thick. The standard

(E), which is made from brass rod, J inch

square and two inches long, holds the ad-

justing screw (D). The center of the hole

for the adjusting screw is 1^ inches from the

lower end. This hole, which is \ inch in

diameter, is tapped with an 8-40 thread.

The hole (H) may be drilled at any con-

venient place. Set screw (B) is arranged

to clamp a wire in (H), and has an 8-32

thread. (J) is of brass, § inch square, and
supports the vibrator springs, (N) and (O),

and also the brass upright, f inch square,

which in turn supports electromagnet (M).

The 8-32 machine screws (U) hold the vari-

ous parts together as shown in the drawing.

The core (C) of electromagnet (M) is

\ inch in diameter, and \\ inches long, and
is tapped with an 8-^2 thread, at one end
to hold screw (U). (C) is made of soft
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iron, and may be made from the core of

an old electromagnet. The heads, (X),

of (M) are of fibre, 3-16 inch thick, and

J inch in diameter. (M) is wound with

two layers of No. 14 D. C. C. magnet wire.

One end of this winding leads to binding post

(A), which is connected to the brass up-

right, and the other end leads to binding

post (C), which is insulated from this up-

right by means of the fibre tube (F) and the

fibre washers (f). Both (A) and (C) are

binding posts from the carbon terminals

of old dry batteries, and have an 8-32

thread.

The vibrator consists of two springs (N)

and (O), each having a thickness of about

1-32 inch. (O) is made of steel or iron, and
(N) is of brass. A small machine screw

(Q) is set 3-16 inch from the end of (O).

This screw has a 2-56 thread. An aluminum
weight (W), provided with a set screw (R),

is supported by a brass rod (K), J inch in

diameter, which is soldered to (O). The
dimensions of the weight and rod are given

in the drawing at the right of that of the

interrupter. The contact points of the

adjusting screw (D) and the spring (N) are

of platinum or better, platinum-iridium,

3-32 inch in diameter. The points should

be bought, already fastened to these parts,

from a dealer in platinum. (D) is provided

with a lock nut (L) as shown. (L) is about

i inch in diameter. The thread of (D) is

8-40. The holes (S) are for screws to hold

the interrupter to the table or box on which

it may be mounted.
When in operation the wire from the

battery is connected to (E) at (H), and (C) is

connected to one terminal of the primary

winding of the coil. The regular inter-

rupter of the coil is, of course, screwed down
tight, so that it will not operate. A con-

denser of the same capacity as that of the

coil is connected to (H) and (C).

When the key is depressed, the battery

current flows from (H) across the contact

points, down (N), around (J) to (A), and
from (A) through electromagnet (M), back

to (C), and from (C) to the coil. The pas-

sage of the current through (M) magnetizes

core (C), which draws (O) toward (M).

Screw (Q) strikes (N), and draws (N)

away from the contact point of (D), thereby

breaking the circuit. Breaking the circuit

demagnetizes (M), and (O) and (N) re-

turn to their former positions, and the cir-

cuit is again completed. The same action

continues as long as the key remains de-

pressed.

The speed at which the interrupter will

break the circuit may be regulated by moving
(W) up or down rod (K). The duration

of the contact between (N) and (D) depends

on the length of the screw between (O) and
(N). Thus by screwing (Q) down quite

tight, a very short duration of contact may
be obtained.

This interrupter will give a very wide
range of adjustment, and will be found to

be a desirable instrument in many experi-

ments. It is suitable for use with coils

from one-inch spark to four-inch spark.

WIRELESS QUERIES
Answered by A. B. Cole

Questions sent in to this department must
comply with the same requirements that are

specified in the case of the questions and
answers on general electrical subjects. See
"Questions and Answers" department.

One Mile Equipment

Questions.—(A) Would an ordinary telephone
receiver work all right up to a distance of one mile ?

If so, what kind of detector would work best?
(B) Could I string my aerial in the garret of my
home, which is 24 feet long and 25 feet high, and
get good results up to one mile? How many
strands should I have for a one-inch coil, and what
type should I use? (C) Which is the best way to

connect the following instruments: one-inch coil,

sending helix, spark gap, sending condenser, vari-

able condenser, fixed condenser, single slide tuning
coil, potentiometer, electrolytic detector, micro-
phone detector, telephone.—G. C, Waukon, la.

Answers.—(A) An ordinary telephone re-

ceiver will work very satisfactorily to receive

up to one mile from even a small station. We
recommend a silicon detector for this purpose.

(B) In making an indoor aerial such as

you describe, we should advise you to use not

less than ten parallel wires at least as large

as No. 18 B. & S., and to connect all the

wires at each end, so that they will act as one

wire. The lead in wire may be connected

either at one end of the aerial, or at the

center. We have received over a distance of

about a half mile from a station using such an
aerial in connection with a one-half inch coil.

Of course an indoor aerial is not nearly so

satisfactory as one outside the building, but

it will do if nothing better is to be had.

(C) See diagrams (1) for sending and (5)

for receiving, pp. 552 and 553 Oct. 1 910 issue.
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Magnet and Pole Strengths; Transformer

Ratio

Questions.—(A) Why is a piece of tempered
steel or a nail put across the poles of a horseshoe
magnet when not in use? (B) Is the north pole

of a magnet stronger than the south pole? (C)
Please explain what is meant by "ratio" when
applied to transformers.—W. C. S., Biloxi, Miss.

Answers,—(A) By placing a nail or other

magnetic metal in contact with both poles

of a horseshoe magnet an easy path is

afforded for the lines of force, thus prevent-

ing a certain amount of leakage. The
magnet will therefore retain its magnetism
longer with this armature in place than

without it.

(B) No. This may be shown by floating

a magnet needle on a piece of cork on the

surface of a dish of water. The needle

will arrange itself in a north and south

position, but since there is no further mo-
tion imparted to the needle we must infer

that the earth's magnetism has no greater

effect on the north-pointing pole than upon
the south-pointing pole.

(C) The relation between the primary

and secondary turns or between the primary

and secondary voltages of a transformer is

referred to as the ratio of a transformer.

To illustrate, assume a transformer having

ioo turns of wire on the primary coil and
ten turns on the secondary. It has a ratio

of ten to one. Ten volts impressed on the

primary would be stepped down to one

volt, 1,000 volts to 100 volts, etc.

Drop in Voltage; Temperature and Resistance

Questions.—(A) Current is supplied to 200 16-

candle-power, no-volt lamps situated 100 feet

from the center of distribution. Calculate the

voltage drop between the center of distribution and
the lamps. (B") If the resistance of 1,000 feet of

copper wire at oo° F. is 100 ohms, what will be its

resistance per foot at 75 F.?—F. E. K., Asbury
Park, N. J.

Answers.—(A) One hundred amperes will

be needed and No. 1 B. & S. gauge wire

required by the code. The resistance of

200 feet of this wire is .0258 ohm. The
formula for drop in voltage is:

E=IR
substituting, E= 100 X.0258

=2.58 volts drop.

(B) Probably the most simple formula for

solving your problem is:

Rt=Ro (i+.oo4t) in which
Rt=resistance of a conductor at a given

temperature, t.

Ro=conductor's resistance at o° C.

Reducing Fahrenheit temperatures to

degrees Centigrade:

90 F.=3 2.2°C.

75 F.=2 3 .8° C.

Applying the formula

100

Ro =
(1 +.004X32. 2)

= 88.5 ohms at o° C.

Again Rt=Ro (1+.004I;)

=88.5 (1+.004X 23.8)

=96.9 ohms, resistance of con-

ductor at 75 F. or 23.8 C.

Decomposition of Water

Questions.—(A) How can I figure the amount
of hydrogen and oxygen set free from water by a

certain current ? (B, Is water more readily decom-
posed by adding an acid or an alkali to it ?—F. A.

L., Valier, Mont.

Answers.—(A) One ampere-hour of cur-

rent will set free 12.8 cubic inches of oxygen
and 16.3 cubic inches of hydrogen.

(B) Electrolysis cannot easily take place

unless the electrolyte is a conductor. Slightly

acidulated water decomposes more readily

than the water only.



Remedies for Patent Infringement
By OBED C. BILLMAN, LL. B., M. P. L.

Who may sue; Who liable to be sued;

Evidence.

Who May Sue.—The right of persons

interested as patentees, assignees, or grantees

to bring an action at law for damages or to

file a bill for an injunction to prevent the

violation of any right secured by a patent

is expressly provided for by federal legisla-

tion.

Assignees.—A transfer of either, first, the

whole patent, comprising the exclusive right

to make, use, and vend the invention through-

out the United States, or second, an undivided

part or share of that exclusive right, or

third, the exclusive right under a patent

within and throughout a specified part of

the United States, is an assignment, properly

speaking, and vests in the assignee a title

in so much of the patent itself with a right

to sue the infringers, in the second case

jointly with the assignor, and in the first and
third cases in the name of the assignee alone.

Any assignment or transfer short of one of

these is a mere license, giving to the licensee

no title in the patent and no right to sue at

law in his own name for an infringement.

Personal Representatives and Trustees.—
A suit for an infringement of a patent may
be brought by a personal representative or

trustee.

Licensees.—In equity, as at law, when a

transfer amounts to a license only, the title

remains in the owner of the patent, and suit

must be brought in his name and never in

the name of the licensee alone, unless that

is necessary to prevent an absolute failure of

justice, as where the patentee is the infringer

and cannot sue himself. Any rights of the

licensee must be enforced through or in the

name of the owner of the patent, and per-

haps, if necessary to protect the rights of all

parties, joining the licensee with him as

plaintiff.

Who Liable to be Sued.—A discussion

of the question who are the proper parties

to be made defendants is not properly within

the scope of a treatment of the substantive

law of patents, and may be found in full

elsewhere. As to the question who is liable

for an infringement, the general rule is

that any one who has infringed a patent may
be sued by the patentee, grantee, or assignee.

Personal Representative.—An action for
the infringement of a patent survives and
may be brought against the personal repre-
sentative of the infringer.

Principal and Agent.—A principal may
be liable for an infringement committed by
his agent, in accordance with the general
rule making a principal liable for the torts of
his agent. The general rule is that both
agents and servants are liable for infringe-
ments committed by them. It has been said,

however, that a mere workman or servant
who makes, uses, or vends for another, under
his immediate supervision, a patented ar-

ticle, is not liable in an action at law for
damages which may have been sustained
by the patentee by reason thereof.

^
Officers and Agents of Private Corpora-

tions—The general principles governing
the liability of the officers and agents of

private corporations for torts has been stated
elsewhere. The decisions as to their indi-

vidual liability for infringing patent rights
are somewhat conflicting. The rule de-
ducible from the best-considered cases seems
to be that the officers, directors, and stock-
holders of a corporation who have the man-
agement and superintendence of its business,
or its agents who are concerned in conducting
its business, are individually liable for the
infringement of a patent.

County or Municipal Corporation.—

A

county or municipal corporation may be
liable for the infringement of a patent.

The United States is not liable to a suit

for the inlringement of a patent, this being
an action sounding in tort, and the United
States not having consented to be liable in
tort. But officers or agents of the United
States, although acting under the authority
of the government, are personally liable for
their own infringement of patents. So a
private person or contractor supplying the
government with articles embodying the
patented invention may be sued for in-

fringement.

Evidence.—Questions ofLaw and Fact.—
The question of identity between the patented
device and the alleged infringing device is
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one of fact for the jury, under proper in-

structions from the court, except where it

turns upon the construction of the specifica-

tions and claims, in which case it is one of

law for the court.

Presumptions and Burden of Proof.—
Upon the issue of infringement, the burden

of proof is upon the complainant. To sus-

tain this burden of proof, the evidence must,

of course, show the existence of facts consti-

tuting infringement. What these facts are

has been already treated. The evidence will,

of course, vary according to the circumstances

and the nature of the infringement, and is

subject to the usual rules of evidence. A
comparison of the models or devices them-

selves is the best mode of determining the

question of identity or infringement. The
presumptions and burden of proof as to the

validity of letters patent have been considered

in the various sections of this title dealing

with the particular questions upon which

the validity of a patent may be assailed.

Expert and Opinion Evidence.—Expert

evidence is admissible upon the question of

infringement or identity where the question

turns upon scientific principles or the mean-
ing of technical terms. This class of evi-

dence is subject to the usual considerations

applicable in other classes of cases. The
opinion of an expert does not necessarily

require the submission of the question to a

jury where the matter is otherwise plain.

Facts are entitled to more weight than opin-

ions. The jury is not bound by the opinions

of mechanical experts upon a question of

identity of improvement or construction.

Documentary Evidence.—Certified copies

of patents and of other papers in the patent

office are evidence in the same manner as

the originals would be. In the case of other

documents the usual rules of evidence apply.

BOOKREVIEWS

of some of the systems such as the Armstrong
and Orling; spark system; McCarthy; Fes-

senden, Missbaumer Bathrick, multiple

spark system, Majoranna, etc.

The Wireless Telephone. By H. Gernsback.
New York: modern Electrics Publication. 1910.

78 pages with 52 illustrations.

This little volume is intended for the ex-

perimenter doing research work in wireless

telephony. It takes up briefly the theory

of the wireless telephone and the early

experiments and then outlines the operation

High Frequency Electric Currents in Medi-
cine and Dentistry. By S. H. Monell, M. D.
New York: William R. Jenkins Company. 1910.

465 pages with 30 illustrations. Price $4.00.

A wonder book of simple things; inter-

est begins at once in the first chapter, in

which electricity and its mysteries are de-

fined. This particularly is conspicuous in

the section, "Life Phenomena and Elec-

tricity," which tells what science has found
out about how Nature works in the human
body, all explained in the most interesting

manner. Then follow two chapters on
physiologic-medical properties of high-fre-

quency currents, including a wonderful mass
of convincing facts. And the section follow-

ing these chapters concerning what others

are doing with high-frequency currents will

prove astonishing. Word pictures of treat-

ment follow, and then twenty of the most
absorbing chapters teaching in detail the

advancement in treatment of various stages

of diseases in which high-frequency currents

can be made of benefit to patients. Every
one of these twenty chapters is built on the

physiologic foundation of the preceding

sections.

Chats on Electricity. By Frank Broadbent,
M. I. E. E. London: J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany. 1910. 192 pages with 25 illustrations.

Price, $1.25.

Bearing in mind the rapid development
of the electrical art and the difficulty most
people find in even keeping up with its

phraseology, the author has written this

interesting and instructive book treating

the subject in a non-technical manner to

enable those who specialize to obtain a

general idea of the whole field.

The first three chapters treat of the funda-
mental principles of electricity and elec-

trical current and its measurements. The
chapters following are devoted to the sub-

ject of electricity as a motive power and of

the application to the many practical uses

to which it is now put in the office and home.
Wireless telegraphy is also considered.

The author has evidently had much experi-

ence with both the theoretical and practical

sides of the subject and in consequence has

stated many useful facts and illustrated

them with diagrams.
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The First History, as relating to the
Central development of incandescent
Station

electric lighting, does not date

back very far in years but a great way
when measured by results accomplished.

It was only about 30 years ago that

Edison was making the first incandescent

lamps, easily within the remembrance
of many of the readers of this magazine.

But so wonderful have been the changes

wrought since those first experiments that

to the majority of people today their sig-

nificance has been lost in the "light" of

present-day achievements. It is, therefore,

our pleasure from time to time to set down
in lasting form such of those historical in-

cidents relating to the beginnings of the

present great billion-dollar industry as will

be of particular interest to the general pub-

lic. A start was made in this direction in

the issue of last January, when we printed

Mr. Hinds' notable article, "In the Begin-

ning," telling of the first commercial elec-

tric lighting plant in the world. Later, in

the September issue, appeared "The Story

of the Sunbury Station," by W. S. Andrews,

followed, in this issue, by another by the

same author on "Testing Electrical Appara-
tus a Quarter of a Century Ago." Mr. An-
drews is not only the possessor of a pleasing

style, but he also writes from personal ex-

perience, for as a young man he obtained

employment in the Edison works, led on by
the stories he had heard of the wonderful

electric lamp.

In the December issue another of Mr.
Andrews' entertaining articles will appear,

entitled, "Some Account of the First Edison
Central Station at Menlo Park, N. J., 1880-

188 1." He was able to write this inter-

esting bit of history from his own personal

notes and recollections. The article will

be illustrated by a number of old halftones

and zinc etchings, only one set of which is

in existence When you read this account
you will be . eading the true history of the

first practical application of an epoch-mak-
ing invention, written by a man who was
there and helped in the work and read over

and approved by no less a man than the

great inventor himself—Thomas A. Edison.

A Hundred Judging from the savings
Years effected by its use and from

of Tin Cans the greater healthf ulness
due to the avoiding of chemical preserva-

tives, the tin can might well have been en-

titled to an elaborate celebration of its

recent hundredth anniversary. For it was
in 1810 that Francois Appert, after six years

of experimenting, introduced the method
of preserving food by heating it in a can and
then sealing the can. The French govern-

ment promptly showed its appreciation by
voting Appert a prize of $2,400—and the

whole civilized world has profited by his

plan ever since.

Now after a whole century the only

notable improvements are in details of con-

struction of the cans used for this purpose
and in the methods of manufacturing the

same. Thirty years ago automatic ma-
chinery for making and filling cans was
introduced by the Norton Brothers of

Chicago. But only during the last few
years has electricity come into service,

partly for heating soldering tools in the can
factories and canneries and partly for driv-

ing the can-filling machines in the scat-

tered canneries. Recently a number of

canneries have also adopted electrically

operated machines for pasting labels on the

cans after they have been sealed. Besides,

a number of plants have been experimenting

with electrical methods of reclaiming the

tin both from old cans and from the scraps

left in making them. So while the first

century of the tin can has been almost

non-electrical, its second hundred years

starts out with a modest use of electricity

which may develop into an important
factor before many more years have passed.



SHORT CIRCUITS
A young man called on a doctor, complaining of

pains in his stomach. The doctor diagnosed the case
as dyspepsia, and advised the patient to go home and
try a dill pickle. If he could keep that on his stomach,
he was to report to the doctor in the morning. The
next day the patient returned, and when the doctor
asked him if he could keep the pickle on his stomach,
he replied, "I could as long as I stayed awake, but
when I fell asleep, it roiled off."

* * *

A well-known French actor became involved in a
discussion with an American, grew heated, drew his

card from his pocket, threw it on the table with a
tragic air and stalked out. The American regarded
the card for some moments, then took out his fountain
pen, wrote "Admit bearer" above the engraved line

and went off to the theater.

At the first meal on board the ocean liner, Smythe
was beginning to feel like casting his bread upon the
waters. His friends had told him that when he began
to feel that way he should stuff himself. He tacKled
a cutlet first, but it didn't taste right. He observed to

the waiter, "Waiter, this cutlet isn't very good."
The waiter looked at his whitening face, then

replied, "Yes, sir; but for the length of time you'll 'ave
h'it, sir, h'it won't matter, sir."

* * *

Guest—Got any ham?
Girl (after looking at bill of fare)—Ain't got any.
Guest —Got any eggs?
Girl (looking again)—Ain't got any.
Guest—Well, what have you got?
Girl (looking once more)—Ham-and-eggs.

C. M. Paxton, general manager of the Dayton &
Troy Electric Railway in Ohio, is a steam road grad-
uate, but he has recently changed his views on the
efficiency of steam road trainmen. He believes that
the green man from the farm, properly instructed,
makes the best trainman. Other able managers share
this view. The other day on Paxton's road, a con-
ductor gave the stop signal, but the car pulled a short
distance beyond the road crossing. The conductor
saw that the alighting passenger would have to step in

the mud and poking his head out the door he yelled
to the motorman, "Whoa, thar, back up about a hoe
handle length."

* * *

Madge—She said I put rouge on my face to deceive
people. Wasn't that mean?

Marjorie—It was, indeed, dear. The way you put it

on doesn't deceive anybody.
* * *

The editor who gave up his seat to a lady on the
train said he "was crowded out to make room for more
interesting matter." /

"The sea resort you were speaking of is a-pretty gay
place, isn't it?"
"I should say so! The only thing there that isn't

dissipated is the fog."
* * *

They were heckling him at a political meeting. At
last he could stand it no longer.
"Who brayed there ?" he cried out sarcastically.

"It was only an echo," retorted somebody amid
much laughter.

The teacher asked the boys if they could take off
their overcoats. "Yes, sir," came the answer. "Can
the bear take off his coat?" Silence. Then up spoke
Willie. "Please, sir, no." "Why?" " Cause only
God knows where the buttons are."

He was very bashful and she tried to make it easy
for him. They were driving along the seashore and
she became silent for a time. "What's the matter?"
he asked. "O, I feel blue," she replied. "Nobody
loves me and my hands are cold."
"You should not say that," was his word of con-

solation, "for God loves you, and your mother loves
you, and you can sit on your hands."

A medical professor asked his class "if a patient
swallowed a heavy dose of oxalic acid what would you
administer?"

There was silence and finally one of the younger
students murmured in answer, "spiritual consolation."

Diner—Change that chicken soup to turtle.
Waiter (shouting)—Make that chicken turn turtle!

Lives of humorists remind us
Gigs that are the most sublime

Are the ones that limp behind us
Covered with the moss of time.

Jokelets that perhaps another
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,

A forlorn and half-wit brother,
Seeing, shall revamp again.

Let us then begin perusing
Aim macs of ancient date,

Still a-seizing, still a-choosing
Chestnuts that have learned to wait.

Neal Ball, the only ball player in the major baseball
leagues who ever made a triple play unassisted—that is,

put out three men in one play—is convinced that wo-
men are more intelligent on the average than men.
He is equally convinced, however, that they don't
understand baseball. Accordingly, when he talks
baseball to a woman, he adopts a light, facetious tone.
"A woman once said to me," he tells the story, " 'I

love baseball, Mr. Ball. I love especi Jly to watch the
man at the bat. It is so cute, too, the way be keeps
hitting the ground gently with the bat's end. "Why
does he do that, though?' 'Well, you see, mad?m,'
I said, 'the worms have an annoying habit of coming
up to see who's batting, and that naturally puts a m; n
out a bit; so he just taps them on the head lightly and
down they go'."

* * *

Minister
—"And how did Noah spend his time in the

ark?"
Small Boy—"Fishin'."
Minister—"A vera reasonable suggestion, my

laddie."
Small Boy (guardedly)—"But he wouldna catch

muckle."
Minister (surprised)—"What makes ye think that?'
Small Boy (knowingly)—"Because, ye see, he had

only twa wir-rms! "
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ELECTRICAL TERMS DEFINED
In this age of electricity everyone should be versed in its phraseology.

By studying this page from month to month a working knowledge
of the most commonly employed electrical terms may be obtained.

Calling Drop.—The shutter or armature which
on a telephone switchboard drops and informs the

operator that a subscriber is calling. In the earlier

types the operator restored the drop by hand after

getting the person called for. This required so

much time that drops are now arranged so that

when the operator makes the connection by plug-

ging in on the board a spring is operated which
throws the shutter into place.

Calorie.—The name of two different units of

heat. By the greater calorie we mean the quantity

of heat necessary to raise one kilogram or .45 pounds
of water i° C. The lesser calorie is the quantity of

heat needed to raise one gram of water i° C.

Candle-foot.—The light thrown upon a surface

by a standard candle one foot away. The American
and English standard is a sperm candle which burns
two grains a minute. Must be burned ten minutes
before it is used as a measure in order to secure

accuracy.

Candle Power.—The amount of light given out

by a standard English sperm candle. (See Candle-
foot.)

Candle, Standard.—A candle of specified con-

struction burning a specified amount of sperm per

minute. (See Candle-foot.)

Canopy.—The metal shell placed at the base of a

fixture to cover the insulating joint, outlet box and
screws necessary in securing the fixture in place.

Canopy Switch.—Applied to the switch used
in street railway cars to cut- off the current from
controllers and motors. One switch is located in

each end of the car. Sometimes used to designate

a small snap switch within the canopy of a chande-
lier operated by a pull chain or cord from below.

Caoutchouc.—The substance obtained by coag-

ulation and drying the juice obtained from certain

trees in the tropics. Commonly called India

rubber, or rubber, the latter name being due to

the fact that one of its first uses was for erasing

pencil marks by rubbing. Of high value in the

electrical field as an insulator.

Capacity, Dielectric.—In a condenser each
pair of conducting surfaces is separated by an
insulator or dielectric. The capacity of the con-

denser when so insulated as compared to its capacity

when the conducting surfaces are insulated by
air only is called its dielectric capacity.

Capacity, Electrostatic.—The quantity of

electricity it is necessary to give to a body to raise

its potential from zero to one is the measure of

its electrostatic capacity. A crude comparison
is found in the quantity of air needed in a bottle

to raise its pressure a stated amount.
Capacity of Cable.—A cable like a Leyden

jar or condenser has an electrostatic capacity.

The armor or sheathing of the cable represents one
coat, the wire conductors the other, and the in-

sulator is the dielectric corresponding to the glass

of the Leyden jar. The capacity is usually ex-

pressed in the unit of micro-farads per mile.
d

Capacity, Storage.—Applied to the number of

ampere-hours of current a storage battery will

furnish after being fully charged. More commonly
known as the rating of a storage battery.

Carbon.—An element existing in three forms:
charcoal, graphite and diamond. Graphite is the
form most used in the electrical field. Its appli-

cations are numerous, as in batteries, in lamps as
electrodes, in the carbon lamp as a filament, as

contactors on motor-starters and circuit-breakers,

etc. Because it does not melt except at an ex-

tremely high temperature, it is frequently used as

a resistance in an electrical circuit.

Carbon, Cored.—An arc lamp carbon with a
core of softer material than that on the outside.

This kind of a carbon is believed to give a steadier

light than a solid carbon.

Carbon, Telephone.—A telephone transmitter

using carbon as a material whose resistance is

varied by the varying diaphragm pressure. The
Blake transmitter is constructed on this prin-

ciple.

Carbon, Transmitter.—See Carbon, Tele-
phone.

Carbon, Volatilization of.—The high tem-
perature in the carbon arc causes the positive

carbon to be vaporized and span the space between
the two, moving from the positive to the negative.

The temperature at which this occurs is supposed
to be near 3500 C. This oval shaped vapor
formation may be observed by projecting the

image of the carbon tips upon a white screen by
means of a lens.

Cardew Voltmeter.—An instrument made by
Capt. R. E. Cardew. In its operation a current

is passed through a fine wire, heating it and causing
it to expand. This wire is so connected to a drum
and gears that any movement in it due to expansion
or contraction is transmitted to an index needle.

As the current passed through the wire will be
proportional to the voltage the instrument is cali-

brated to read the voltage direct. This voltmeter

is unaffected by magnetic fields but cannot be used
to measure very small differences of potential.

Carrying Capacity.—The number of amperes
of electric; current a wire will carry without becoming
unduly heated.

Cathode.—The plate by way of which the cur-

rent leaves a voltaic cell.

Cautery, Electric.—The use of a fine platinum
wire heated to whiteness by an electric current to

take the place of the surgeon's knife. Its use
hastens the healing of the wound after the opera-
tion and in some cases operations have been per-

formed with it when the use of the knife would not
be possible.

Ceiling Block.—A block of insulating material

usually of porcelain placed on the ceiling as a
support from which a drop cord may be suspended.
It is arranged to contain fuses. Called also a
ceiling rosette.

Ceiling Button.—A block of insulating material
like a ceiling rosette but containing no fuses, placed
on the ceiling as a pendant cord support.

Ceiling Rosette.—See Ceiling Block.
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MayWe Send You Free Samples
To Prove That You Can Artistically Color and
Finish Any Kind of Wood About the Home

YOU can produce any desired shade and effect. The expense is slight—the work easy

and simple. First apply Johnson's Wood Dye—made in 14 shades as listed below.

Over the Dye lightly apply Johnson's Prepared Wax—and you have a beautiful, rich,

subdued finish that will not mar or show scratches.

Johnson's Wood Dye must not be confused with colored varnishes or stains, which

merely coat the surface of the wood hiding the natural grain beauty. Johnson's Wood Dye
is not a mere stain—not merely a surface dressing—it is a deep-seated dye which goes to the

very heart of the wood and stays there, fixing a rich and permanent color.

Johnson's Wood Dye
No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak

is made in fourteen attractive shades, as follows:

No. 140 Manilla Oak No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. no Bog Oak No. 131 Brown Weathered Oak
No. 128 Light Mahogany No. 132 Green Weathered Oak
No. 129 Dark Mahoqany No. 121 Moss Green

Pints, 50 cents each

No.
No.
No.

122 b orest Green
172 Flemish Oak
178 Brown Flemish Oak

Johnson's Prepared Wax
dries quickly over Dye or any other finish so that it may be brought to a beautiful, dull, artistic

finish. It should be used for all woodwork, floors and furniture including pianos and is just the

preparation for Mission furniture.

Johnson's Under-Lac
is not a common varnish—but a thin, elastic spirit prepara-

tion superior to shellac or ordinary varnish, and is to be used

over Wood Dye where a higher gloss than a wax finish is de-

sired, drying hard in half an hour. Best preparation for lino-

leum and oLcloth, bringing out the pattern as glossy as new.

Gallons $2. 50—smaller sizes down to half pints..

Fill out the coupon for free samples and booklet

S. C. Johnson & Son
"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

Racine, Wisconsin

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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In the series of eight test trips of the electric ve-

hicle, conducted by Thomas A. Edison, the average

mileage on a single charge of the battery was

118 4-10 miles—because the battery equipment was

The New Edison
Storage Battery

double the mileage obtainable with other battery

equipment—and it will prove itself just as far

superior, to other storage batteries for your re-

quirements, no matter what those requirements are.

The Edison is radically different from all other storage batteries. Its weight, per

capacity, is only about half that of the lead battery. It can't sulphate or deteriorate.

It is not injured by overcharging, by too rapid discharge, by complete discharge nor by
standing idle for any length of time, either charged or discharged.

It requires far less care than any other battery. Its life is many times that of the

lead battery.

Write us today, stating your battery requirements, and we will send you complete

information.

I40»U»

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electrieity when writing to Advertisers.
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This is the

Type A6 Cell of

the New Edison

Storage

Battery

There is no lead or acid in its

construction. The plates are nickel

and iron in an alkaline (potash)

solution.

No rubber or glass jars to crack

or leak. The container is welded,

fluted, rigid nickeled steel.

The only care that the Edison requires is to keep

the cells clean externally and filled with distilled

water. There is no constant renewal expense.

No matter what storage battery you are now using,

the new Edison Storage battery will do your work

better and far more economically.

Write us.for full particulars today

THE EDISON STORAGE BATTERY CO.
117 Lakeside Ave., ORANGE, N. J.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when -writing to Advertisers,
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With the Mazda Lamp you turn on the switch in ex-

actly the same way as with the carbon lamp.

With the Mazda Lamp you replace the old-style lamp
without change of socket or fixture.

The Mazda Lamp looks much the same as the carbon

lamp—same base—same bulb—different wires inside.

Use Mazda Lamps
Your light bill will be no more at the end of the month;

you have had three times the light; you have had better,

whiter light, fewer headaches, fewer petty ailments, and all

because you substituted Mazda Lamps for the old lamps.

It does sound magical, but it isn't, it is exactly as stated.

The Mazda Lamp is the great improvement in electric

lighting. It is the scientific perfection of the electric lamp.

It will pay you to investigate.

Buy your lamps from any of the member companies
listed on the opposite page or from their representatives

evervwhere.

National iElertro 1 ffiamp Aaanriatum'

CLEVELANC

For our 3Iutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The following is a list of the Member Companies of the

Nattmtal lElwtrtr Samp &BBatmt\an
CLEVELAND

Call upon any of them for your lamp supplies.

THE BANNER ELECTRIC CO.,

Youngstown, O.

THE BRILLIANT ELECTRIC CO.,

Cleveland, O.

BRYAN-MARSH COMPANY,
Central Falls, R. I.—Chicago, 111.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.
Cleveland, O.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC
LAMP CO., City of Mexico

THE CLEVELAND MINIA.
LAMP CO., Cleveland, O.

THE COLONIAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Warren, O.

THE COLUMBIA INC. LAMP CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

ECONOMICAL ELECTRIC
LAMP CO., New York City

THE FOSTORIA INC. LAMP CO.,

Fostoria, O.

THE GENERAL INC. LAMP CO.,
Cleveland, O.

THE JAEGER MINIA. LAMP
MFG. CO., New York City

THE MONARCH INC. LAMP CO.,

Chicago, 111.

MUNDER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Pawtucket, R. I.

NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY,
Warren, O.

THE SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.,

Shelby, O.

THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL
MFG. CO., Warren, O.

THE STERLING ELECTRICAL
MFG. CO., Warren, O.

SUNBEAM INC. LAMP CO.,
Chicago, 111.—New York City

THE SUNBEAM INC. LAMP CO.,
of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Can.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO.
Warren, O.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Most Men Shave

ByArtificial Light

In the morning before the day's work begins or at night when
it is over.

The ordinary lighting fixture is placed with no reference to

the needs of shaving.

Price

$3.75

Each

At

Any
Dealers

The Perfect Light for Shaving

Federal Electric

Shaving Mirror
This mirror has an adjustable cylindrical reflector so placed

that the light is cast upon the face and neck but not in the eyes.

Shaving is made a quick and comfortable operation because you
can see what you are doing.

Each mirror has six feet of silk cord and plug for attaching to

any light socket. It is so compact that it can be put in your
suit case for traveling.

"Write for our free booklet "Federalettes" describing
many new and novel electric conveniences for the home

Federal Electric Company
MANUFACTURERS

Lake and Desplaines Streets, Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Have YOU
Salary-Raising Ability?

That's the kind of ability that brings promotion, keeps positions safe in

time of trouble, and wins success. That's the kind of ability the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools can give to you—whether you're a young man
or an old man, an office man or an outside man, a day worker or a night
worker—and no matter where you live nor how little spare time you have.

You will never gain a salary-raising ability by sitting still and thinking

what you could do if you only had the other fellow's chance. You must make
the chance by learning to do some one thing better than the other fellow.

And the best way to do this is through the help of the I. C. S.—an institution

that will make you an expert in the

occupation of your own choice without
requiring you to leave home, and with-

out interfering with your regular work.

The trained man has the
advantage every time.

As surely as the I. C. S. have
raised the salaries of tens of thousands
of others, they can raise your salary.

It costs you nothing to find out how.
Read the list of positions in the attached
coupon, mark the one you like best, and
mail the coupon to the I. C. S. Doing
so places you under no obligation.

Send the coupon NOW.

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how I

can qualify for a larger salary and advancement to the posi-
tion, trade, or profession before which I have marked X.

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R. R. Constructing
Concrete Construction
Architect

Dynamo Foreman
Dynamo Tender
Wireman

Contracting & Building
Architectural Draftsman
Plumbing & Heating

Mining Engineer
Telephone Expert
Civil Engineer
Automobile Operator

Chemist
Bookkeeper
Advertising Man
Civil Service Exams.

Name.

St. & No.

Ciiv State

_

.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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AERONAUTICS
MODEL AEROPLANE—INSTRUCTIVE TO-

experimenters Self-propelled. Flies considerable dis-

tance. 50c prepaid. Agents wanted. AEROPLANE
MFG. CO., 309 15th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

~~BUILD
-
AN AEROPLANE. SEND US $1.00

and we will send you blueprints and full directions for

building a 3-ft. model Wright biplane or a 2-ft. model
Bleriot monoplane. Both fly 200 feet by own power.
Or blueprints and directions for a 20-ft. glider. Chicago
Aeronautic Supply Co., Room 131, 5602 Drexel Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

AGENTS
See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON
AGENTS—SEE OUR AD UNDER "ELECTRIC

Material." Weissgerber.

READ
T. Co.

'PRINTING OUTFITS" ADV. C. P. &

"PERFECTION POCKET ADDING MA-
chine—Lightning seller. Agents wanted. Cincinnati

Specialty Mfg. Co., Dept. E, Cincinnati, Ohio.

~~AGENTS: EVERYONE; TO WEAR AND SELL
our famous Bokara Diamonds. Write for free sample
offer and catalogue. Northwestern Jewelry Co., 55
Northwestern Bldg., Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED^TO SELL TREES AND
plants. Steady work. Highest commissions payable
weekly. Clean straightforward proposition. Write
for free outfit. Perry Nurseries, Rochester, New York.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED—TO SELL FINEST
light on market. $1.00 profit on each. Business buy
at sight. Send for free proposition. P. O. Box 2089,
Bridgeport, Conn.

MAN AND BOYS; SCHOOL BOYS ARE EARN-
ing $2.00 and $3.00 per day selling "Plantlife". We
have the goods. YOU show it. IT sells itself.

Sample and full particulars 10c (silver). Plantlife,

6614 Honore St., Chicago, 111.

WIDOWS, LADIES, MEN. NEW, INTEREST-
ing. Profitable, easy work. Spare time or permanent.
Sell our useful specialties. Our original selling plan
will double your sales. Particulars and $2.00 premium
offer free. Fair Mfg. Co., FM 60, Racine, Wis.

IMPROVED KEROSENE MANTLE LAMP!
100 Candle-Power! \ coal-oil used! Best on American
market! greatest campaign bargains ever offered! Get
our prices! Establish business! Control territory!

large profits! Webster Specialty Co., Waterbury, Conn.

~LIVE AGENTS~WANTED^HUSTLERS
—
TO

handle our 6 new catchy Xmas packages. Our "Baby
Package" is a winner. Many are making as high as

$20 per day. Big rush on. Start now with us and get

in right for 191 1. Write today for catalog of complete
line including Xmas Specials. Davis Soap Co., 27
TJnion Park Ct., Chicago.

X)0=
AGENTS

AGENTS—90 CENTS ON THE $1.00 PROFIT.
Send 25 cents for sample and plan. Address S. E.

James, Weisburg, Ind.~~
agentsT"new book, greatest BO-

nanza ever offered. Complete story of Aviation; con-

quest of the Air, by Wright Brothers, Curtis, Paulham,
Brookins and others. How to build and sail an aero-

plane. Hundreds of illustrations. Only $1.50. Best
terms. Outfit free. J. S. Ziegler Co., Chicago.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING OUR
new gold letters for office windows, store fronts and
glass signs. Any one can put them on. Write today

for a free sample and full particulars. Metallic Sign

Letter Co., 400 N. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

SMALLEST ALARM CLOCK AND SMALLEST
Bible in the world 10c each prepaid. Mahomet Alis

Oriental dream book a wonderful volume correctly

interpreting dreams, fortunes, lucky days and numbers,
25c prepaid. W. H. Garner, 119 South Lafayette St.,

Evansville, Ind.

AGENTS—THE BIGGEST MONEY MAKER
ever known. The new Canchester Incandescent
Kerosene Lamp revolutionizes old lighting methods.
Burns air instead of money. Six times brighter than
electricity, gas, or acetylene at one-tenth cost. Burns
with or without mantle. Burner fits any lamp.

Saves 75 per cent oil. No trimming wicks. Showing
means selling. Territory going fast. Write today.

Handsome outfit furnished. Canchester Light Co.,

Dept. P. E., 26 State St., Chicago.

$25 TO $40 A WEEK AT HOME OR TRAVEL-
ing. If you are making less than $25 to $40 a week, sit

right down and write to the American Woolen Mills Co.

for the most amazing money-making proposition of the

a e. This concern is the largest mail-order tailoring

establishment in America, with immense capital and
resources. They make the finest made-to-measure
suits at prices that defy competition. Suits $7.50 and
up. Pants $2.25 and up. All their vast business is

done through agents. They start any ambitious man
in the tailoring business, furnishing everything required,

at their own expense. Men without any previous

experience can make $25 to $40 a week, right from the

start. Many of their salesmen make as high as $200 a
week. The American Woolen Mills Co. produces its

own cloth. This is the secret of the low prices its agents

are able to offer on finest made-to-measure suits. With
its own great tailoring shops, skilled tailors and finishers,

it gives more style, better quality, greater value than

any similar concern in existence. Best of all, it sup-

plies its agents with handsome suits, at cost, and turns

over to them all inquiries received from their territory.

If any of our readers are looking for easy work, big

pay and independence, we advise them to write to the

American Woolen Mills Co., Dept. 496, Chicago, 111.,

at once, for their wonderful proposition.
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AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES BOOKS

DOES YOUR MOTOR KNOCK? YOU CAN
locate the trouble in a moment with the Sonoscope.

Used by motor experts all over the world. Price post-

paid $2.00. Circular free. Gaylor Automatic Strop-

per Co., Stamford, Conn.

TRY TUERK'S NEW GASOLINE SAVING
Carburetor. Soon saves its cost, runs lowest walking

speed with power on high gear, and 3 to 90 miles

instantly, smokeless, with perfect regularity, results

guaranteed. Tuerk Carburetor, 3124 West Lake St.,

Chicago.

~AUTO TIRES NEW FRESH CASES 28x3, $10.25;

30x3, $11.40; 3ox3?> $14-4°; 32X3h $16.20; 34x3!, and
30x4, $17.50; 32X 4, $20.35; 33x4, $20.00; 34x4, $20.50.

Send for complete price list. Send 10 per cent of the

amount of your order and I ship, allow examination.

Wm. Vanderpool. The largest tire dealer in the

Central West, Jamestown, O.

BOOKS

Si IX, STOCKTON, CAL.—BOOKMENDA, 10c

SEE OUR AD UNDER "ELECTRIC MATER-
IAL." WEISSGERBER.
WANTED—ONE BOX. OF SHORT CIRCUITS.

See illustrated Add Display Section. G. Richardson._
MONEY-MAKING~~MAIL ORDER BOOKS":

circulars furnished. MUTUAL EXCHANGE, Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

VENTRILOQUISM—EASILY LEARNED BY
anyone. 64-page book containing complete instruc-

tions, 10 cts. A. W. Crosby, Merrimac, Mass.

""WHITE SLAVE TRADE, EDITED BY ERNEST
A. Bell, 500 pages, 30 illustrations, price $1.50 postpaid.

Circular free. O K. Pub. Co., Decatur, 111.

TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO
find them, 1910 edition. Price, 25c. Hyde Pubs. Co.,

183 5th St., Milwaukee, Wis.—
BULLY~BOOKS; "MAIDEN WIDOW/' 25c.

"Bailiff's Maid," 25c, illustrated. Catalogue for

stamp. Ross Company, 373 Dearborn St., Chicago.

SEND 2c STAMP FOR OUR NEW ILLUS-
trated catalog of electrical books you should have, and
particulars of our special offer, "An Electrical Library

Free." Popular Electricity Book Department, Commer-
cial Bldg., Chicago, 111.

FOLR TWENTY-FIVE-CENT BOOKS FOR
50 cents. Gouge Work and Indented Woodwork,
Wood-Carving for Beginners, Designing and Drawing.
Dyes, Stains, Inks and Lacquers. Sampson Publishing

Company, 1140 Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

FOR FORTY CENTS WE WILL SEND OUR
five excellent 10c books on Tempering Steel, Making
and Fixing Electric Bells and Batteries, How to Grind
and Set Edge Tools, How to Make an Annunciator,

Small Electric Motor to be Built Without Castings, all

practical and well illustrated. Sampson Publishing

Company, 1140 Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED FOR 25c—
Wireless Telegraphy Made Simple, by Victor H.
Laughter. Including also "Wireless Telephone Re-
ceivers," "Construction of a Wireless Telephone Trans-
former," and "How to Make a Polarized Relay."
In plain English—fully illustrated and with codes and
diagrams. Edition limited—better order at once.

Popular Electricity Book Department, Commercial
Bldg., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS. ALL SUBJECTS.
Write for our new illustrated book calalog. Free.
Popular Electricity, Book Dept., Commercial Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON.
READ "PRINTING OUTFITS" ADV. C. P. &

T. Co.

A GOLD MINE. RENEW OLD BATTERIES
in spare time. Send 25 cents for regular 100 formula.
R. Scheffler, Rossville, Ind.

MAKE MONEY RENEWING DRY BAT-
teries—See our ad under "Electric Material." W'eiss-

gerber.

3,000 SUCCESSFUL MONEY-MAKING FOR-
mulas and trade secrets. Many worth $1. Post-paid
50c. BEN E. NEWNHAM, WAUKEGAN, ILL.

$100 MONTHLY AND EXPENSES TO TRUST-
worthy men and women to travel and distribute sam-
ples: big manufacturer. Steady work. S. Scheffer,

Treas., MJ 174. Chicago.
"

I CAN STARTYOU IN A MAIL ORDER BUSI-
ness in your own home; conducted in your spare
hours; big profits; everything furnished; valuable free

booklet tells how. W. E. Foote, Box 254, Muskegon,
Mich.

START PROFITABLE MAIL ORDER Busi-
ness of your own, home evenings; money comes fast;

easy work, small investment; booklet 10c; particulars

FREE. Advertising Company, P. O. Box 1615,
New York.

100 MONEY MAKING FORMULAS, MAIL
order ideas, salary raising kinks, etc., every month.
Some say single copy worth $10.00. Trial 6 months'
subscription only 10c. Mechanical Digest, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

START AN EASYAND LUCRATIVE BUSINESS.
We teach you how to establish a successful collection

business and refer business to you. No capital re-

quired. Little competition. Rare opportunities. WT
rite

for Free Pointers today. Am. Collection Service, 428
State St., Detroit, Mich.

DANDYHOME BUSINESS. COLLECT NAMES,
information, etc., for business concerns. Sell your
ideas, formulas, secret processes and knowledge by
mail. Some make $100 to $1,000 mothlv. Instruc-

tive booklet for stamp. INFORMATION SYSTEM,
524, MARIETTA, OHIO.

YOU CAN MAKE FROM $200.00 TO $2,500.00
in addition to your regular salary under our new
salary plan. Special opportunities for employees of

electrical concerns, telephone, telegraph, light and
power companies, etc. Particulars free on request.

Circulation Department, Popular Electricitv, Chicago,
111.

WE START YOU IN A PERMANENT Busi-
ness with -us and furnish everything. We have new
easy selling plans and seasonable leaders in the Mail
Order line to keep our factories busy. No canvassing.

Small capital. You pay us out of the business. Large
profits. Spare time only required. Personal assistance.

Write today for plans, positive proof and sworn state-

ments. J. M. Pease Mfg. Co., 1185 Pease Bldg,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILM

Views, Magic Lanterns, Slides, and similar Wonders
For Sale. Catalogue Free. We also buy Magic
Machines, Films, Slides, etc. Harbach & Co., 809
Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROFITS
with little outlay. One 18x36 in. mirror, costs $2.00

to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size for 20c.

Send $1.00 in stamps or money order and we will send

you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS how to do it; also

how to emboss, grind, foil, gold leaf, frost chip, and
make imitation stained glass. How to transfer photos

on glass, bore holes in glass and cut skylights. George
L. Patterson & Co., Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

COINS AND STAMPS

STAMPS—200 ALL DIFFERENT, 10c—50 AUS-
tria, 50c.—30 Italy, 10c.—20 Japan, 10c.—30 Sweden,
ioc. F. L. Toupal Co., Chicago Heights, 111.

500 MIXED FOREIGN, CHILI, AFRICA, RUS-
SIA, Japan, etc., 25 cents. 1000 mixed old U. S. 25
cents. Stamps bought, list 4 cents. Kleinman Stamp
Co., 3643 N. Marshall St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRIC MATERIAL

DRY BATTERIES RENEWED BY ANYONE.
Complete guaranteed directions this month, 20c.

Acme Publ. Co., Newburg, N. Y.

"ATTENTION! RESPONSIBLE AGENTS IN
every city to handle our "Hi-Life" Storage Batteries,

best on the market. Write for prices and particulars.

North-West Mfg. Co., 1247 N. Wr
ells St., Chicago.

ANYONE CAN RENEW OLD DRY BAT-
teries at very small cost with our method. Send 25c.

and we will send you our complete $1.00 formula
and instructions. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. A. R. WEISSGERBER, 3455 North
Hamilton, Chicago.

FOR SALE

READ "PRINTING OUTFITS" ADV. C. P. &
T. Co.

FOR SALE—MOVING PICTURE FILM ic.

per foot. H. Davis, Watertown, Wis.

"TBUY AND SELL ALL KINDS OF MANUFAC-
turing machine shop equipments, dismantle whole
plants. Fred. C. Dickow, 31 So. Desplaines St.,

Chicago.

TO CLOSE AN ESTATE WE WILL SELL
jobbing foundry and Sleigh Business for $5,000 cash,

balance any reasonable terms. Beach Brothers, Ad-
ministrators,^Mihmgton^J^lich.

~~FOR SALE, 15, 17J, 18 and 55 K. W., 120 VOLT,
Generators. Also Rebuilt, Throttling, Automatic and
Corliss Engines, Boilers, Pumps, Heaters and general

machinery. The Randle Machinery Co., 1832 Powers
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

"~LUBR1CAN1S, ASBESTOS, GRAPHITE AND
mica candles for loose pulleys and shaftings; no drip;

no dirt; economical. Swain Lubricator Co., 250 E.
Lake St., Chicago.

FOR SALE—COMPLETE SET OF CASTINGS,
with blue prints of 3-4 h. p. gasoline stationary engine;

includes governor and timer, screws, etc. $10. Comet
Motor Works, 512 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS
PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE SKETCHES, MONO-

logues, Dialogues, Speakers' Minstrel Material, Jokes,
Recitations, Tableaux, Drills, Musical Pieces, Enter-
tainments, Make Up Goods. Large Catalog Free.
T. S. Denison and Company, Dept. 26, Chicago.

INSTRUCTIONS

SEE OUR AD UNDER "ELECTRIC MATER-
IAL." WEISSGERBER.
WILL TEACH MECHANICAL DRAFTING

for 25c a lesson. Box 625, Berwyn, 111.

LEARN TO WRITE A LEGIBLE BUSINESS
hand at your home, by correspondence; send for free

booklet. Luther System, 7,^ Risley, Cicero, 111.

BUILD A FOOT POWER WOOD-TURNING
Lathe. Blue prints with complete instructions for 50c.

Simple and practical. S. D. Willard, Redwood City,

California.

BUILD YOUR OWN BATTERY. A COM-
plete 6-60 Storage Battery can be made by anyone using
our Steel Case, Rubber Jar and best of grids and plates.

Can be assembled in 30 minutes. Absolutely Guaran-
teed. Write for prices. A. N. S. Co., 225 Dearborn
St., Chicago.

^VALUABLEVOLUME—THOUSANDS OF FOR-
mulas and trade secrets. Covers the widest scope in the
most comprehensive manner. By far the best com
pendium of useful information ever published for all

lines. It will add almost inconceivably to the value of

your field of endeavor. For particulars, J. D. Chap-
pell, Box 41, Westville, Conn.

MACHINERY
WE HAVE A LARGE COMPLETE MACHINE

shop for manufacturing purposes and if you have
an invention that you wish manufactured, send us
your specification for our estimates. We will manu-
facture it for you. Rochester Manufacturing Com-
pany, Rochester, Mich.

$1.50 WILL BUY CASTINGS AND ALL MATE-
rial for a neatly designed modern automatic steam
engine. Engine has governor and slide valve on cut-off

principle with adjustment for wear. Blue prints and
instructions sheets 25c. PAT NOVELTY CO.,
Box 193, Elgin, 111.

MISCELLANEOUS

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON
BLUE PRINTS FOR MODEL LOCOMOTIVE,

full size, 50 cents. P. O. Box 74, Palestine, Tex.

READ "PRINTING OUTFITS" ADV. C. P. &
T. Co.

WANTED—ONE BOX OF SHORT CIRCUITS.
See illustrated Add Display Section. G. Richardson.

SCIENTIFIC TAILLESS KITE, 35 INCHES
high, postpaid 20c. Percy Ewing, Decatur, 111.

HOW TO READ MUSIC AT SIGHT. 50c.

postpaid, or send for free descriptive booklet. Evans
Co., 42 Peoples Bank, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

MAKE YOUR OWN FURNITURE, ONE-
fourth cost. Full size patterns; complete directions.

Send ioc. for Hall Seat pattern. Catalogue free.

Home Furniture Pattern Company, 412 Potter Build-
ing, Birmingham, Ala.
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MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS
RENEW DRY BATTERIES—SEE WHAT WE

say und er "Electric Material." WEISSGEREER.
"ACCOUNTS COLLECTED ANYWHERE—
Fidelity Credit Co., 808 Clay, Richmond, Va.
~"
""BOOMERANG" LABYRINTH PUZZLE—

Delightfully enticing! Thirty-six labyrinths in one!
Price 10c. Western Specialty Co., Sunnyvale, Calif._
SEBACKROSCOPE, MOST WONDERFUL IN-

vention twentieth century. Bushels of fun. 20 cents.

F. W. Jellison, 3133 Prairie Ave., Chicago, 111.

~~PATTERN MAKERS.—10 BEST FORMULAS,
etc. Postpaid, 25c. coin. B. Gregg, 717 Cincinnati

St., Lafayette, Ind.

CACHOO (BLOW A LITTLE IN THE AIR AND
everybody will sneeze). Sample 12c. 1 doz. 80c.

EWING'S, 191 Thatcher Place, Decatur, 111.

STAMPS, STENCILS, SEALS, CHECKS,
Punches and Dies. Presswork. Dickey-Grabler Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

CAMDEN WOOLENS—LADIES' AND GENTS'
suitings direct from factory; write for samples. F. A.
Packard, Mgr. Retail Dept., Box H, Camden, Me.

WATER STILL: GIVES TWO QUARTS PER
hour, $2.00, prepaid in U. S. $2.50. Adams Mfg. Co.,

628 So. 48th Ave., Chicago.

"^LIQUOR MANIA AND ITS CURE," BY JOHN
C. Earl, M. A. This booklet will be mailed free, on
request, by
The Antol Institute, 1710 Gates, Montclair,N. J.,U.S.A.

BROTHER—ACCIDENTALLY DISCOVERED
Root will cure both tobacco habit and indigestion.

Gladly send particulars. F. F. STOKES, Mohawk, Fla.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE TELE-
PHONE BUSINESS? Write for our premium offer.

Western Telephone Journal, Vinton, Iowa.

CYCLONE DISH AND VEGETABLE WASHER.
Labor saver for women. Washes dishes clean. Ab-
solutely guaranteed. Particulars free. One Minute
Washer Co., El Reno, Okla.

ELECTROCURE—NEW ELECTRICAL MEDI-
cinal machine cures all diseases. Sells at sight. Get
agency immediately. Large commissions. Price but
$2.00. O'Brien Elec. Co., Hallowell, Me.

MINERALS TESTED, POSTPAID $.25 EACH.
Zincite, Bernite, Copper Pyrites, Galena, Iron Pyrites.

Tungsten lamp, $0.35. Electricity, 14 Devonshire St.,

Boston, Mass.

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS WITH
my simple zinc etching process; price, $1; specimens
and particulars for stamp. T. M. Day, Box E., Wind-
fall, Ind.

NO NEED TO BE WITHOUT MONEY. OUR
new plan gives you a chance to earn lots of money,
whether you have only a little spare time or wish to

devote all of your attention to our interests. Don't
wait, but write at once, for our salary proposition.

Popular Electricity Publishing Co., Commercial Bldg.,

Chicago.

TEN ORE SPECIMENS—GOLD. SILVER,
iron, lead, zinc, tin, nickel, graphite, sulphur; also

interesting mineral booklet, 25c. McLaughlin, Civ.
Eng., Box 143-D, Sharpsville, Pa.

SIX MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION WITH THREE
back numbers, for fifty cents. Special limited ofer.
All back numbers contain strong practical articles.

Electrician and Mechanic, 1140 Beacon Bldg., Boston,
Mass.

PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS FOR BUILDING
beautiful homes at small cost, and manufacturing wood
fiber concrete lumber, of cement, pulverized straw, corn
cobs and sawdust. Price fifty cents postpaid. Agents
wanted. Peter De Linde, Zion City, 1 11.

SAFETY RAZOR BLADES RESHARPENED
25c. dozen (any make). Satisfaction guaranteed.
Five years' success. Keener Edge Co., Park Building,
Birmingham, Ala.

WE MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER. PLAIN
glass windows made to look like real stained glass.

Easily applied and beautifies the home. Something
new for agents. Two sheets of this glass paper sent
as a sample with catalogue in colors and complete
instructions on receipt of 10 cents. S. H. Parrish &
Co., 216 Clark St., Chicago.

MUSHROOMS AND PLANTS—MAKE MONEY—only spare time, latest practical invention. Multiply
your crop 10 times (same space), modern system, start-

ing seedlings, plants, grow vegetables, flowers, MUSH-
ROOMS, all year, BY ELECTRICITY. Pure
Tissue Culture Spawn, Scientific sterilized process,
many years' experience, book free. Challenge Mush-
room and Spawn Co., 6961 Gravois Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
U. S. A.

SAFETY RAZOR BLADES RESHARPENED.
We return your own blades. Send them today. You
pay NOTHING until you get them back "Good as
New, Many Say Better." Then, if pleased, pay 30c.

per dozen and postage. Visit our model shop when in

Chicago. We'll show you how the Keenedge Electric

Process differs from amateur methods and toy devices.

Watch us sterilize and hair-test each blade. Send
address for our clasp mailing wrapper. Keenedge Co.,

617 Keenedge Building, Chicago.

PATENTS

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON

PATENT OFFICE DRAWINGS, C. M. SHIG-
ley, Mechanical Engineer, Columbns, Ohio.

MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS. LOW
prices. S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md.

TWO BOOKS FREE—ALL ABOUT PATENTS
and their cost. Shepherd & Campbell, Patent Attor-

neys, 500 D. Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

P. E. JACKER, PATENT ATTORNEY, 629 &
630 Monadnock Block, Chicago. Established 18 years.

Send 2 cents for pocket aluminum calendar.

INVENTOR'S INSTRUCTION BOOK FREE.
It tells how to secure patents that protect and pay, their

cost, and how to interest capital. Meritorious inven-

tions wanted. Louis F. Nell, patent attorney: best

work; lowest charges, highest references. 15 12 Euclid

B, Washington, D. C. ___
FOR SALE PATENT NO. 955,522 ON ELEC-

tric hammer. Manufacturers should investigate. Royal-

ty and license propositions considered. Cecil Lutes,

Noxen, Penna.
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PATENTS SCHOOLS

PATENT—ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.
Highest references. Best results. I procure patents

that protect. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,

612 F. St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

C. L. PARKER, PATENT ATTORNEY, EX-
Examiner U. S. Patent Office, 912 G St., Washington,

D. C, Inventors' handbook, "Protecting, Exploiting

and Selling Inventions" sent free upon request.

HAVE YOU AN IDEA? WRITE FOR OUR
books, "Why Patents Pay," "100 Mechanical Move-
ments." Mailed free. F. P. Dietrich & CO.,

Patent Lawyers, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS SECURED—INVENTOR'S POCKET
Companion free. Send description for free opinion

as to patentability. W. N. Roach, Jr., Metzerott

Bldg., Washington, D. C.

HERBERT JENNER, PATENT ATTORNEY
and Mechanical Expert, 608 F Street, Washington,

D. C. Established 1883. I make a free examination

and report if a patent can be had and the exact cost.

Send for circular.

PICTURES AND POST CARDS

THE LATEST PICTURE HIT. "MY CHAM-
pagne Girlie," in 15 colors. Great for your "Den."
Sent with 100 other "catchy" art ideas for only Nine 2c

stamps. Union Art Co., 121 E. Grant Ave., Jersev

City, N. J.

PRINTING AND SUPPLIES

3,000 GUMMED STICKERS FOR $1.00 BILL.
1,000 for 50c. Not the cheap kind. P. O. Box 2089,
Bridgeport, Conn.

PRINTING OUTFITS
BOYS, BE PRINTERS IN YOUR HOME TOWN

—Make money right from the start with one of our
practical, inexpensive press and type outfits. Write
today for full particulars. Coin Press & Type Co.,

Room 5, 92 LaSalle St., Chicago. (Not incorporated;

not in a trust.)

REAL ESTATE

WE CAN SELL YOUR PROPERTY, SEND
description. Northwestern Business Agency, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

SCHOOLS

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON
WANTED—ONE BOX OF SHORT CIRCUITS.

See illustrated Add Display Section. G. Richardson.

START A MIRROR FACTORY. WE TEACH
and trust you; 10c. brings sample lesson; $25 daily

easily. Hullinger's Mirror School, Francesville, Ind.

LEARN WIRELESS AND R. R. TELEGRAPHY!
Shortage of fully 10,000 operators on account of 8-hour
law and extensive "wireless" developments. We operate
under direct supervision of Telegraph Officials and
positively place all students, when qualified. Write for
catalogue. NAT'L TELEGRAPH INST., Cincin-
nati, Philadelphia, Memphis, Davenport, la., Colum-
bia, S. C, Portland, Ore.

$200 TO $600 MONTHLY EASILY MADE FIT-
ting eye glasses. Short, easy mail course. Reduced
tuition. Big demand for opticians. Write today for

free "Booklet O," National Optical College, St. Louis.

PLUMBING, ELECTRICITY, BRICKLAYING
and Mechanical Draughting, taught by expert work-
men. Short time and small cost. Positions always

open. Catalogue free. Write today. Coyne Na-
tional Trade Schools, 79 E. Illinois St., Chicago.

LEARN TO BE A TELEGRAPH OPERATOR—
Telegraphy without doubt offers more inducements
than any other field. A School conducted by practical

telegraph operators. No charge for typewriting or

supplies. Only School in Chicago giving main line

practice. Look us up. Jones' School of Telegraphy,

Suite 20, 260 Clark St., Chicago.

TELEGRAPHY, BOTH MORSE AND WIRE-
less, taught quickly. R. R. train wire and complete
wireless station in school. Big demand for operators.

Living expenses earned. Correspondence courses

if desired. Catalogs FREE. Dodge's Institute, 16th

St., Valparaiso, Ind. Established 1874.

FREE TUITION BY MAIL TO ONE STUDENT
in each county and city. Normal, Academic, Civil

Service, Mechanical Drawing, and Business Courses.

100 branches from which to select. Apply for Free
Tuition to Carnegie College, Rogers, Ohio.

SHORTHAND IN SEVEN LESSONS. 125
words per minute in 60 days. 150 to 200 in 90 days.

Stroke vowels connected to consonants. No shading.

Our $1.50 Text-book for Home Study, 25 cents.

Unigraph Co., Omaha, Neb.

~WIRE AND~WIRELESS, ALSO ENGINEERING
taught by experts. Combination course. ONLY one
fee. Start now and qualify for good paying positions.

Open day and night. Individual instruction. Call or

Write International Wireless School, 56 Fifth Ave.,

Chicago.

AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL—LEARN THE AU-
tomobile business, repairing and driving, in which
you can earn good wages and have healthful and pleas-

ant work. We give a thorough and practical course

in road work and repairing. For full particulars

address Academy of Automobile Engineering, 1420
Michigan Ave., Dept. "C," Chicago, HI.

STEEL AND RUBBER STAMPS

YOUR NAME ON 12 LEADPENCILS, 25c.

Rubber Stamp Catalogue free. W. M. Stuart Co.,

Marshall, Mich.

RUBBER STAMPS AND SPECIALTIES—BEST
prices—prompt delivery—Most complete line. Don't
buy till you see my big catalog. Free. Theo. Helbling,

708 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

ENGRAVERS AND DIE SINKERS, MAKERS
of steel stamps, steel letters and figures; seals, stencils,

badges and checks. Guarantee best work. Fred C.
Kautz & Co., 2633 W. Lake St., Chicago.

TYPEWRITERS

I WANT TO CORRESPOND WITH PERSONS
who are about to buy a high-grade typewriter, and
object to paying the high prices generally asked by
manufacturers and dealers. Any make on approval.

Catalogue, bargain list and valuable information sent

free. A. E. Atchison, 4125 West 21st St., Chicago.
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TYPEWRITERS HELP WANTED
TYPEWRITERS: CALIGRAPH, $6.00; HAM-

mond, Yost, Densmore, Williams, $10.00; Remington,

$12.00; Smith Premier, $15.00; Oliver, $24.00; Under-

wood, $30.00; all makes on hand; fifteen days' trial

allowed, and a year's guarantee. Send for catalogue.

Harlem Typewriter Exchange, Dept. 89, 217 West
125th St., New York City.

WIRELESS

SEE OUR AD UNDER "ELECTRIC MA-
TERIAL." WEISSGERBER.

WILL SELL OR TRADE GOOD VIRBOPLEX
for receivers over fifteen hundred Ohms. Address:

A. H. Hjorth, 2126 Walnut St., Bellincham, WT

ash.

WORKING DRAWINGS OF ALL INSTRU-
ments, complete with specifications and directions.

Single drawings 10c. Complete set of ten, 50c. Send
postal today for list. R. H. Langley, 820 Livingston,

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

POCKET WIRELESS TELEGRAPH RECEIV-
er, $2.00 Instructions for making same 25 cents, or

included with book "Electricity Explained" (Nine

chapters) $1.00. Calvin Tompkins, 452 West 164

Street, New York

WIRELESS—REMARKABLE COMBINATION
electrolytic and mineral detector, completely nickeled,

rubber base, introductory price 75c.' Complete 500-

mile receiving set with above detector, $1.40. Stamp
for catalogue, Hertzian Elec. Co., 3316 Ave. L, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. B0.1 2089.

SPECIAL PRICES— 1.000-OHM WIRELESS
receiver, double pole, special thin diaphragm, hard

rubber case, wound with copper wire, $1.75. Leather

covered head-band, double, $1.00; single, 60c. "Nation-

al" receiving condenser, 30c. Waterhouse Bros.,

Bourne, Mass.

GUARANTEED DOUBLE-POLE 1,000-OHM
Receivers $1.75 each. Money refunded if receiver is

not satisfactory and returned within five days. Double
Six Foot Silk Receiver Cords $.50. Single Split head
bands $1.00, Double, $1.25; Double ball-and-socket

headhands, $1.00; single leather covered $.60, Double,

$1.00; Fixed receiving condensers $0.30. 3-16 square

brass rod $.10 foot; sliders, $.12; Send stamp for circu-

lar E. Alden Wireless Co., Campello, Mass.

WIRELESS CLUB—IF YOU OWN A WIRE-
less equipment or have even made a start at building

one send for full particulars concerning POPULAR
ELECTRICITY WIRELESS CLUB, an organiza-

tion to promote the interest of amatuer wireless ex-

periments and for the exchange of ideas among mem-
bers. No fees required of members. Elegant club

button free when you are admitted. Printed list of

members mailed to all. Address Sec. Pop. Elect.

Wireless Club, 100 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

HELP WANTED
READ "PRINTING OUTFITS" ADV. C. P. &

T. Co.

DINING CAR CONDUCTORS' SALARY $75-
$125. Correspondence School Conductors. 500 Im-
perial Building, Chicago.

EARN $5 A DAY—LEARN PLUMBING—EARN
while learning by actual experience on new buildings,

which feature of instructions cannot be obtained from
any other school in the country. Tools furnished
FREE. Address MASTER PLUMBERS TRADE
SCHOOL, 3664 Finney Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

MAKE MONEY RENEWING DRY BAT-
TERIES—See our ad under "Electric Material."
WEISSGERBER.

$25 WEEKLY AND EXPENSES TO MEN AND
women to put out catalogues and advertise. Big mail
order house. C. Emery, MD 302, Chicago.

CHAUFFEUR?-. AUTO BOOK ON DRIVING,
adjusting, valve setting, engine troubles, lost power, hill

climbing, etc. 25 cents stamps accepted. GEO. N.
PEAP:ON, Desk E, Bala, Pa.

RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS WANTED." $800 TO
$1600. EXAMINATIONS EVERYWHERE NOV.
12. Preparation free. Franklin Institute.. Dep't C-54,
Rochester, N. Y.

CIVIL SERVICE GOVERNMENT POSITIONS
are very desirable for young people. Full informa-
tion and questions recently used by the Civil Service

Commission free. Columbian Correspondence Col-
lege, Washington, D. C.

LIVE MEN OR WOMEN IN EVERY COM-
munity to operate business at home. $50 weekly.

No capital. No convassing. Spare time. I furnish

everything to start. Free particulars. Voorhies,

Desk MP, Omaha, Neb.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR $6.00 VACUUM
Cleaner. No Vacuum Cleaner retailing as high as $25
superior to ours. You will agree with us when you see

one. Territory contracts. ALCA CO., 366 W. 50th

St., Dept. F., New York.

ATTENTION—OUR PROPOSITION OFFERS
you best chance you ever had for making easy money
and lots of it. Write for our salary plan. Most gen-
erous ever presented. Popular Electricity Publishing

Co., Commercial Bldg., Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED—BIG MONEY! NO Ex-
perience required. Portraits, Bromides, Photo Pillow

Tops, 30c. Frames at our factory prices; credit given.

Catalogue and samples FREE. Dept 1 H., RITTER
ART STUDIO, Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

GET A BETTER PLACE—UNCLE SAM IS
best employer; pay is high and sure; hours short; places

permanent; promotions regular; vacations with pay;
thousands of vacancies every month; all kinds of pleas-

ant work everywhere; no lay-offs; no pull needed, com-
mon education sufficient. Ask for free Booklet 50,

giving full particulars and explaining my offer of

position or money back. Earl Hopkins, Washington,
D. C.

SALESMEN WANTED TO SELL PATENTED
automobile and electrical specialties as main or side line.

From 25 per cent to 30 per cent commissions paid.

These articles have proven to be ready sellers and offer

an excellent opportunity to right party. Write us for

full description and terms at once as territory is being

rapidly assigned. Hagstrom Bros. Mfg. Co., Linds-
borg, Kansas.
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WANTED!

Business Experts

The great complaint in business life

to-day is that there are not enough big

men to fill the big positions. Opportunity
awaits the trained man—the expert

The Commercial Course of the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools will

enable you to advance in your position.

You can qualify while going right on
working. The training comes to you, in

your own home and spare time.

Whether you wish to qualify as an
expert bookkeeper, accountant, stenog-
rapher, correspondent, or to specialize in

banking or in business law, this is the
one thorough, practical way by which
you can do it. Thousands of well-paid
office men owe their success in life to

the personal help given by the I. C. S.

through this same Commercial Course.

Theway is open to you. The I. C. S. will

send you full particulars without placing

you under any obligation, if you will fill

in and mail the attached coupon now.

Get in the expert class and earn more.
Mail the coupon.

International
Correspondence Schools,

Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please send, without obligation to me, complete
description of your Commercial Course.

Name

Street and No

City State

HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED—$70.00 MONTH TO COM-

mence. Railway Mail Clerks. Examinations every-
where November 12th. If you want appointment,
write immediately, Franklin Institute, Dept C-54,
Rochester, N. Y.

"WANTED—A MAN OR WOMAN TO ACT AS
our information reporter. All or spare time. No
experience necessary. $50 to $300 per month. Nothing
to sell. Send stamp for particulars. Sales Association

611 Association Building, Indianapolis , Ind.

"^WANTED—MEN BYXARGE CONTRACTING
company. Can learn trade of plumbing, electricity,

bricklaying, automobiles, in few months. No appren-
tice or helper's work and no expense. $20,000.00
contract work going. Catalogue free. United Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

"WANTED—A LARGE
-
NUMBER OF COM-

petent specialty salesmen or saleswomen to demonstrate
and sell our electric Fireless Cookstoves and Electrical

appliances in the U. S., Canada and Foreign Countries.

Fifteen styles of Stoves ranging in price from $19.00 to

$75.00, using the Principle of Heat Conservation,

guaranteed to cost less for Cooking and Baking than

Gas, Wood, Coal or Gasoline, with the endorsement
today of a large number of Central stations (Electric

Lighting Plants) on their efficiency, economy, safety

and attractive appearance, paves the way for resource-

ful men or women to sell many of our stoves and make
much money. Commission and Salary. The Elec-

tric Fireless Cookstove Co., Buchanan, Mich., U. S . A.

POCKET TRICK FItEE
Catalog included, send 4c stamp

Dept. 17 270 W. 39th St., NEW YORKMAGIC
How's your Job

Alongside ofHis?

You can take<ms)piace
He earns mighty big money—works very

short hours—and his "work" is certainly a
cinch. But, remember, he's an EXPERT
driver. Such experts earn all the way

FROM $35 TO $50 A WEEK
Let us train you right in your own home, with very

few hours' effort on your part (while you keep your
present job), to become an expert Chauffeur, Demon-
strator, Repairman, etc. There are not, today, enough
competent men to fill the demand. A Small Down
Payment Starts You. Ask for our free prospectus
with Samples of our Lessons.

We are constantly in touch with owners and garages
that require competent men.

BUFFALO AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL
34 Franklin Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Auto School That Comes to You
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DRAFTSMEN WANTED
THAT CANDW^
JHE HIGHEST

only^^m^^j^r MEN
THEBEST^^m^J^WwiWBRAIN
PRACTICAL ^K^^JnOTWITIIBOOKS
MEN WANTED^ VCANONLYSUCCEED

Good Draftsmen are ALWAYS in Demand ALWAYS
Busy, ALWAYS Drawing Good Salary

The Work is Pleasant, Interesting, Clean
and Leads to Best Paying Highest Positions

If you are ambitious, bright and anxious to learn I can train you at home
on practical, actual Drafting room work in a short time for a position $125-

#150 monthly. Only a limited number can receive my personal training.

a lot of books to look at with disgust or to lay on a shelf to be

covered with dust.

printed school lessons or pictures to copy. You MUST learn on

actual Drafting room work.

or give you a worthless "cheap-slyn' ' Diploma to hang on the

wall and that will be all.

until competent; more than that,until placed in position at above salary.

personally and individually to advance you as fast and far as you can go.

on practical worJc to give you required UP-TO-DATE,
PRACTICAL WORKING EXPERIENCE.

I DON'T SELL YOU

I DON'T SELL YOU

I DON'T SELL YOU

BUT I TRAIN YOU
AND I TRAIN YOU
AND I TRAIN YOU

Remember

:

I AM NOT teaching 227 different trades— ONLY
and THAT ONE right.

I AM NOT looking for students—they look for me,

for I have been at this over 22 years.

I AM NOT accepting every one that has the price-

only those anxious to succeed with me.

I rather satisfy a few than dissatisfy too many.

I furnish all Instruments and Working Outfit

(not school set), this HIGHEST GRADE FREE.
If you want to be a GOOD DRAFTSMAN,

drawing good salary, write to me NOW.
Address, CHIEF DRAFTSMAN, Div. 10

Eng's Equip't Co. (Inc.), CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electric Mechanical Toys
for Holiday Gifts

In the operating of these electrical toys there is something that makes

them quite as fascinating to grown-ups as to children. The secret (if it be such)

probably lies in the fact that the toys are instructive; that they develop inge-

nuity and mechanical knowledge wholly aside from being especially entertaining.

We can illustrate only a few toys here. But we carry a complete line of

the auxilliary railroad equipment— tracks, switches, stations, tunnels, cars,

signals, etc. Descriptions and prices will be promptly supplied on request.

No. 6—Express Locomotive; sheet steel construction;
wording parts and trimmings highly nickel-elated;
length of engine, 13^ in.; height above rails, 5^ in.;
the tender measures 9x4x3^ in. ; equipped with a four
wheel pilot truck, so constructed as to assure perfect
action and flexibility; also an electric headlight, with
a miniature incandescent bulb; weight, 7 lbs. ; without
track. Each. $11.25

ooeannrinnoi

No. 18—Pullman; sheet steel construction; built with
ve^ti^ules on each end; imitation le ded gl ss win-
dows; two four-wheeled trucks; interior fitted wkh
seats; beautifully decorated in colors; length, 16 in.

;

height from tracks, 6£ in.
;_
weight, 2\ lbs Each $4 .15

This is the most perfect miniature Pullman Car ever designed
as a toy. It has every appearance of the regular Pullman
Passenger car and is of substantial construction.

No. 14—Box Car; sheet steel construction; sliding
doors and roof; equipped with hand brakes and
couplers; two four-wheeled nickel -plated flexible
trucks; length, 11 in.; height, 4 inches.; weight,
1 lb. Each $2.20

These Box Cars are neatly decorated and lettered, and repre-

sent the freight cars now in use by modern railways. No train

equipment is complete without a few of these Box Cars.

No. 8—Pay-As-You-Enter Car; sheet steel construc-
tion; handsomely decorated in three colors, with
appropriate lettering in gold; equipped with two four-
wheeled trucks and automatic reverser; furnished with
eight curved sections of track and ten straight sections,
mrking 23 feet of track in all; length, 18 in.; height,
6 in. above rails; complete as described, with an attrac-
tively decorated fender; weight, 8J lbs. Each $11.65

These toys may be operated from the regular lighting circuit by using a

Toy Transformer, which reduces the 110 volt circuit to 3, 5 or 8 volts. Or

they may be operated by batteries. We sell all the best Transformers and

Batteries and will furnish descriptions and prices on request. A booklet

—

"Experimental Electrical Outfits" is free for the asking. :: :: :: ::

ELECTRIC SHOP MICHIGAN AND
JACKSON BLVDS. CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Luxuries no longer—
\

They are now
household necessities

S^Westinghouse

Electric

Toaster-Stove

makes delicious toast

riskoa the table

SXWestmgliouse-

mc iron tkat made

electric ironinc

popular.

The Westinghouse Electric Iron

occupies a place in the home which nothing else

can fill. Think of the many steps it saves, to and
from the hot stove, and the advantage of being

able to iron or press in any part of the house.

Only one iron is required. It is heated by attach-

ing the flexible cord to the lighting socket and
turning on the current. The iron will maintain the

proper working temperature as long as desired.

The Westinghouse Toaster-Stove

may be used for light cooking operations such as

toasting bread, frying eggs, bacon, baking griddle

cakes, etc. The heat is confined to the working
surface over which it is evenly distributed. Only
three minutes are required to attain the proper

toasting temperature. This little device can be

used right on the dining table without danger

of marring the surface, or burning the cloth.

^Vbu can cook a

dainty- meal right

on the table with

&&\fetinghouse

Electric

Toaster-Stove

Get your wife a

^festingfoise

Electric Iron
and tfeen borrow it to

press your trousers

Descriptive Folders—do you want them?
Folder No. 4175 describes the electric iron, and
Folder No. 4135 the toaster -stove. Either, or

both will be sent you upon request.

Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Co.
Atlanta Chicago Detroit New York Salt Lake City

Baltimore Cincinnati Kansas City Philadelphia San Francisco

Boston Cleveland Los Angeles Pittsburg Seattle

Buffalo Denver New Orleans ' St. Louis

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. of Texas, Dallas, and El Paso, Texas

Canada: Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Mexico: G. & O. Braniff & Co , City of Mexico

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electric power is aiways reaay—it can be started or stopped

almost instantly.

No matter what yon use power for, or how much of it yon use

—from the smallest machine to the largest factorv—it will pay yon

to install and try a

Fort Wayne Electric Motor

The amount yon will save—not to mention the convenience—

will decide your future power problem.

All the power yon pay for then, is delivered directly to the

machine—you don't lose 30% to 50% on flapping belts, line shafts

or pulleys,

Motors need no fireman or engineer—only an occasional oiling

-—and they supply each tool with just the right power and speed to

secure its maximum output.

We make motors of all sizes from l

/100 horsepower up, and can

furnish yon the kind especially suited to your needs.

Our bulletin "Motor Drives" (sent free on request) explains and

illustrates some 40 oi' their many applications. Send for it today.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
"Wood" Systems

1603 Broadway FORT WAYNE, IND.
BRANCH OFFICES: MOST LARGE CITIES

IM-I O

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing <o Advertisers,
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make electric lighting better

and cheaper than ever before

Don't ignore—investigate. Old ideas of what eleo^

trie light costs have been overturned. These new lamps (jf

deliver over twice as much light for every dollar's worth

of electricity.

Electric light users find their lighting more than

doubled with no increase in their "electric light" bills.

That is what G-E Mazda lamps do for thousands today.

They will do as much for you.

Ask your electric light man or dealer to fur-

nish you the proper sizes. Begin with the rooms
you want brightest. Get ready now for the

long winter evenings.
We have prepared for you a help-

ful little booklet on the question of

better lighting. Includes suggestions

G1

j T*i # •> for wiring and lighting an eight-room

eneral ILlectric i^ompany h°use, cost of lighting, cost of iamps

r\ L **r>. o i i *t »r and the best ways to use them.
Uept. JO Schenectady, N. Y. Send for your copy today.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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?
HO VOLT LIGHT/NG C/RCWT

WARNER
Low~volfcageLights

%

I

%

"5"

«1

~$

%

The Cheapest

Electric Light

To-day is the

TUNGSTEN LAMP

<J Tungsten lamps for the ordinary I 1
0-

volt lighting current are necessarily made
with long, thin filaments which are frail

and liable to break.

(§ A low-voltage tungsten lamp, like the

Warner Mazda lamp, has a short, thick

filament which will stand any amount

of jarring.

€J The Warner system permits the use of

these efficient and economical low-
voltage tungstens in homes, stores,

hotels, offices, etc.

Cfl It consists of a small transformer into

which the 1 1 0-volt current is passed

through one pair of taps and out of which

1"

>lts is obtained fromcurrent at 27 _

another pair of taps.

•J This transformer, together with the

Warner Mazda lamps constitutes all there

is to the system.

(J It is easily installed and means plenty
of clear, white light at a much re-

duced cost.

^ Send for our catalogue 600-P which
tells all about it.

I*

Warner Arc Lamp Co.
Wilton Junction, la.

fp

"fS"

%

Belden Magnet Wire
Our SILK and COTTON covered

MAGNET WIREisaccurate to gauge
with insulation of perfect uniformity
and continuity and is put up one piece
only per spool.
Beldenamel MagnetWire is insulated

with several layers of tough elastic

enamel separately applied and baked
onlt possesses the highest insulat-

ing strength and will not become
brittle and flake <. ff.

We quote the following net prices to
readers of this paper and will ship postage or express prepaid on
receipt of cash. No orders filled amounting to less than $1.00.

Prices are per pound.
Single Double
Silk

.48

.49

.50

.52
.48 .53

Size

10

Single
Cotton Beldenamel

Cotton

.35 .38

Double
Silk

.61

.62

.64

.65

.67

21 .36 .49 .54 .42 .69
22 .37 .51 .55 .44 .73
23 .39 .53 .58 .47 .77
24 .41 .56 .61 .50 .83
25 .44 .60 .66 .55 .89

26 .48 .66 .72 .60 .99
27 .52 .71 .78 .66 1.11
28 .55 .77 .84 .72 1.20
29 .59 .84 .92 .78 1.33
30 .65 .93 1 02 .85 1.54

31 .74 1.06 1.15 .92 1.85
32 .77 1.19 1.30 .98 2.04
33 .86 1.35 1.48 1J3 2.40
34 1.04 1.60 1.74 1.32 2.76
35 1.12 1.86 2.03 1.60 3.17

36 1.27 2.16 2.35 1.80 3.59
37 1.62 2.56 2.80 2.58 4.42
38 2.16 3.07 3.35 3.42 5.06
39 2.82 3.72 4.05 4.32 5.85
40 3.60 4.48 4.S8 5.40 6.92

Belden Mfg. Co. 2306 S. Western Ave.
CHICAGO. ILL.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
World's leader for electrical goods. "Everything for the

experimenter." Send 2c. stamp for 128 page catalog.

233(B) FULTON STREET . . NEW YORK

Pelouze Electric Iron
Consumes less cur-
rent than other

Irons
The only Electric Iron

in which the current and
temperature can be con-
trolled at the iron.

The Iron that Guar-
antees Satisfaction.

No Fire No Dirt
No Odor

Every Iron Guaranteed

4 lb. 6* lb. olb. solb.
$5.00 $5.00 $7.00 $12.50

For Sale by Leading Dealers

PELOUZE ELECTRIC HEATER CO.
232 East Ohio St., CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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One Dollar
ICHKOi; Puts the

"RICHMOND" Suction Cleaner
. in Your Home

This is a reduc°d
reproduction to
show detail. TI
actual height of
the machine
is 12 Inches.

YOU see here the lightest and

simplest suction cleaner ever

designed.
1 —is the motor—not a "stock" motor, 'but one! built expressly

to operate the powerful suction fan to which it is directly con-

nected, under
2.—a suction fan which embodies the best of all that was learned

in two years of steady, scientific experiment.

3.— is the suction nozzle which is pushed over the surfaces to be
cleaned or to which can be attached a twelve-foot hose for high
wall, drapery and upholstery cleaning.

The "RICHMOND" Suction Cleaner enables you, now for the first

time, to clean by electricity without luggh.g a 60 to 80 pound ma-
chine from room to room—upstairs and down

It represe- ts as great an advance over heavy weight vacuum
cleaners as these cleaners represented over brooms and carpet

sweepers.
But light weight and easy operation are but two ot the

"RICHMOND'S" exclusive superiorities. There are many more.
The vibrating brush, which taps the caked dirt out of otherwise

uncleanable rugs and carpets—the hair-drying and pillow-reno-

vating attachments—the seven special tools which make the

"Richmond" the most complete cleaner ever offered.

(~)NE Dollar forever frees you from brooms, mops
and dusters—and the backaches and drudg-

ery they bring.

One Dollar forever stops the expense and the

nuisance of Spring and Fall housecleaning.

One Dollar enables you to do, easily, by elec-

tricity, the worst work a woman has to do.

And One Dollar is the only cash outlay.

It will bring you the 'Richmond- Suction Cleaner

complete—ready for instant use.

The balance you pay for month by month out

of the actual money you save.

For Vacuum Cleaning is the greatest of all

household economies.

You are paying the price of a suction cleaner,

right now—whether you have one or not.

You are paying its price out in twice-a-year

house cleaning alone—for a 'Richmond- makes
housecleaning needless.

You are paying its price out—many times

over—in the hard labor of sweeping and

dusting which the'R^HMOND: makes unnecessary.

You are paying its price out again and again

in the damage which dust does to your furni-

ture, to your carpets, to your hangings, to

your clothing—to YOU.
You are paying the price of a "Richmqnd-

when a single dollar would save the waste.

Manufactured exclusively for the RICHMOND SALES CO. by

The M^Crum-Howell Co.
Park Ave. and 41st St., New York

Five Factories: Two at Uniontown, Pa.—One at Norwich, Conn.
One at Racine, Wis.---One at Chicago, 111.

MANUFACTURERS OF "RICHMOND" Boilers and Radiators'
"RICHMOND" Enameled Ware, Bath Tubs, Sinks, Lavatories'
"RICHMOND" Suds Makers. "RlCHMOND"Concealed Transom
Lifts, and "RICHMOND" Stationary Vacuum Cleaning Systems

Inquiries regarding built-in-the-house Vacuum Cleaning systems should

be addressed to The McCrum-Howell Co., New York and Chicago.

Limited Offer
The Dollar Offer is limited. It is

made to show our unbounded con-
fidence in the 'Richmond*
But by its very liberality, it is

bound to swamp the factory. And
when the limit of factory output is

reached, the offer must be withdrawn.
So send the coupon today while

the opportunity is still yours 1 Don't
wait. Do it NOW.

THE RICHMOND SALES CO.
Dcpt. 49. 160 Broadway, New York

DOLLAR COUPON-
THE RICHMOND SALES CO., Dept. 49, 160 Broadway, N. Y. City

I hereby order one "Richmond" Suction Cleaner, complete with the following

attachments: i Hose Attachment Shoe; i 12-ft. covered Suction Hose; 1 Book and
Wall Brush; 1 10-in. Drapery Tool; 1 3-in. Suction Tool; 1 Felt-Faced Floor Tool;

1 Adjustable Wall Brush; 1 30-ft. Electrical Cord; 1 Complete Hair Drying Attach-

ment—for which I agree to pay to your order, $1.00 herewith, and S6.00 on the first

day of each of the next 12 consecutive months. Title to be given me when full

amount is paid.

Name

Address.
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325,000 Escape
Curse of Deafness

Little Invisible Sound Transmitter
Does Wonders for the Deaf

Nearly half a million victims of Deafness have escaped
from the Prison of Silence.
How did they do it?

By the use of a marvelous little Sound Transmitter,
made of Vibratory Rubber.
Nobody but a de^f man would have had the infinite

patience and dogged determination to study and experi-
ment for years—to perfect the tiny Transmitter. That
deaf man was Geo. H. Wilson.

Today he can hear as well as anyone, and is almost

idolized by the thousands who owe to his

genius their escape from deafness. Even
after Mr. Wilson had mastered the laws
of sound transmission, the problem was
far from solved. He must make the

Transmitter out of something exceed- >v p

ingly soft and light, yet posessing great ypV

vibratory power. The
use of metal was imposs-
ible in so delicate a de-

vice. Ordinary rubber
did not possess the nec-

essary vibratory quali-

ties. Mr. Wilson began
experiments with rubber
and finally succeeded in

producing what is known as Vibratory^ ^
Rubber. fc'C

This made it possible to perfect the 9 o

Sound Transmitter which is commonly known
as the Wilson Ear Drum. Do not confuse

this device with the speaking tubes or ear

trumpets, or the complicated and expensive
portable telephones which make the wearer look con-
spicuous and feel ridiculous. The Wilson Sound Trans-
mitter or ear drum is so small that it rests completely
out of sight in the ear holes.

So soft and comfortable that the wearer for jets all

about it. So mcgic 1 in its results that it makes the deaf
he r distinctly, and instantly. So many deaf people have
written to Mr. Wilson for information in reg rd to the
Sound Transmitter that he has written a little book about
it. And just to make the story complete, he has put in
several hundred letters from people of every station in
life who are ming his Sound Transmitters.

Copies of this facinatingly interesting book are now being
mailed. If you wifh one, simply write a post card im-
mediately to the Wilson Ear Drum Co., 106 Todd Bldg.,
Louisville, Ky. (9)

Body and Brain Periection

DR. MORAS has written
a Commonsense Book on
Autology, and by so doing
placed the Standard of the

Creed of Health Farther to the Front than any man who has
lived for a thousand years—Elbert Hubbard. So you may
s~e for yourself. Send for FREE "Guide to Autology." Ad-
dress E. R. MORAS, M.D., Dept. 12, Highland Park, 111.

"CURE YOURSELF
BY ELECTRICITY"

New Book— Illustrated from Life—

Sent FREE to all who write.

Write to-day for our new Free Book— "Cure Yourself by
Electricity "-Illustrated with photos from life. Shows bow the

New Home Batteries cure lihcuinutism, Neuralgia I,mnboco.
Headache, Insomnia, Constipation and all nerve affectionsland

diseases arising from sluggish circulation; also how th. y attora

electric baths and beauty massage without cost at home.

THIS
BATTERY!

Every Home Should Have a Home Battery.

We send our batteries without a cent in advance (prices H.95 and
up) and allow 10 DAYS' FliEE TRIAL. Write for our Book.

DETROIT MEDICAL BATTERY CO.,
1199 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

For Father, Son,
Brother, Uncle,

Nephew or Grandpa
.00 Safety Razor for Only 97 Cents

Beautiful silver plated, with
stropper, handle and holder, a
full set of Grains' Celebrated
Wafer Blades, all in a hand-
some lined leather case, just

like the high grade $5.00 out-

fits sold in stores. Remember
this Special Advertising Offer

is for a short time only in order
to introduce in every city, town

and hamlet in the United States.

All you need to do is to refer to this ad, enclosing

ninety-seven cents, with your name and full ad-

dress and the complete Grains' Safety Outfit exactly as

described will be sent at once fully prepaid.

New Way

L. C. GRAINS COMPANY
184 Pulsifer Bldg. Chicago, 111.

cmco-omo
TOOTH PASTE

AND

TOOTH POWDER
are improvements in dentifrice making as they contain charcoal, a natural absorbent, which will take up
and carry away the acids and decayed matter which destroy the teeth. CHARCO-DENTO has every
ingredient necessary to clean, preserve and beautify teeth and heal and harden gums. Your druggist has
it or can order it for you. Price 25c in paste or powder form. Send 10c for a month's supply and
booklet. GOE & CO., 1 GOLANE BUILDING, RIDGEWOOD, N. J.

CHARCO-DENTO will remove tobacco and all other stains from the teeth
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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NEW INVENTION.
NO MORE U/ASH DAY!
NEW METHOD OF CLEANING CLOTHES
Cleans Family "Wash in 30 to 50 Minutes—Wom-

an's Hardest Work Made Easy—No Rubbing,
No Motors, No Chemicals.

NOT A WASHING MACHINE
Does in One Operation the Work of Wash Board, Washing

Machine and Wash Boiler.

<2FF HOW ^IMPI F—DIFFERENT, EASY. Put
OLaLj HVYT OllllLiLi on any stove—add water,
then soap, then clothes—move knob occasionally. In 5

to 8 minutes first batch clean—next batch same way, same water

—

in 30 to 50 minutes family wash clean. No labor, no injury
to clothes.

Cleans woolens, flannels,
blankets, or colored clothes, as
well as white goods, finest laces,

curtains, bed clothes. Saves time,
fuel, labor.
EASF WAY in 30 to 50

minutes cleans washing
which before took entire day.
All metal, strong, durable, sanitary,

light in weight. Easily used, cleaned,
handled—always ready. Child or
weakly woman can use it. Saves
wash day drudgery.

Users Praise "Easy Way"
. J. McGee, Tenn., writes:

—

"One young lady cleaned day's wash-
ing in one hour with Easy Way

—

another in 45 minutes." Mrs. T.
Bullen, Canada, writes:—"I
washed bedding, heavy quilts, cur-

tains, etc., without rubbing." Lau-
retta Mitchell, O., writes:

—

"Done a big washing in 45 minutes

—

sold 3 already." A. D. Poppleton, N. Y., "Gives perfect
satisfaction. Washed bed quilts, greasy overalls and fine clothes.

Greatest thing on earth." F. E. Post, Ga., writes:

—

TV/0 WEEKS WASHING IN 45 MINUTES
Clothes cleaned without rubbing." J. H. Barrett, Ark.,
after ordering 38 Easy Ways says:

—"You have the grandest in-

vention I ever heard of." J.W. Myers, Ga., says:
—"Find

check for 12 Easy Ways. Greatest invention to womanhood, for-

ever abolishing miserable wash day. Sells itself."

AGENTS GETTING RICH
R. 0. Brown, N. Y., placed 13 in 6 honrs—(profit 539.00) Mrs. J. Crown

sold 10 in 3 days—(profit $30.00.) K. J. Bleuns, O., writes: "Made 7 calls,
sold 5 one da.v,"— (profit $15.00.) R. H. Lattimore. Pa., writes: "Sold 4 this
morning. Never yet turned down." A. G. Witt, Pa., "Received Easy Way
yesterday; sold 4 today—not out for orders." Mrs. Gerrish, Mont., ordered
sample, then one dozen, then 100—(profit over S300.00) Just made one ship-
ment 1000 Easy Ways to Russian agent. K. Boucher, Mass., orders 75
more, says: "Everybody wants one, best business I ever had-" A. 8.
Territt, La., sold 8 in one day—(profit $24.00.) So it goes. A Money Land*
slide.

FREE SAMPLE TO ACTIVE AGENTS
We want managers, agents, men or women, home or traveling, all or par*

time, to show, take orders and appoint agents. Kasy Way new article, not
worked to death. Best seller out. Every family wants one. People glad
to see it demonstrated; buy without being asked, and throw away costly
washing machines to use it. Only 2 sales a day means $36,00 a week
profit. Price only $6.00. Ready for use. Sent anywhere. Not sold in
stores. Order one for your own use. YOUR MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT
SATISFACTORY. Send for Free Sample offer, special agents" proposition,
etc. Costs nothing to investigate. Send name and address anyway for full
description. Write today. HARRISON MFG. CO.

1473 Harrison Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Geisha Diamonds
THE LATEST SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY

Brigrht, sparkling-, beautiful. For brilliancy
they equal the g-enuine, standing- all tests and
puzzle experts. One twentieth the expense.
Sent free with privilege o f examination. For
particulars, prices, etc., address

THE R. GREGG MFG. & IMPT. CO.

Dept. 18, 617 W. Jackson Bonl. CHICAGO, ILL.

3 Years to Pay For the Splendid

Meister Piano
Guaranteed for 10 Years

Price $175

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
IN YOUR OWN HOME

No Cash Payments Down.
No Interest. No Extras.

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
Handsome Stool and Scarf free

$1 a Week. $5 a month.
Just to prove to you the splendid worth of this

MEISTER piano let us send it to you on thirty
days' free trial. It won't cost you a penny or a
moment of bother. First, send for our beautifully
illustrated MEISTER catalog and see how the
Meister is made and the materials used in its con-
struction. Read therein the testimony of delighted
owners. Select the style you like and send in your
order. We'll do the rest. The piano will be shipped
to you promptly, freight prepaid, no master where
you live. Try it a month at our expense. You will
be under no obligation until you decide to buy.
Then you may tawefull advantage of our easy pay-
ment plan which makes it easy for any man of
modest income to own this famous instrument. If

you don't find it to be precisely as we have repre-
sented—then we'll take it back after the month's
free trial and it hasn't cost you a cent.

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU—We
deal only with the people direct and sell more
pianos than any other firm in the world. We are
sole makers of the MEISTER piaro. It is produced
in our own magnificently equipped factories and
sold direct from the factory to you minus the us-
ual profits of jobber, retailer and special sales-

man. There is only one smrll profit and that is

ours. We were obliged to secure extra factory fa-

cilities this year because of an enormously increas-
ed demand and we are doing the finest work in the
history of piano making.
WE WILL SEND THIS PIANO TO ANY HOME

IN AMERICA ON A THIRTY DAYS FREE TRIAL,
or any one of the other four styles some of which
are very elaborate and beautiful. Send for the
catalog today. A post card will bring it.

THE MEISTER PIANO COMPANY.
ROTHSCHILD & COMPANY. SOLE OWNERS

State, Van Buren nnd Wabash Ave. Dept 20 A, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE

EYE COMFORT
System of Indirect Illumination

The Great Success for

Lighting Interiors

One of the notable recent successes in the lighting
field is that of the EYE COMFORT SYSTEM of
indirect illumination. By the use of this system
it is possiole to receive an even distribution
of light which is reflected from the ceiling. This
source of light is entirely out of view; as a result
the eyes are protected from the intensity of
illuminant.

Thousands of these installations are being made
in residences, offices, hotels, restaurants, churches,
clubs, hospitals, etc., etc.

Illuminating Engineering Advice Free
Write our Engineering Department your diffi-

culties about your lighting problems and they will
solve them free of cost.

We Sell Through the
Electrical Trade Only

If your dealer does not handle, send to us for
booklets and full information.

Lighting units of sufficient efficiencv to make
Indirect Illumination a success, are only possible
by combining with the Mazda (tungsten lamps)
the reflectors of greatest efficiency, especially de-
signed for the purpose by the

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO.
257 Jackson Boulevard CHICAGO

The Perfect
Electric

Washer
Built to Wash the
Woman's Way
Investigation of the

Perfect hlectric Washing
Machine will show that

it is the ultimate result

of five years experiment-
ing. Every fault that
has accompanied all other
electric machines of this

kind has been eliminat-

ed. This machine is ab-
solutely safe, all mechan-
ical parts being enclosed.

Its mechanical construc-
tion is such that the
greatest amount of work
is secured from the low-
est cost of operation. It

is durable, practical and
superior to all other washing machines in ease of operation.

The gearing used is simple and unique as well as noiseless.

The lid can be raised at any time without turning off the

power—simply moving a clutch. It is not necessary to stop

the machine. Wringer attachment is entirely new
and the smallest articles of clothing can and will
not wrap around the rollers.

GAS ENGINE WASHER
We also furnish gas engine attachment for customers not

having current available.

DEALERS, CENTRAL STATIONS AND JOBBERS
write immediately for our prices.

THOMPSON BROS.
815 Second Nat'l Bank Bldg. Cincinnati, O.

1/ 1 . Direct and Alternating
/ AND / v

*

! 8 Current Motors

VARIABLE SPEED - SINGLE PHASE

MOTORS TH/VT WILL
ABSOLUTELY NOT HEAT

"The Barnes Motors" are especially
adapted for Washing Machines,
Vacuum Cleaners, Air Purifiers,
Ventilating Devices, Coffee Mills, M< at
Choppers, Printing Presses, e'e, etc.

—Deutaland Medical work a specialty.
Positively the best motor for use
where motor driven work is nee ssary
— greatest power, highest efficiency.

We want Reliable Agents everywhere
—write at once for prices and catalog.

Let us figure on your requirements.

BARNES MFG. CO., SUSQUEHANNA, PA.

ELECTRIC CO.
Manufacturers of

APPARATUS ELECTROTHERAPEUTICAL
Our line includes the highest quality of

X-Ray Apparatus High Frequency Apparatus
Therapeutic Lamps Sinusoidal Apparatus
Giant Eye Magnets Diagnostic Lamps
Wall Plates Air Compressors

Cautery Transformers Bone Surgery Outfits
Electric Sterilizers Vibrators
Air Heaters Faradic Coils

Correspondence^ Physicians and Surgeons and Hospitals solicited.

55-61 Market Street, CHICAGO
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HI I

Electric Plants
for

Farms, Hotels, Factories, Etc.

Every suburban home, farm, factory, hotel,

etc., not reached by a public lighting station

can now have, at a small expense, all the ad-
vantages of electricity which are enjoyed by
city inhabitants.

This Company has designed small electric

lighting plants, that are inexpensive, require
small space, can be set up and operated by
anyone and give an absolutely dependable and
continuous service—day or night. Plants
are furnished for

$400 and Upwards
A complete plant consists of a small Gas Engine, Dynamo, Storage Battery and Switchboard.

It is only necessary to run the engine a few hours occasionally to charge the battery; the battery furnishing
current at all other times. Small motors for various industrial and household purposes can also be
operated with these plants.

The storage battery used is the *j£kIortde ^CetCIHuIator". This battery is exactly the same type
of battery as is used by the large^eleetric lighting companies, railways, telephone and telegraph companies, etc.

If you are interested, write out nearest sales office for our book "How to Have Your Own Electric

lighting Plant," state the number of lights you wish to install, and let us show you how easily and cheaply
you can have an electric lighting plant. If you are an electrical dealer, send for our special dealers proposition.

TheElectricStoraceBatteryCo.
1889 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1910
Hew York Boston Chicago St. Louis Cleveland Atlanta Denver Detroit San FrancUeo Toronto

Motors for all Purposes— 1-20 to 1-2 H. P. Single Phase
Holtzer-Cabot Motors are made for all kinds of purposes—washing machines,

vacuum cleaners, adding machines, ozone machines. Any mechanical appliance
requiring motors from 1-20 to 1-2 H. P. are absolutely perfect when carrying

Holtzer-Cabot Motors
We make a specialty of single phase alternating current motors and build

them from manufacturers' designs and on specifications.

Absolutely perfect in workmanship and electrical design.

We will send you our catalogue 330-D immediately for the asking.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.^
621 Albany St., Boston, Mass. 6161-65 S. State St., Chicago.Tllf

Only RELIABLE AGENTS
WANTED TO SELL THE

"Bee" Suction Cleaner
Because we claim only the TRUTH. Price, complete

with all attachments, $60.00. Weight, only 20 lfes. No
jar or vibration. Runs on either current without adjust-

ment. Best work with the least effort and guaranteed.

BEE SALES COMPANY, 12-14 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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Let Us Mail You Some Samples
If you will simply send us your name and address, we will mail some samples of

the Star Screw Anchor free of all cost to you. We want you to know
the advantages of this wonderful time, labor and cost saving device for

attaching electrical and other fixtures to walls of tile, brick, stone, etc.,

and name of dealer in your city from whom they may be purchased.

f\ F»OSTAL RIGHT NO \A7R I CI H T
R EXF»/\INSIOIN BOLT CO.
Catalogue Dept. 10, 147 Cedar St., NEW YORK

Our Drill Press No. 23
will be found an exceedingly useful

and convenient tool for light work.
The frame is made of steel and iron

japanned. The feed is supplied by
a compound lever, which is conve-

nient, sensitive and effective. The
chuck holds drills from to § of an
inch. The distance from chuck to

table with sliding frame at highest

point is 6^ inches Weight 8| pounds.
Price each $3.50.

.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE-

Millers Falls Co., 28 Warren St., New York, N. Y.
(5)

HESSMWlLOCKER
*T^HE only modern Sanitary Steel Medicine
* Cabinet or Locker. Handsome beveled

mirror aoor. Snow white, everlasting enamel,
inside and out.

FOR YOUR BATHROOM
Costs less than wood and is better.

Should be in every bathroom. Is dust, germ and
vermin proof and easily cleaned with warm water.

Made in tour styles and three sizes. Price $7.00
and up.

Send for illustrated circular.

HESS, 912 L Tacoma Bid., Chicago

Makers of the Hess Steel Furnace
Sold on approval. Free Booklet

MAKE MONEY TATTOOING WITH AN

Electric Tattooing Machine

This machine can be operated on any 5-volt battery circuit (four
or five dry cells give plenty of current) and anyone can become
an expert at the art by using my machine and methods.
Write today now for particulars and information regarding

this money-making proposition.

J. F. BARBER, 1019 VINE STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO

EVERYWHERE ON WE GLOBE, ON
LAND AND ON SHIPS, WILL BE FOUND

Klein Tools

WHY?

QUALITY
COUNTS

Send 3 cts. in stamps for
Mailing Catalog.

Mathias Klein & Sons

Station U-3, Chicago, III.

IT WINDS ITSELF
YOU CAN BE

ON TIME
WITH ONE OF OUR

SELF WINDING CLOCKS

FOR HOME AND OFFICE

SEND FOR LITERATURE

IMPERIAL CLOCK CO., GRANITE CITY, ILL.

Sehug Electrical Specialties
Spark Coils, Spark Plugs,

Storage Batteries, Electric

Lighting outfits.

BEST BY EVERT TEST
Send 4c postage for our il-

ustrated catalog ; free to deal-

ers. Write us today.

SCHUGELECTRICMFG.CO.
Detroit, Mich. "Dept. W."

30 DAYS FRKK TRIAL
ORDKR TODAY

The Waage Electric Soldering Tool is absolutely the most perfect Soldering Iron made, "it stands up all the time,'

"doesn't bum out," does everything that any soldering iron will do and more besides. Lowest cost of operation. The direct heat

application method together with the new heat unit construction makes it the most economical Iron manufactured—save its cost in

30 days. Heat where it is needed at the point. Consumes 40% less current than other irons—The price less than others

—

AGENTS WANTED NOW. Sead at once for prices—better send for an iron today—now.

ILLINOIS APPLIANCE CO., 611 Crilly Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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1900
Dry Battery
for Wireless Tele-
phone and Tele-
graph* experimental and
research work, has proven
itself to be the best dry-

battery you can possibly
purchase because of its
high electro-motive force as

well as its great efficiency—both of these

features being necessary when battery current is

required to produce satisfactory results.

The Known Quality
of the 1900 dry cells also recommends its

automobiles, motor boats and all applications

gas engine ignition.

Write today for our catalog arid circular which
gives full information and particulars.

ty Juse for ^J
as of ^^^s

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

General Sales Office:—128 West Jackson Blvd.. CHICAGO

We Will Send You TO 1717
THIS ENGINE t KiLiL

FOR 30 DAYS
so you can test it out and
prove to yourself it's the
best little all-around gas-
oline engine ever pro-
duced. It is adapted tor
all uses in Shop, Farm
and Home. We ship com-
plete—all set up and con-
nected—ready for use.
It's so simple a woman
can run it—simply fill in
the gasoline—give it a
turn and away it goes.

Thompson Gasoline Engines
are built on correct lines. Piston and rings are of special design, like
those in the finestmotor car engines. Let us send you free book and
tell you all about our wonderful 30-Day Free Trial Offer. Write today.

J. THOMPSON & SONS MANUFACTURING CO.
41 Oak Street,. BELOIT, WIS.

"Thfl StrplinffPr" For more than 12 years "THE
I nB Olreiinger STRELINGER," the old re-

liable 4-cycle Marine Motor, has stood
for the best in Marine Gasoline En-
gines. The Most Reliable, Durable and
Economical Marine Motor made. Jan-
uary, 1910, we purchased the United
Manufacturing Co.'s Plant and will con-
tinue the manufacture of the "Little
Giant" 2-Cycle Marine Motors. We can
furnish you engines from 1 l-2io60 !.P.
Agents wanted. The StreiingerMarine Engine Co.,
171-175 Woodbrldge St. ,W.,E. Detroit, Hlich.,P.S. A.

Electric Light
Complete 50 Light

Outfit for $500.00

including FAIRBANKS-MORSE Special Electric Engine
and Dynamo, Storage Battery and Switchboard, fixtures

and Tungsten Lamps.

This outfit will operate as steady and reliably as a city

plant. It offers a re'ief from the dirt, danger and un-

sanitary conditions arising from old methods of illumina-

tion, and gives an economical light that is both safe, con-
venient and healthful; in fact, there is no substitute for

the soft, white light diffused by Tungsten Lamps; it is

even said to rival day light.

Same engine can be used for operating pumping plant

or other machinery. Engine operates on gas, gasoline,

kerosene or distillate.

Larger plants in proportion up to 500 H. P.

Mention this publication and send for descriptive cata-

log No. 1163 CB.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
481 Wabash Ave. Chicago, HI.

CUT DOWN YOUR

MOTOR-BOAT EXPENSE
And add to your boating pleasure.

You can do it easily and surely. Just
get rid of that old time-killing, money-
wasting, rattle-trap of a motor and
install a

PERFECTION ENGINE
Simple, efficient, thoroughly reliable and wonderfully durable*
Easy to start and to run. So accurately built, it can't get out o 1

order. No money wasted on repairs: saves on fuel and oil every day.
Write us today for our handsome engine book, proof of perfec-

tion, economy and other valuable information of vital interest to
every boat owner.

THE CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
22 Amsterdam Avenue DETROIT. MICHIGAN

GRAY MOTOR CO.,

H.R STATIONARY JT™
GASOLINE ENGINE $76

ForFarmwork, Irrigation

or Pumping, Factory use

and Electric Lighting.
3 to 20 h.p.—perfectly governed
—guaranteed by a responsible
firm. Write for full description.

128 Leib St.. DETROIT. MICH.

Do You Want Electric Light or Power for
Your Country Home or Farm?

If you are out of reach of central station current and wish to
install a gas engine electric outfit, either with or without storage
battery, write for our Handbook, here illustrated. Alamo Elec-
tric outfits are standard. Our prices are as low as consistent
with high-grade machines suitable for permanent installations.
Investigate our proposition, it places you under no obligation.

THE ALAMO MANUFACTURING CO., 73 South St., Hillsdale, Mich.
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Murdock Wireless Apparatus

What Everybody Knows
is that without a good detector, wireless is a failure. Wo offer

to experimenters

A Guaranteed Silicon Detector
protected by patent and positively the best manufactured.
need the guaranteed, genuine silicon.

Wireless Sets for Schools and Colleges

1A/7VY. J. MURDOCK GO.

You

162 Minna St.

SAN FRANCISCO
50 Carter St.

CHELSEA, MASS.
221 S. Clinton St.

CHICAGO

SECONDARY "UNITS"

MM Been having trouble winding your
Secondary for your Induction Coil or
Transformer? Why not put your worries
on our shoulders? The winding is not a
WORRY to us, as we have the equipment,
and winding coils is a part of our BUSI-
NESS.

Our Secondary "UNITS" are wood
spool sections wound, parafined, etc., and
all ready to connect up. You can buy a
spool at a time or as many as you want,
and they will cost you but little more than
the wire alone.

Send 2-cent stamp for our large cat-

alogue which tells all about it and many
other things "WIRELESS" besides

Dawson & Winger Electric Co.

429 Dearborn Street: Chicago, 111.

Superb for Wireless
The Best Tele-

graphic Transmit-

ter in the World.

jMore MECO-
GfeAPHS are in

use than all other

automatic trans-
mitters combined.

BECAUSE—
Over 6o percent more movements required to send on a Morse

key than on a MECOGRAPH.
Holds best records for speed and long distance sending. ;

All expert telegraphers and all bonus men use sending machines.
Operators everywhere are improving their efficiency by adopting

the use of the MECOGRAPH. Fall in line now. Eliminates
glass arm.

Price $7.50. A"» «£• ,'• "J*
«*?

Carrying Case $1.00 extra

V\ N. Y. Agent, D. A. MAHONEY,

Free Catalogue

Rooms 90-91, No. 50 Broadway

Sign and Mail Us Coupon for Our

MECOGRAPH
321 Frankfort Ave,

CLEVELAND. O.

ENAMEL
INSULATED

MAGNET
WIRE

ENAMEL WIRE is supplanting: silk and cotton covered because
The Insulation is better, because It requires less space, because

Itis cheaper.

FEVAL WIRE has a dielectric strength in excess of 75 volts

per .OOOli nch ofi nsulation. The evenly distributed enamel
covering: adheres tenaciously yeti s resistant and elastic, never

cracking. No change at400° to 500° F. Allsizes, Nos. 16 to 40.

MANUFACTURERS: We have an attractive contract proposal

to offer covering your requirements for 12 months.

INDIVIDUALS: We will furnish small quantities for spark

coils and magnets.

FEVAL ENAMEL INSULATED WIRE CO
129 N. Curtis Street CHICAGO

WIRELESS

TELEGRAPHY

We have published a Manual of Wireless

Telegraphy, describing the art and the best

known methods of erecting stations for both

short and long lines. This 80 page Manual

No. IE will be mailed on application.

Catalogue No 24B 1 80 pages of general

electrical supplies mailed on request.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.,
New York,

17 Park Place
Chicago,

188 Fifth Ave.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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"BROOKLYN WIRELESS"
Mark of Quality

Send stamp for new catalog: and
Wireless Book

LATEST SPECIAL FROM THE HOME OF THE BARGAIN. "BWAENCO."
"Mark of Merit." "Watch this Space." $1.50 "Double Slide Tuning
Coil" $1.50. "None Better or Neat.r on the Market."
"OUR GUARANTEE"—Money cheerfully refunded if not absolutely satisfactory.
AUTO COHERER OUTFIT $1.50 Cornplete. Consisting of one 75 Ohm Re-
ceiver S.P. One bottle Mercury or Quicksilver, one bottle Carbon and Graphite,
one bottle of fine polished Carborundum Grains and Graphite Mixture, one Iron
and one Carbon Arm.

No. 14 B & S Gauge Bare Copper Wire, per lb. 9 .40
"22 " ' "

.45"8 " " Helix Aluminum " "

.50
V - 14 " " Aerial " " "

.50
*' 22 " " Enamelled .50
" 24 " " " " "

.60
.. 26

.. .. .. .. it .

?0

BROOKLYN WIRELESS CO., Inc., Mf'g Inventors, 766 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PERMANENT MAGNETS
MADE TO ORDER

Tungsten or Manganese Steel
Write for quotations sending drawing and specifying

quantity wanted.

HERCULES ELECTRIC CO.
Indianapolis Indiana

XMAS SPECIAL
Our T. A. T. 2800 ohm set, with gold
plated diaphragms, and sterling
plated bobbins, complete, only f8,75.
One of the most sensitive, lightest in

weight, best and neatest made re-
ceivers on the market today. We
guarantee them. Money refunded if

not absolutely satisfied. Send for
catalog. C. BRANDES, 111 BROAD-
WAY, NEW YORK.

THE TIA/O EXTRE/V1ES
What kind of wireless apparatus are you buying? Are you allowing yourself to be tempted by low prices

and paying good money for goods which are not worth the express charges you pay on them? Perhaps you are
a little wiser and are paying the highest prices so as to be sure not to be "buncoed." Why not strike a medium
and send for our catalogue showing a line of goods which are of the RIGHT price and even BETTER qualityV
Every instrument sent out by us is backed by our guarantee to give PERFECT SATISFACTION.

Cut shows our new improved variable condenser mounted in fancy quartered oak case. Has 9 ALUffllNTJIlI

plates spaced very closely. Plates slide with great ease. Will increase range 50 per cent.
Send 3c in Stamps at onee for Our Large Catalogue.

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC NOV. AND MFG. CO
BRANCH, BILOXI, MISS. , £46 NINTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y;

WIRELESS FIENQS ATTENTION
to our special sale on all wireless goods especially Spark Coils. 3-inch Spark Coil, will send 25 miles, $10.00. i^-inch Spark Coil
only $5.50. f-mch'Spark Coil only $3.75. Tuning Coil, double slide, wound with enameled wire, will tune up to 1500 metres,
$2.25. Single slide Coil $1.75. Fixed Condenser for receiving 6oc. Leyden Jars J-pin^ size 50c. Tinfoil, best made, 25c. per lb.

Wireless Receivers 1000 ohms, nickel plated leather headband and cords $4.50. . Enameled wire No. 20 60c. per lb. Aluminum
wire 05c. per lb. Write enclosing 2c stamp for our catalogue on wireless goods. Chicago* boys are invited to examine our large
stock of wireless goods and see our station.

,KENU/OOD WIRELESS SUPPLY CO,
812 E. -4-<5 St. Chicago, 111*

WIRELESS APPARATUS
Our Wireless Goods are the best on the market, and are

guaranteed to work. Our instruments are made of the finest

materials, and are sold at present at a price within the reach
of every experimenter. Send 2c stamp for our large catalogue
which contains a full list ot Wireless Instruments, Novelties
and Electrical Goods, and also a great deal of Wireless infor-

formation for the Wireless experimenter.

The I. W. T. Wireless Co., 726| Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

AGENTS FPcU^s
18350- FRAMES 15C. SHEET

lc. STEREOSCOPES 25c.
VIEWS 1c. 30 Days' Credit. Samples and Catalogue Free.

CONSOLIDATED PORT RAIT, Dcpt. 1 408, 1 027 W. Adams St..Chicago

NEW WIRELESS WONDER
Aero-Field Receiving Outfit. Weight only 4 oz.

Receives up to 75 miles. The Wireless Sensa-
tion of the year. Consists of 1000 Ohm, receiver
and attachments all assembled on regular size

leather insulated head band. Price $4.00 (not
including light field aerial). A wonderfulinstru-
ment at a wonderful price. Boy scouts and all

requiring light outfits send 2c for description of
the Aero and catalogue. Etheric Electric Co., Salesrooms and Fac-
tories, 278 Lenox Ave., our. 124th St., 71 Barclay St., New York, N. Y.

Before

You Buy a VACUUM CLEANER
„H.,iauTHE THURMAN £**J?.^J^°—
General Compressed Air & Vacuum Machy.

Anything Electrical or Wireless
Send 4c stamp for our New Big 200-page Catalogue.

Twenty large sections of wireless and electrical goods.

This catalogue contains 70 pages of wireless instruments for private and
commercial installation and for the experimenter.

Our $19.00 receiving outfit which includes the celebrated Ferron Detector,

No. 6057 Tuning Coil, wound with bare copper wire, and by a special method
protected by patent, Tubular Condenser and 2000 ohm Western Electric head
set—has a proven, demonstrated range exceeding 700 miles. Unquestionably

the finest wireless set before the public for the price.

J. J. DUCK, 428 St. Clair St., TOLEDO, OHIO
Ferron Detector, $5.00

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electrical Experimental Outfit for $5.00
With blue prints,

1. Generator-weight five pounds, h;

2. Polorized Interuptor Set.

3. Three Bar Magnetic Set.

4. Ten Brass Binding Posts.

5. Polorized Ringer Set.

6. Three Pounds Iron Core.

7. Magnet Wire for Spark Coil.

8. Compass and Iron Filings.

9. Induction Coil and Interupter.

instruction sheets and all goods mentioned in the coupon

bronze bearings, brass gear driv

10. Two Pair Electro-Magnets.

11. Solenoid Magnet.

12. Relay for Signal.

13. Solenoid Ball Set.

14. Two Small Lamps.
15. Large 110-Volt Lamp for

Generator.

16. Three Lamp Sockets.

e, silk wound armature and handle.

17. Material for making bell trans-
former.

18. Raw material such as sheets
fibre , brass tube , rod and sheet

,

rubber, contacts, and shellac,
mica and tin foil.

19. Three stamped envelopes ad-
dressed to our instructor.

20. All goods listed in coupon.

Free Auto Transformer
CUT OUT THIS COUPON and send it with your order and we will send you free,

a 250-page electrical instruction book, six blue prints of things you can do

with our outfit, and an unassembled auto transformer. Send order NOW.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SALVAGE CO.

\22k So. Washtenaw Ave., Chicago, III.

SPECIAL

$1.00
The Famous Pocket two-cell Esram Tungsten Lamp complete,
postpaid to any address for the small sum of $1.00. Three-cell
Tungsten Lamps, postpaid for 35 Cents. Three-cell Esram
Tungsten Lamp, postpaid for 35 cents. Complete Pocket Lamp,
postpaid for 45 Cents. 4 1-2 Volt Lamp and Socket, postpaid
for 25 cents. We can save you money on all the wireless tele-

graph and electrical supplies. Send for Our Free Catalogue.
The Famous 815.00 Transformer for $8.00. Get it and compare

with any other that your friends may have. A double pole, single
throw switch, porcelain base,
regular price 35 cents, this
month, postpaid for 25 cts.
Our Double Pole Wireless
Receivers, special this
month, complete with head-
band and cord, postpaid,
for $4.00. We allow 10
per cent discount on our
catalogue price on all goods
bought before December

1st, 1910. We want to show you our goods and the promptness of
shipping orders. Take the advantage of the 10 per cent
discount. We urge you. Money refunded if you are not
satisfied with the goods.

Write today for our Free, Free, Free Catalogw

WOODS ALLIS COMPANY, Inc.

24 Exchange Street BOSTON, MASS.

Electric Toaster
Attach to any Electric Lamp socket and use

it on the table.

Toasts one slice of bread per minute. Costs
1-12 of a cent per slice. Handsome and durable.

Brings comfort into your
home. Always have fresh

hot toast. Complete with

attaching cord and plug

$2.75 express prepaid.

ELECTRIC
TOASTER
COMPANY

»2 Brash St. , Detroit, U. 8. A.

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC

WASHER
Is the simplest machine to

operate you can possibly im-
agine, as all parts are very

accessible.

We guarantee this machine
to be the most substantial in

construction, and by far the

most convenient for its user.

Send to day for our booklet of information.

Automatic Electric Washer Co., - Newton, la.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A Live Boy's Choice for Christmas

THORDARSON'S TOY TRANSFORMERS
Attach to any alternating current lamp socket and have a miniature Power Plant of your own. Oper-

ates any class of electrical toys, rings bells, lights small lamps and does any of the dozens of things you
want to do. Indestructible. Besides the fun you get you learn the fundamental working principles of
electricity—no more battery trouble. Show this to your father.

Write us for descriptive circular

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Company
220 So. Jefferson St., Chicago

ELECTRICAL TOYS M BOYS
SOME CHRISTMAS j SCIENTIFIC ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES

SUGGESTIONS \ Practical, Complete, Durable, Harmless
"pVERY boy in the country can easily own a railroad.^ Costs little and pays big dividends in fun. Our
Models of Locomotives, Trains, Trolley Cars, Dyna-
mos, Lamps, etc* are practicable and durable in-

ventions. Equipped with dry batteries, no acids or
liquids used, perfectly safe and harmless. Electrical

toys instruct as well as amuse.

Catalog B, fully illustrated, quoting low prices—SENT FREE.

m CARLISLE ft FINCH &
264 E. Clifton Are., Cinoinaati, Ohio

Largest Manufacturers Electrical Novelties in the World*

Price

$5.50

New Toy Motors For Boys
WITH ALL THE LATEST IMPROVEMENTS

WOUND FOR 110 VOLTS BOTH ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT
No more trouble or expense with batteries. Simply use an attachment cord connected to any lamp

socket. The best motors made for operating mechanical toys, models, advertising devices, 8-inch fan
blades, etc- No boy's experimental laboratory complete without one of these motors. Exact reprodU0-
tions of large commercial motors beautifully finished in black enamel; brass parts polished.

TYPE C. 1-30 H. P. WEIGHS 2 1-4 LBS. $3.50
D. 1-25 " "

3 " 4.50
M M. 1-15 " " 4 " 5.50

Type C, and D have field ring made in one piece. Type M. has laminated field and armature built of
the best grade of electric sheet steel, 3-16-inch self-adjusting carbon brushes, mica insulated commuta-
tor, long bronze bearings, brass oilers, large brass pulley and brass terminals. This is the most
efficient small motor on the market. Positively will not run hot.

Special for the Electrical Student—These motors complete, in parts, ready to assemble, with blue
prints: Type C. $2. Type D. $2.50, Type M. $4.00 Special offer for a limited time only. A chance for

the ambitious boy to perform numerous experiments to which he can point with pride aid say: "I did it."

Send Express or P. O. Money Order

JOSEPH WEIDENHOFF, Manufacturer of Electrical Specialties, 1215 SOUTH ASHLAND AVENUE, CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Is it a

MATTER
of

COST?
By using

AMERICAN
ENAMELED
MAGNET
WIRE
You can

get the same
results for

25% "50%
LESS MONEY

And you get better wire and better service

Ask for BULLETIN 311

merican Electric
fuse Co.

Comparative
Enamel and

Space Occupied by
Fabric Insulations.

Dept. W, Muskegon, Mich.

It Pays
To Use
This
Battery
JT is necessary to have

a DEPENDABLE Dry
Cell in all ignition work
and the

ROCK ISLAND
gives the spark needed to

insure greatest satisfac-

tion. Best for all purposes.

Price 25 Cents

Write today for Battery

Booklet N. " Best on

Every Test."

The Rock Island

Winton Place Station

Battery Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio

^i'l?CTn\ HOD it D fk TFTTG Means the Elimination of

ILOlLV III liilViilUd Faults in Your Product
Electrical and photometrical tests of every description.
Checking electrical instruments of all kinds and classes.
Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material at factories and after installation.
Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made anywhere.
Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil.

Illumination tests made anywhere.
Secondary standards of candle-power furnished.
Facilities furnished to experimenters and investigators.

We have recently added to the above, coal testing, and are now prepared to make proximate analyses
and calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80th Street and East End Avenue NEW YORK, N. Y.

Cook Your Meals by ELECTRICITY ECONOMICALLY. Use The

QUAD ELECTRIC 8T0YE AND EIRELE88 COOKER to do it.

_
The "QUAD" is the most perfect Electric Cooker made. It will coo!: an entire

Dinner—better, cheaper and with greater economy than by any other method, as
after the stove is thoroughly hot, you can turn off the current (saving fuel) and -it

will finish cooking the meal without further trouble.
No hot kitchen, no dirt, everything absolutely sanitary and clean. In every

Home where Electricity is, there should be a QUAD Electric Cooker.
Let us send you our circular which explains in full what the QUAD will

do—the current it consumes—and the delicious way it cooks the food.

If you cannot obtain one from the Electric Light Company,
write us direct.

A. L. SYKES MFG. CO., 129 E. Pearl St., CINCINNATI, O.

For OUT Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Let Electricity Make Pure Air for You
Sufferers from many ailments travel thousands of miles to breathe the OZONE of the

mountains and pine forests. Yet a recent scientific invention enables everyone to have

—

RIGHT IN THEIR OWN BEDROOM—air constantly as pure, refreshing and ex-
hilarating as the purest oxygen-filled atmosphere of the piny woods and mountain peaks.
This little apparatus is operated by electricity and "ozonizes" the air of the closest room
just as an electric storm purifies the out-door air. The

OZONE PURE AIRIFIER
is of greatest benefit in the treatment of Asthma, Hay Fever, Catarrh, Insomnia, Nervous-
ness, Pneumonia, Typhoid and Scarlet Fevers, Diphtheria, Bronchitis, Tuberculosis, etc.

Endorsed by highest medical and scientific authoritiesa thoroughly tested and demon-
strated success.

Central Station, Electric Jobber and Dealer, this is the latest Electrical Appliance
on the market. Write now for illustrated catalogue, price list and descriptive matter
and plan of placing for liberal trial.

We want distribution throughout the United States in Every Place Where Electrical
Appliances are Sold.

OZONE PURE AIRIFIER COMPANY
307-314 Rand McNally Bldg. CHICAGO, ILL.

The Acme Armored Iron

Station. You cannot understand why we named it

to Perform the Work
manded by the Central
in .. And Here's Why

ARMORED CORD—Don't kink, twist, snarl or break; can-
not burn or interfere with the iron or its operator. Absolutely
trouble-proof and lasts a life time.

THE IRON—Not all units, but lots of iron to retain the heat;
lowest amount of radiation; guaranteed to sizzle in two minutes.
Consumes not more than 2 cents per hour. Units renewed at

home-—the elements can be quickly and easily renewed without
the use of tools.

It's a Woman's Iron—built along the housewife's idea—will

withstand absolutely the hardest usage under all conditions.

Not a Trouble Maker, but a trouble saver for the Central
ACME" unless you see the Iron, or ask about it. - r

ACME ELECTRIC HEATER CO., 807 Scotten Ave., DETROIT, MICH

Protected Gears

of

This Washing Machine

Save

Fingers and Clothes

No danger of anything catching in the

cogs or gearing of the Elmo—a big

advantage to the user. In addition

WE ELMO
has positive action wringer, easy open-

ing lid, noiseless back gear drive, rever-

sible wringer and many other exclusive

features. WRITE FOR BOOKLET
that describes them all in detail.

Grinnell Washing Machine Co.

GRINNELL, /A.

Canadian trade Supplied by the Gem Motor i j

h\9 Portage Ave. :: Winniptg, Man.

An Electric

Cook Stove

That is Practical

and Reasonable

Two kind*
of stoves

—

Electric

and Fireless

—for the
price

of one.

The Comet Electric Stove is designed to save
fuel. It does a day's cooking at the cost of burn-
ing an ordinary electric light less than one hour...

Beasonable to buy—convenient to use—eco-
nomical for the Home, Camp, Motor Boat, or
Automobile. You don't have to depend on elec-

tricity alone—it's a fireless cooker as well.
Ask us more about it now—today. Special

prices to Central Stations and Dealers.

COMET ELECTRIC STOVE CO.
37 I9th Street DETROIT, MICH.
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BUY YOUR PLUMBING AT WHOLESALE PRICES

DOING BUSINESS
25 YEARS AT SAME
ADDRESS.

d% f% A /\ P* for complete bath

•h^**m7J& room outfit. Five

.

mm +r*~
foot roll rim por-

celain enameled bath, porcelain enam-
eled lavatory, low pattern syphon ic

closet, $39.00. Hardin's warranty
beats any other guarantee.

Save 35 to 70%
Complete Heating Plants and Water
Systems for Country Homes. Get our
150-page Moaey-Saving Catalog No. 9,
Free. Write today.

JOHN HARDIN CO., «" 88aGgCT&?~"

Washing Dishes
is the bugbear of every housewife and
half the servant problem.

THE SANITARY DISHWASHER
FOR FAMILY USE

Washes, rinses, dries and polishes
In 3 to 5 minutes. Cleanses and
sterilizes dishes with scalding
soap-suds and rinses them, com-
pletely removing all traces of food,
grease, etc. Hands do not touch
water. Saves labor, time, towels,
breakage. All metal—compact

—

strong—lasts a lifetime.

Sold on Trial— Why Not
escape the drudgery of dish-wash-
ing, as hundreds of women have.
Read their letters fn our booklet.
Write today.

National Machine & Stamping Go
1526 Chamber of Commerce, De(roit,Mich

Big Mail FREE
Your NAME PRINTED in our Mailing Directory and
sent to 10,000 firms all over the world so they can
send you FREE Samples, Catalogs, Books, Papers, Mag-
azines, etc., etc. Send 20c to cover cost of printing

your name and you will receive a big mail Free.

Ingram, Va., Jan. 7, 1910. Mr. Anderson, I have already
received more than 2,000 parcels of mail, and still they
come, scores of papers, samples, magazines, etc., for
which I had often paid 10 to 25c each. R. T. James,

Send to ANDERSON, The Mail Man, 565B, James '.own, N. Y.

GOOD
AGENTS
WANTED

GreatMoneyMaking Opportunity. By-
strom lights most up-to-date on market. Con-

venient as gas or electricity, brighter, safer, cheap-
er. Endorsed by insurance companies. Burn 96%

air, 4% gasoline. 500 C. P. light costs ji cent an hour.
Write today for free booklet. THE BYSTROM GAS
LAMP CO., Dept K Defiance, Ohio.

The
Thor Electric

Home Laundry
Machine

This cut shows
the Thor washing
and wringing clothes

at the same time.

Write for catalog.

HurleyMachineCo.
29 S. Clinton St.

CHICAGO
1010 Flat Iron Bldg.

NEW YORK

IRONING MADE EASY
Your bed and table linen,

plain clothes, flat pieces, 80 per cent of family
wash, can be ironed Easier (no backache

or tired feet), Quicker

tiUUHfiTlinn"
(in 1-5. the time), Better,
with finish far superior to

hand work, by using the

SlMPUXlROp1 i ct. per hour to

heat by gas or gaso-
line. Price within
reach of all. Sizes
for small homes and large; operate by hand, or small washing
machine motor. Illustrated booklet sent free on request.

Write for our 30 day free trial offer and nearest dealer.

American Ironing Machine Co., 25 E. Lake St, Chicago

BOriOSOWNTOYMAKER]
GREATEST BOYS BOOK EVER WRITTEN.

Tells how to moke a STEAM EN0INE. CAMERA. WINDMILL
MICROSCOPE. ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. TELEPHONE. MAGIC LANTERN.]

BOATS of every hind. RITES. BALLOONS. TOYS. WAGONS.
BOWS and ARROWS. STILTS. ANIMAL TRAPS, etc.

OVER 200 PICTURES. THIS BOOK
and CATALOGUE ONLY 10 6"**- POSTPAID.
ELECTRIC FUN MAKERS
Dept. 29. KLWANEE,. ILL.

NULITE GASOLINE TABLE LAMP
A beautiful lamp for homes, hotels, offices, stores,

banks, cafes. Portable, safe; can be turned upside
down or rolled on floor without danger or affecting

the light. 300 C. P. of soft, brilliant light; one-

third cent per hour.

4 tfAnfo We want town, county and travelling sales-
AgvlllS men. Best proposition ever offered. Sel's every-

where. No experience necessary. Write for Special Offer.

CHICAGO SOLAR LIGHT COMPANY
219 South Jefferson Street CHICAGO

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days ofwinter weather.

The entire outfit must satisfy you or
you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
into ? Could we offer such liberal terms
if we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels in service, simplicity, efficiency,

economy 1

We are makers—not dealerj—and will

save you all middlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free

48-page booklet which tells all about it.

Your name %nd address on a Post card
is sufficient.

HESS, 912 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
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nmmmmiFURNITURE of
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Just a small remittance each month—whatever you can conveniently spare—
and the beautiful homefurnishings that you select are easily paid for. Just
consider what a convenience this would be to you. It would give you
immediate use of the furnishings you order to enjoy in your own home while
paying for them in small amounts from month to month as you earn the
money. It's by far the most generous credit service offered by any homefurnishing insti
tution in America. We charge absolutely nothing f% m m m w ^-v^*t %1**> < £\ ! fc IB I

for this credit accommodation-no i f\ I fik IJllw WO« J^Jj W* # W* f*interest— no extras of any kind.

i3 full of information that is of deepest importance to every householder—contains many valuable
suggestions on furnishing and beautifying the home. It's a big buyer's
guide—explains relative values—describes economies in furniture manu-
facture and tells of a great modern method of merchandising that is
proving a blessing to thousands of families of moderate income all over
the United States. Write for the catalog and learn how easy we'll make
it for you—no matter what your income may be—to have everything you
want for your home. This great catalog is beautifully Ulustrated. a
considerable portion of it being reproduced in colors. It quotes factory
prices on Furniture, Stoves, Rugs, Carpets, Pianos, Go-Carts, Refrigera-
tors, Silverware, Sewing Machines, Crockery, Lamps, Clocks, etc., etc.
Write for this great catalog at once—write for it today.

OAK HEATER
CCash

with
your
order

Balance 50c per month until
purchase price is paid; a
handsome heater, elegant
nickel trimmings; heavy
castings, extra durable.

HARTltfAM FURNITURE & CARPET CO
«.n.I.% JL lWJ.rdl.l^ n e nt. A6 223 to 229 WABASH AVE.. CHICAGO. U. S. A.223 to 229 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, U. S. A,

Beater
No. S 9205 10-in. firepot $5.69
No. S 9206 12-in. firepot 7.25

No. S 9207 14-in. firepot 9.15

.Largest, oldest and best known homefurnishing concern in America—estab-^
lished 1855—55 years of success—22 great stores—over 2,000,000 homes

furnished—over 700,000 customers—capital and resources greater
than that of any similar concern in the country.

Screw
draft
register

Get

Boca

AftPNTQ SPEND 1 CENTM^cn
! 5 Earn $6 to $12 a Day:

FREE FUEL—AIR BURNER!
Remarkable Patented Stove, Heating or Cooking—Consumes 395 Barrels Air to One

Gallon Common Coal Oil.

Air now burned in this Wonderful Stove is free to rich and poor alike. No trust in control. This VALVELES8.
WICKLESS, AUTOMATIC OIL-GAS and AIR-BURNER STOVE, automatically generates gas froix kerosene oil, mix-
ing it with air. CHEAPEST FUEL, INTENSE HEAT, Heat concentrated under cooking vessels and absorbed by

articles being cooked or concentrated under Radiator and distributed throughout

NOT LIKE THOSE SOLD IN STORES
Ideal for roasting, cooking, baking, ironing, canning fruit, etc. In Winter use Radiato
for heating houses, stores, rooms, etc.—always ready. No more carrying coal, kindling
ashes, soot and dirt. To operate—turn knob—oil runs into burner—touch a match.
generates gas, which passes through air mixer, drawing in about a barrel of air to every
large spoonful of oil consumed. That's all. It is self-regulating, no more attention.

Same heat all day or all night. For more or less heat, simply turn the knob. There it

remains until you come again. To put fire out, turn knob, raising IT* <

burner—oil runs back into can, fire's out. As near perfection as \y -,
anything in the world. Not dangerous like gasoline. No dirt, soot ^A
or ashes. No leaks, nothing to clog or close up. No wick—not
even a valve, yet heat is under perfect control.

D. CARN, IND.. writes: "It costs only 4 1-2 cents a day for
fuel." L. NORRIS, VT., writes: "The Harrison Oil-Gas Gen-
erators are wonderful savers of fuel, at least 50 to 75 per cent
over wood and coal." E. ARNOLD, NEB., writes: "Saved
$4.25 a month for fuel by using the Harrison Oil-Gas Stove.
My range costs me $5 50 per month, the Harrison $1.25 per
month." WM. BAERINO, IND., writes: "We warmed a room
when it was 10 below zero with one Radiator." ReV. WM. TEARN,
ME., writes: "This morning 16 below zero- soon after Ughting
Harrison Oil Gas Stove temperature rose to summer heat.Heater and Cooker or Heating

Exclusively. tl«v Absolutely safe from explosion. Not dangerous like gasoline.
- Simple, durable—lasts foryears. Saves expense, drudgery, fuel bills.

Give this StoVe a trial. Send no money—only send your name and address. Write to-day
tor full description, thousands of testimonials. Our 1910 Proposition. Circulars FREE.

Ail Sizes. Prices Low, $3.25 and up. Sent to any Address.

THE WORLD MANUFACTURING CO.
833 World Bldg., CINCINNATI, O.

Sectional Cut of Generator

Exciting Business for Agents

Salesmen, Managers—Men or Wo-
men, at home or traveling, all orpait
time — showing— taking orders ap-
pointing agents, etc Messrs Head &
Grazer, Texas, write: "Enclosed find

orderfor$81. Rush. Selllike hotcakes.
Sold 50 stoves in ourtown." B. L.
Heusted, Mich., writes: "Been out
1 day and sold (I stoves." This
patentnew. Nothing like It. Demand
enormous Agents reaping great har-

vest. Where operated people stop,

look, get interested, want to buy at

once. Show doze., sell ten. Write
to-day for special Agents' new
plan. Send no money. World tin-

supplied. Get in early for territory.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PSJCiiy
IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS

The mostwonderfuland fasci-

nating scientific study of the
age. Every Boy, Girl and
Grown-up should know about
it. The new "VOLTABP
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS"—

our 112 Page Catalog now ready, the most complete and interesting book
e"er issued—is full of illustrations and descriptions of the latest VOt-
TAMP Electrical Novelties—Motors, Dynamos, Toys, Machine Models,
Telegraph and "Wireless" Instruments, Ruhmkorff Coils, Spark Coils,

Geissler Tubes, Switches, Meters, Lamps, Flashlights, Transformers,
Tools, etc, The greatest line of Miniature Electric Railways ever shown*
Anything Electrical for Anybody. Prices consistently low.

Send for this Catalog—6 cents in

stamps or coin, which will be re-

funded on first order of 50 cents

or over. No postals answered.

VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Park Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

FOOT AND ELECTRICAL DRIVEN
Power and Turret Lathes.
Planers, Sharpeners, and

Drill Presses.
Write today for our Complete Catalog.

Shepard Lathe Co.
B. 131 W. 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio

$5.00 TO $10.00 A DAY MADE EASY
THE "AMERICAN" NO. 3 The "American"

Machine
Hones razors, sharp-
ens all kinds of safety
razor blades, clippers,
scissors, etc. No
makebelieve, but the
real thing Complete
outfits furnished with
instructions how to
do the work. No pre-
vious experience
required.

Address Mgr. Dept. M, Illinois Cutlery Co, 171 Washington St., Chicago

SEAVEY" MITRE BOX
MEETS EVERY REQUIREMENT

CutB Any Anglo

Special Offer: On return
of this "Ad" and S2.00 one
of these Mitre Boxes will be
shipped to any reader of
"Popular Electricity." Offer
good for 30 days from date
of issue. Weighs 2 KiiiiiJs

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., 108 Ouane Street, O YORK CITY

ROTH
ELECTRIC MOTORS
POLISHING LmTHES

forge blowers

.special machinery

ROTH BROS.&CO.
1358 W. Adams St.

Chicago, III.

136 Liberty St.

New York City

ELECTRICIAN'S WATCH—NON MAGNETIC

Send now for my non-magnetic watch, only
$5.00 (delivered). This watch will positively
withstand all magnetic attractions. Tested to

2000 volts, absolutely guaranteed to keep the
most accurate time under all conditions. Ap-
proved by everybody in the Electrical Indus-
try. Stem wind and set; dust proof; thin
model.

E. KIRCHBERG 76 State Street CHICAGO.

H. M. Byllesby & Company
ENGINEERS

Examinations and Reports

218 La Salle Street
Chicago

VACUUM \A/ BL s h & r
<ZO Day Trial

To prove to every reader of this magazine that she can
wash clothes with least work and wear with

Syracuse "EASY" Washer
we will ship one on 30 days' trial and pay freight

both ways if you do not find it far better than
any you ever tried. Easy pumping motion. Water
heated in rust-proof tub. Cleanses laces, clothes, carpets
Write for free booklet; valuable recipes and trial

offer. DODGE & ZUILL
539 C Dillaye Bldg., Syracuse, No Y.
Toronto Branch, L. 6. Beebe, Mgr., 92 Olive Ave.

WeWill Sell You At Wholesale
Agents' Price, One

AMERICAN
MOTORCYCLE or BICYCLE
f w ^ haven't an agent in your city. We

want our machine introduced in every
We also want live agents and offer the

best moneymaking proposition on American Mo-
torcycles and American Bicycles. Write us—do it now.
American Motorcycla Co., 1438 Wells St., Chicago, III

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
in the shortest possible time- The Omnigragh Automatic

Transmitter combined with standard key
**"': .? and sounder. Sends you telegraph mes-

sages at any speed just as an expert opera-
tor would. Five styles, $2 up; circular free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39 H Cortlandt Street New York

address

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits.

Ten years' experience enables me to

jive practical instructions that will add
£5 to $60 per week to your income

without interfering with regular occupation.
For full particulars and free book,
JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM,

5860 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ills.

^\\\\W//////y^' Looi & like a diamond—wears Ilka m dia-
mond—brilliancy guaranteed forever-
stands filing and fire like a diamond—has
no paste, foil or artificial backing. Fet
only in 14k. solid gold mountings. l-20th
the cost of diamonds. A marTelously re-
constructed gem. Not an imitation.
Guaranteed t® coutain no glass. Sent on
approval. Write for catalog, It's free.

REMOH JEWELRY CO., 515 N. Bdway, St. Louis

VENTRILOQUISM
Learned by any Man or Boy at Home. Small cost. Bend
today 2-cent stamp for particulars and proof.
O. A. SMITH. Room 1432, 823 Blgelow St., PEORIA, ILL.

BIG PROFITS
For Men of

Moderate Means

THE NEW ADVERTICRAPH
The ADVERTIGRAPH is an Automatic Advertising Stereopticon,

showing advertisements brilliantly in Store, Show -window, Street or
Theatre. Any man with $300 can double his money every month
with the ADVERTIGRAPH, at odd times or evenings. No experience
necessary—we tell you how. Write today for full information. Others
do it—why don't you.

WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE, Inc., Dept. 43, 918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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'/it SIZE, PR\c*. 50**

SOUENOID ELECTRIC ENGINE PRICE

tLECTRO H\«\ftK«.-r

'A s^ze PRICE Z5«»-

ELECTRICAL TREASURE BOX
The entire 31 Electrical articles shown on this page, all assembled, tested

and ready for practical or experimental use, together with one ELECTRI-
CIAN'S HANDY SUPPLY BOX, containing 24 additional, different and
useful supplies, ALL for

ONLY FIVE DOLLARS
Direct from Manufacturer to User; No Middlemen's Profits.

A Fascinating, Instructive, Amusing, Sensible Gift for a Young
Man or Boy. This Useful Outfit Should be in Every Home.

All of these articles represent over a THOUSAND DIFFERENT pieces

before we assemble and test them ; each one can be taken apart and put to-

gether again.

The, Best Value, most intensely interesting and instructive collection of

REAL electrical apparatus of REAL commercial and practical worth (not

mere toys) ever offered.

Future Edisons can now and should have Electrical apparatus of stand-

ard size, weight, strength and efficiency, and some that has seen actual com-
mercial service, so their experiments will have a wide range and not fall down
on severe tests. Makeshift toys give wrong ideas and create hurtful impres-
sions of Electricity. This electrical apparatus provides for experiments that

arc instructive and. of some real value as well as the HUNDREDS OF
AMUSING AND ASTONISHING EXPERIMENTS not possible with
much of the cheaply made stuff on the market.
Think of it! An Electrical Laboratory for only Five Dollars. With all

this you can be the ELECTRICAL WIZARD of your neighborhood, and
should you invent or discover what we want

YOU GET ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS IN CASH
Every one has an equal chance and you might be the one to solve or stumble onto it.

This outfit is ample for the experiments as well as hundreds of others that may lead to
fortune-making discoveries or inventions.

<£-|/\/\ a >CU will be paid to the first one who, in his experiments with this ap-
^ IWW wMOIl paratus, develops and assigns to us a Magneto Telephone Switch-
board Drop, which will respond readily to the pulsating or direct current but will not
respond at all to the alternating current.
Get Busy! Things a Thousand times more difficult have been done.
Compare Prices, Quality and Number of pieces with all others.

No other concern in the world can furnish anything even approaching this outfit for less

than Fifteen or Twenty Dollars.

Order Now as such snaps as this happen ONLY ONCE IN A HUNDRED YEARS
and there is going to be an awful rush.

Price quoted is F. O, B. CHICAGO (no charge for packing or cartage-)

ELECTmc LI&HT

S121E.

PM«L*l°-2

Bl- pet-aft. TiuwoHt

S\ZE

PfUCE. *» ®5

rERNkANENT MKCKET

SWEDISH-AMERICAN

TELEPHONE CO.

5235-5257 East

Ravenswood

Avenue

JNSW.ATC.D Wlftt /^Z> POUULMM BRSt

P»»te *5*

LtfcMTN<H& HOWTEK.

PUSH bofroN
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PATENTS
able. Highest references. Best results.

THAT PROTECT and PAY
Send for FREE 85-page book.
Advice free. Terms reason-

Recommended Patent Lawyer in the Bankers' Register and Special list of selected lawyers.
Also in Martindale's Law Directory, Sharp & Alleman's Directory of Lawyers, The

Gast-Paul Directory of Lawyers, and Kime's ' International Law Directory.

ALL BUSINESS GIVEN PROMPT AND PROPER ATTENTION
Member of the Bar of the United States Supreme Court and all of the other Courts in the District of Columbia

A large list of strong recommendations furnished free.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer, 612 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

ELECTRICAL PATENTS
Secured Electrical Engineer

hy Patent Lawyer
Mr. Brown is a graduate Electrical Engineer and was for seven years an
Examiner in Electrical Division U. S. Patent Office, and is prepared to
render expert services in preparation and prosecution of Electrical cases

Send Sketch f.> Advic EUGENE C BROWN, Suite 43, Victor Bidg., Washington, D.C
PATENTS: A Talk to the Inventor ""

A book: tells what you should know before applying for patent—Free.
From a client: "I am very sorry that I have wasted two months' time with another
firm." From another: "I have had one firm in Washington attend to my business up
to this, but they do not seem to enter into matters with the same spirit (thoroughness)

as you do." Names given on request.

I take >our work seriously. Let me demonstrate this. Send sketch for advice.

Y/l/OOD\A/*\RD, 726 9th Street, N. W. Opposite U. S. Patent Office, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents
Trade-Marks
Designs
Copyrights

Your ability to protect your
patent from infringement
depends largely on the pre-

sentation of the original application.
The market value of your patent

depends on the manner in which
the invention is set forth in the
claims. Let me tell you more about it.

Send for my booklet C, on
Patents, Trade-marks, Designs,
Copyrights.

LANGDON /VIOORE
Washington Loan and Trust Building

Washington, D. C.

Ex-Asst. Examiner U. S. Pat. Off.

PATENTS
OBTAINED OR NO CHARGE MADE

Easy Payments. 15 years official examiner U. S. Patent Office, over
uarter century actual experience, unexcelled facilities, highest refer-
ences, Electrical and Mechanical Experts, Prizes for inventions.
Patents advertised for sale free. Send sketch for free search U. S.
Patent Office records and reliable report on patentability, also beauti-
fully illustrated Inventor's Guide Book and "What and How to Invent."

E. P. BUNYEA CO., Wa*hington, D. C.

ieferaeib^ 4
^/-)Pei?pefual
C/UMohory^r 9 4

*»Jl i4?a/Aecbanical/Aoveir)epr
Bo©*5s fell aliafooiuif'

,Perpefaai
M@#i@n2> a©d noW fo obraini~Pafei?Jbk

BY MAIL 25 CENTS STAMPS^silver
FPIETE.mCH-61—OURAY-WASH PC

PROTECT Y0UR IDEAS
*^ ^^ * *"^ ^^ * Under our plan inventions

may be gotten before the Patent Office at the low cost of $20.
Consultation free. Send for handbook.

MILO B. STEVENS & CO ATTORNEYS. ESTABLISHED 1864

800 14th Street, Washington, D. C. 351 Monad nock Block, Chicago

Guaranteed and recommended by the Bankers' Register. Highest
rating by Martindale's American Law Directory.

HAVE YOU AN IDEA?
Send sketch for free opinion. If

favorable, will report exact cost.

No attorney fee until patent is

allowed. Satisfied clients in every State.

Or Mil MAN CLEVELAND, OHIO
• */• DILLllI/ill WASHINGTON, u. c

PATENTS; 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
New and Easy Plan of Payments.

BOOK MAILED FREE.
Illustrating 100 mechanical movements and telling all

about patents and how to obtain them.

CHAS. E. BROCK, Patent Attorney
911 F STREET N. W. WASHINGTON. D. O.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PATENTS Secured Promptly and with Special Regard
to the legal protection of the invention

HAND BOOK FOR INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS SENT FREE UPON REQUEST

C. L. PARKER, Patent Lawyer
Patents, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Reports as to Patentability, Validity

and Infringement. Patent Suits Conducted.
REFERENCES: American Tire Co.,Lippincott Pencil Co., International Ore Treating Machinery Co., Globe Machine

and Stamping Co., Leech Automobile Co., Fenn Needle and Mfg. Co., Berkshire Specialty Co.. Sterling Vacuum Cleaner
Co., Household Utilities Co.. Acme Canopy Co., Oakes Manufacturing Co., Cox Implement Co., Columbus Buggy Co.,
National Index Co., Iron-Ola Co., By-Products Chemical Co., United States Aluminum Co., Chemical Manufacturing
Co., Alabama Brewing Co., National Offset Co., Antiseptic Supply Co., Floor Clean Co., Fat Products Refining Co..
Richmond Electric Co., Railway Surface Contact Supply Co., National Electric Works, Sohm Electric Signaling and
Recording Co.

Mr. Parker on November 1, 1903 after having been a member of the Examining Corps of the U. S. Patent Office for
over five years, resigned his position as examiner to take up the practice of patent law.
Address 12 McCILL BUILDING .... WASHINGTON, D. C.

^"PROTECT YOUR IDEA!

Patents - Pay
"MY TRADE-MARK"$205,340.00 (I!*

Made by My Clients N?
You Should Have My Free Book telling How
Others Will do the Same in the Future.

"What and How to Invent" Book Free.

Foreign Patents a Specialty
If you have a U. S. application write me for excellent literature

and terms for promoting your Foreiun Patents. Liberal discounts.

I Advertise My Clients' Patents Free
in publications having 2,000,000 circulation. Write for Special

Offer. Successful clients in every section of the U. S.

"I received One Hundred Dollars (8100.00) down (in re my Can
Rightine Machine inventions) and in 30 davs Nine Hundred Dol-
Inrg (1900.00) and when my patents are issued, One Thousand Dol-
lars ($1000.00) more. I can conscientiously state to my fellow

inventor that he will do the right thing by placing his patent
business in Mr. Vrooman's hands for the best ironclad patents."

(Signed) WILLIAM C. BRIDGES,
February 2, 1910. Wapello, Iowa.

FREE: Two Books—61-page "Inventor's Guide"
and 64-page "Proof of Fortunes in Patents"—"What and How to Invent"

High-Class Work—Excellent Testimonials
Expert—Prompt Services

E. E. VROOMAN
PATENT LAWYER

Registered Patent Attorney—Patent Litigation

811 F St., N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

WANTED -IDEAS
The demand for good patentable ideas is greater than ever
before. Am constantly in receipt of letters from parties de-
siring to buy patents procured through me. Electrical de-
vices, tools of all kinds, advertising novelties, agents' supplies,

mail order articles, and many other inventions are sought
after. Protect your idea! Write for "Stepping Stones" (con-
taining over 200 inventions wanted) and ne w guide book
"Successful Patents" Clients' patents sold free. My
personal services. Highest references.

RICHARD B. OWEN
Dept. 6. WASHINGTON, D. C.

CAPITALIZE YOUR BRAINS

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description of your invention for

free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.
Our Four Books mailed free to any adlress. Send for these

books; the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Our Illustrated 8o page Guide Book is an invaluable book of

reference for inventors and contains ioo mechanical move-
ments illustrated and described.

FORTUNES IN PATENTS
Tells how to invent for profit and gives history of successful

inventions.

WHAT TO INVENT
Contains a valuable list of inventions wanted and suggestions

concerning profitable fields of invention. Also information
regarding prizes offered for inventions, among which is a

PRIZE OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS
offered for one invention and $10,000 for others.

PATENTS THAT PAY
Contains fac-similes of unsolicited letters from our clients

who have built up profitable enterprises founded upon patents

procured by us. Also endorsements from prominent inventors,

manufacturers, Senators, Congressmen, Governors, etc.

WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENTS' INVENTIONS
FREE

in a list of Sunday newspapers with two million circulation and
in the World's Progress. Sample copy free.

ELECTRICAL CASES A SPECIALTY
We have secured many important Electrical patents.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
(Formerly Evans, Wilkins & Co)

Vlcttr Bldg., 724 9th St. E Washingron, D. C.

PATENTS in CASH DEMAND
Many deals closed by our clients—one recently for
$680.000.00—our proof'of Patents that PROTECT.

Send 8c postage for our 3 books for Inventors.

R. S. & A. B. Lacey, Div. 52 Washington, D. C. Estab. 1869.

T YOUR IDEAS
$8,500 for one invention. Book,

"How to Obtain a Patent" and " What
to Invent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report as to patentability. Patents advertised
for sale at our expense in fourteen Manufac-

turers' Journals. Patent Obtained or Fee Returned

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Attorneys

Established 16 Tears

974 F. Street, Washington, D. C.
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I'm CoingtoGet^

smmm
Opportunity Coupon
AMERICAN SCHOOL of CORRESPONDENCE
Please send me your Bulletin and advise me how

I can qualify for the position marked "X."

.Book-keeper

.Stenographer

.Accountant
..Cost Accountant
. .Systematizer
..Cert'f'd Pub. Acc'nt Mechanical Engineer
. .Auditor Sanitary Engineer
. . Business Manager Steam Engineer
. .Commercial Law Fire Insurance Eng'r
. .Reclamation Eng'r College Preparatory

, Draftsman
.Architect
.Civil Engineer
.Automobile Engineer
.Electrical Engineer

Name
Address.

OCCUPATION.
Pop. Elect, ii-io

"I'm tired of earning a small salary.

I'm tired of sticking along at the

same old job. Fm TIRED of seeing

other men get good positions and good
salaries while I keep tagging behind.

Fm going to sign this coupon NOW
and SEE what the American School
can do for me."

Competition is keener in every line than ever before.

Every man should take stock of himself and
see what he's going to do to improve his

position, to figure out what chance he'll have

if hundreds of other young men around him
get special knowledge and special training
and he does not.

These are the richest, most prosperous days

the world has known— there are greater oppor-

tunities for men with backbone and ambition

than ever before— opportunities for Trained
Men, not untrained.

You' ve got to have more than average knowl-
edge if you want to get more than an average job.

You don't need to be a college graduate, you don't

need to be a Bachelor of Arts or a Doctor of Laws,
but you DO need to BE AN EXPERT in your own
particular line, if you want something better than a

common job and common pay.

It costs you nothing to find out exactly what we are

doing to start thousands of men into more congenial

work with better pay. It costs you nothing to find out what
we can do for YOU,

Won't you sign your Opportunity Coupon today?

"American School of Correspondence
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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Write for Grand Free Illustrated

HOME-BUILDERS
CATALOG and Complete

PLAN BOOK
Our great new HOME-BUILDERS' CATALOG, con-

taining over 5,000 bargain offers on guaranteed Building Ma-
terial, is now ready. We want every reader of Popular Mechanics
to have a copy—free. The record-breaking reductions from
retail prices will make you want to build

Costs Less to Build

Than You Ever Dreamed!
No matter what estimates you may have had on the cost of build-

ing material, you will find ours far below them Our low prices make
it cheaper to build than pay rent. Get our Catalog and Book of Plans
and see how much money we save you. No middlemen's profits to

pay. You can buy at dealer's prices.

Millwork and $
Lumber for this

House, only

Including Plans and Specifications

845

Plan Book Free
Over 50 complete designs for beau-

tiful, practical houses, cottages,

bungalows, etc. Every home shown
has actually been built at the exact
cost specified. Send 10c to pay
postage and mailing.

Samples of

5,000 Bargains
Doors, $1.62 and up; 4-light win-

dows, 70c; corner blocks, 2o? quar-
ter-round, per 100 feet, 25c; stair

balusters, 3c; stair newels, $2.57;
porch brackets, 5c; porch columns,
$1.85; oak flooring, per 100 feet,

52c; window frames, $1.15; plate
rail, per foot, 4c; corner beads, 3c;
gable ornaments, 75c ; oak thresh-

olds, 4c; grilles, per foot, 80c; flint-

coated roofing, per roll, $1 .00; man-
tels, $11.75. Over 5,000 equally
wonderful bargains, listed and pic-

tured in our free books. Don't fail

to write for them today. [55]

Buy Building Material at Cut Prices

Direct from the Largest Millwork
and Lumber Plant in America!

We carry a tremendous stock of building material—everything needed to

build complete and beautiful homes of the most modern types, even to mantels
and hardware. We guarantee quick shipment, no matterhow large the order.

Over Half a Million Customers!
Solely through our Grand Free Catalogs and the Big Values offered

therein, we have built up a patronage extending from ocean to ocean. Over
half a million satisfied, enthusiastic, loyal customers on our books! You
can't put your finger on the map of the United States without locating a
Gordon-Van Tine customer! We have been in the Building Material busi-

ness since 1865. Our business motto is the Golden Rule.

Quality the Highest Every item we sell is guaranteed up
to the official grades of the Sash and

Door Manufacturers' Associations. Our dumber is first air seasoned and then
put through a scientific drying process. Our Sash, Doors and Millwork are
made in the latest styles, approved by best architects. Gordon-Van Tine
Doors are extra strong and well manufactured Joints are made with heavy
hardwood dowel pins, glued with imported glue and pressed together by
heavy steam power press. All our goods are fully up to highest standard
in material and workmanship—we absolutely guarantee quality.

Safe Delivery and Satisfaction or Money
Rpfij|-|Ap-A t EvelT article we ship is guaranteed, and we refund
1\C1 UUUCU • every penny and pay freight both ways if goods are
not absolutely satisfactory. Three big banks vouch for our reliability.

See our rating in Dun's and Bradstreet's Commercial Agencies. Ask our
customers. Get the Big Free Catalog and see prices.

Write for FREE BOOKS This isimp?rtant -

,

Ge'p°s»»*»*** *w* * *^ *-rv-rv-r**.K-r session of the great money-
saving, price-cutting Home-Builders' Catalog. Get your name on our Free
Mailing List for Extra Bulletins as fast as they are issued.

Don't lay aside this magazine without writing to

GORDON-VAN TUNE CO., 2096 Case St., DAVENPORT, IOWA



"A Central Station plant

ought to be busy 24 hours.

It doesn't have to sleep."

—THOMAS A. EDISON.

THERE is about $6,000,000,000—about $75 for every man, woman
and child in the United States—invested in the electrical business

in the United States. And that investment has been made in the

last 30 years. Truly this is the "age of electricity/'

Thirty years ago electric lighting was a marvel—today it is in

nearly every modern home. Every day sees some new application of

electricity adding to the comfort of the home or the easier and more

economic transaction of business.

The Central stations that supply current to the home, the factory

and the railway, can hardly increase their equipment fast enough.

The biggest of these in the v/orld, the Commonwealth Edison

Company, Chicago, had in 1887 only $500,000 invested in its business;

to day it has nearly $60,000,000.

Its business has increased in the last twelve years something like

4000%. And the limits of growth are not even within sight.

It supplies electricity at retail in an area of 200 square miles, but

as yet does not supply more than one-third of the possible demand

within that area. And Chicago is growing and growing—destined, as

shrewd observers believe, to become the greatest city in the United

States. Yet the retail service of the Company is only one-third of its

total business.

The outlook of stockholders in the Commonwealth Edison

Company is the brightest possible and there is every reason to expect

that the 6% dividend, which the stock now pays, will be maintained or

* increased.

v If you would like to own an interest in this gigantic enterprise,

% >^> we w*n De 8^ to suPPty you with full information about the

^cv V NPOv stock, which is listed on the Chicago Stock Exchange; also

\ ^"V to answer any inquiries you may wish to make. Fill

%^ \ a, out and mail us this coupon.

Russell, Brewster & Company
^-. y%. "S^l.i^ 137 Adams Street,
* \ ^ •• \ > New York Stock Exchange

^Xf\"'. N°0 Chicago Stock Exchange dniCagO, 111

\
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